







FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
JANUARY 13, 1987 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
President Dyck called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m . 
II. SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY 
President Dyck introduced special guest Verne A. Stadtman, 
Vice President- General Services of the Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of Teaching. The regular agenda of the 
Senate was suspended in order to allow Stadtman to review the 
Foundation's report College : The Undergraduate Experience in 
America (summarized in Attachment A) of which he was managing 
editor. President Dyck noted that, despite the University's 
increased emphasis on research, through such programs as the 
Second Century Pl an and the Research I nvestment Act, the 
quality of education s till needs to be considered. Faculty 
and administrators are concerned by the implications of this 
report and eight committees have been formed on campus to 
study the eight tensions outlined therein. 
Mr. Stadtman delivered his remarks (Attachment B) and then 
responded to questions from faculty and students . He feels 
that undergraduate education has probably become poorer in 
2 . 
the last few decades and that four years may not be the magic 
length for an education. More and more students are taking 
five years. Senator Nowaczyk cited the trend t o ward 
quant i fying education using such systems as the instructional 
productivity formula and asked if there was a way to include 
a measure of quality , too. Stadtman responded that ideally 
content and quality should be considered, but that, 
realistically, pub l ic institutions are answerable to the 
demands of those who do not understand the goals described in 
the report. 
When asked if accredi t i ng agencies are still performing a 
valuable function or if institutions should rely more on 
themsel ves to define quality, Stadtman relied that 
institutions should be very involved in measuring their own 
quality, even though accrediting agencies have not outgrown 
their usefulness . However, these agencies do not operate 
with any minimum standards and can co-opt institutional 
prerogatives , such as determining the number of faculty and 
their quality . 
A student commented on the changes brought ab9ut by raising 
the drinking age. Stadtman stressed the need to · 
I 
combine 
student and academic activities, as outlined in the report, 
in order to lessen the separation between the two areas . 
3. 
When asked about how faculty should begin to cope with the 
increasd emphasis on research, Stadtman noted that this was 
just a manifestation of a natural tendency to reach for 
higher levels. Sometimes, however, it is good to look at 
what the uni versity is and be best at that. When faced with 
the pressure t o change, a response will depend on how firml y 
the university believes in what it is c u rrently doing and 
whether it can survive in the future. 
Stadtman responded to a question about athletics by saying 
that change must and will come from within the institution, 
not from external sources. At this time, athletic decisions 
are often made by onl y one segment of the university--one 
reason why the Carnegie Report describes the need for 
improved governance and participation by all campus 
constituencies. 
Professor Schaffer asked about the methodology used to 
compile the report. Stadtman described the three different 
methods: 1) national surveys , 2) study of higher education 
literature , and 3) site visits . The site visits were not the 
core of the research effort and the visitors were given 
guidelines but left to their own devices otherwisP. . ,. ~hese 
visits were conducted just to see if the institutions 




Stadtman did not see any fundamental differences between the 
undergraduate experience at public and private institutions. 
The size certainly varies and a smaller school produces a 
more intense experience , but the undergraduate experience 
appears to be much the same everywhere . 
A professor asked about the applicability of the report to 
first l evel professional degrees which should meet certain 
requirements. Stadtrnan is worried about the tendency of some 
majors to monopolize all of a student's undergraduate 
experience. A professional degree program should still be 
able to satisfy a breadth of other needs. 
Stadtman was asked if the Carnegie Report's requirement for 
senior theses and colloquia was unrealistic because of both 
the lack of resources and the general caliber of today's 
student. Are universities trying to educate too many people 
at the university level? He stated that the admissions 
process was faulty and that many students showed the need for 
prior remediation. The need for additional resources is the 
central question, if something is worth doing a fa~ulty 
member can figure out how to do it. 
,I 
President Dyck thanked Mr . Stadtman for being the Senate's 





The meeting was adjourned at 4:45 p.rn. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Margery N. Sly 
Secretary 
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Study Finds Colleges 
Tom by Div.isions, 
Confused over Roles 
.New report by Carnegie chief 
focuses on 'points of tension' 
IJ MALCOLM C. SC\IU.Y 
WASHINGTON 
Undersnduale colleges in the United 
SQICS = confused over thdr purposes 
and racked by ten,ions Iha! prevent them 
Crom providin& coherent educaiion.al u~­
ricnccs r0< their sludenls, warns Emcsl L. 
Boyer. the pruident o( the Carnegie Foun­
dation r0< lhe Advancement o( Teaching, 
In a r<pon lhll will be released here this 
w,:ek. · 
" Many or lhe nation's coll•&•• and uni­
venitic-s arc more successful in crtden1iaJ. 
in& than in providin& a quality education 
(0< that stucknts," Mr. Boyer writes. 
Entitled Coll,1.: Tio, UM<r1raduai, 
£.rp,ri,nc, i11 Am,rica, the rcpor1 is based 
on in-deprh studies or 29 colleaes and uni­
venilics and on sepante surveys or$,000 
(acuity members, $,000 college Sludents, 
and I ,000 college-bound high-school stu· 
dents. 
Findinp of the faculty survey were put,. 
lishcd in Tlor Chroniclr, ~cember 18, 
1915. Those or the college-student survey 
were published in the issue or February 5, 
1986. Mr. Boyers report will be published 
in boot form early nul year by Harper .t 
Row. 
"During our study we round deep divi­
sions on lhe campus. conftictin1 priorities 
and competing interests lhat diminish the 
intellectual and social quality or the under· 
Ca1t1in11,d on Pai< /6, Column I 
Btrr IT'S ONLY 1986 
Education Already Big Issue 
for '88PresidentialAspirants 
Ir STACY E. PALMER 
WASHl,...GTON 
Last spring Sen. Gary Hart proposed 
a Sl7-billion education. r<scarc:h. and 
training program designed to bolSler the 
nation's induslriaJ compctiliveness. 
1bcdebate over the plan, made while 
the Senate considered ill blueprint f0< 
federal spendin1 in 1917, outwardly re· 
scmblcd one lhat might nge over any 
O<dinary budget amendment. As it hap­
~ned, the Senale resoundingly deru1-
ed Senator Hart' s proposal out o( con· 
cun about lhe ppin1 federal budget 
ckfic:it. 
Gelling the amendment added lo the 
lNdgct plan wun' I entirely the point, 
however. With an eye to 1he 1988 Prcsi­
ckn1ial nee, the Colondo Democrat 
was usin11he opportunity to get across 
the details or his agenda ror education 
befott he leaves theScnalc at the end o( 
the year lo work run time on lus possi­
ble bid (0< the 0cfflOCl1llic nominalion. 
His speech in support or the educa1ion 
a1casurc wu sprinkled wi1h rererenccs 
to his ..,ision.. oC'1he future and jabs 11 
the olbcr major poli1ical party~ 
staples or Presidential campaigning. 
Like many other prospective candi· 
dales (0< the 19118 Prcsiden1ial race, Mr. 
Hart has already begun developing the 
thetncs he will USC to court VOIUS. He is 
one ol a handful or politicians who are 
sayin1 they would emphasize education 
i( they decide to make a (om,,al auempr 
to occupy the White House. 
The only person "'ho has onldally 
declared that he plans 10 run. former 
~law:ire Gov. Pienc S. du Ponl. IV. 
said in the speech announcina his candi· 
dacy (0< lhe Republican nomi1131ion 
that one or his major coals would be 1he 
establishment or a "national school and 
tninin& bank" lhal "'ould provide rcd­
cDily pannlced loans at markct·inter· 
nt ~les to anyone who wanted to go 10 
college. 
'lt'1 Your Future' 
MYou could bom>w as much money 
u you need and lhe sovemment would 
sual"IJltee the loan." said Mr. du Pont 
in his announcement speech. "But 
you'd have to borrow ii at market ra1es 
and pay it back yourself. The opportu· 
nily is there , but il's yourrcsponsibility 
because it ' s your fu1ure." 
Other possible Republican conlend­
cn. including Rep. Jack F. K<mp o( 
New York and fonner Sen. Howard H. 
Baker, Jr.• or Tennessee. have not )'Cl 
olTered detailed plans about !heir 1988 
pi1ches in terms or cducaiion policy. 
"It's way too early (0< !hat:• said an 
aide to Mr. Kemp. who quickly added. 
.. But he wu a 1upporter o( the Higher 
Education Act. He voled r0< the bill .·· 
Vice-President Gcorae Bush is likely 
Con1in11td on Pogr 11. Cnl:,mn I 
Soviets Said to Assume All Visiting Scientists Are Spies, 
but Scholars Unliluly to Experience aDanilojfIncident 
U.S. View 
IJ COLU[N CORDES 
When the American journalist Nicholas 
OanilolT wu arrested and charsed with es· 
pionasc in Moscow two months 110, SOfnC 
American scholan ,eheduled lo trud 
thaecalled the lnlemationaJ Research and 
Exchanges Board in Princeton. 
What were the chances, they inquired, 
tha& they too miaht become llrlflS o(offi­
CW harassment or ancst 1 · 
Oflkials or1he boord. which sets up u ­
chang.cs with the Soviet Union and Eastern 
EurG!)O. !old the call•~ that ,uch incidents 
were unlikely. The Sovie1s realize lh.al 
their valued .science contacts with the 
West would be threatened. expla.iM Wes· 
Icy Fisher, who is in charge or1he board's 
joint Soviet·Amtrican projects in the hU· 
manitics and social sciences, so lhcy are 
not inclined 10 pick on scholan. 
Add, an American profeuor who has 
been involved in such e1changes: .. All 
they have to do is crab one American sci· 
I enlist, and the ,cicntists ,will stop ,oina. ·• 
· Indeed. officials who •dministcr ex· 
changes acncrally discount the nolion thal 
the latest sirain, in U.S.-Soviel r<la­
lionHncludin1 the stalemate al the Ice· 
land mini-summjt and the recent tit·for·tat 
upulsions or diplomats and o:u1backs in 
embassy sta.lf-will affect the quan1i1y or 
ContillM<d Ott Pair 42, Co/11mn I 
Russia Seen Reforming 
Higher Education 
IT Vf.RA RICH 
1ausst.u 
T!lc Soviet Union has embarked on a 
drive (0< ucellencc in higher education. 
Western analysts told a rccenc con(crcncc 
spoouored by the North Allantic Trco1y 
Qrianiution. 
The Russians' pfans wtre said to include 
a 1eneral tigh1ening or academic SQndards 
and a closing of wc;ikcr instilutions. 
New procedures ror university acimis· 
s.Ons. introduced during the summer. cive 
priority lo applicants with eood ,......d, in 
WOfk or military service. In addilK>fl lo ex· 
aminations. the procedures ca.JI for inler· 
Co111in11~d on Pait 4", Co/11'"" I 
Moscow View 
IJ PATRICIA WALR[R 
.... HONOR WILSON 
MOSCOW 
Accordina to a sci<ntific anacht at the 
American Embassy here. the Soviet ,ov. 
anmcnt's basic :assumption about Amcri· 
can scholan and other Wcstcm visiton tu 
lhi, councry is that they are all spies. 
The Russians a.re pa.niculuty suspicious 
ol visitors with expertise in the Rus,ian 
lansu•sc 0( such deep knowleds• or other 
fields lhal they have unusuolly broad con­
tacts in the Soviet Union, said lhe official. 
John Zimmerman. 
Nevcrt.Mlcss. the Russians apprttia1e­
u docs the Uni1ed State,,.-4ha1 srcat pin, 
an be drawn "from the combined effort, 
10 loam toec1her and the knowledJe o( 
what eKh side is doing," he uid. So 
ap.in,t their suspicions and (can of securi­
ty lcaU. Che Russians are cons1ant ly 
weighing the potential value or scicnufic 
infonnation to be gleaned. 
Mr. Zimmerman said in 1n intCrvic• 
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CJfccuwcly to loCf'YC tll uudcn1~·• campus.·· Ulc Cft\'J ol the -.-· lie .aid. ~-• collc1c u • pbcc Wide•
M.t. loytt s.aws 1• tu1 rrc,on.. • • olJ.li~tOYff t.ow dM ...And Amcnc:an coflqn and UN•cr· Wh<ft cuchc.n c.an .aboul tllcir stu· 
The rq,on tdcn11AC1 c,1,11, ..poinll coller sbould be goY<nted. ••• Alia arc u frH o(npl odcoloff an4 dcAu. whttc. 111 Illeetu.sroom. lndi­ '"'"G\CCI' ol1cftM011°· U'W ··aC>PA,ITd w1duudl Prutdcntt arc ca.u&ilt •• lMcroulln propapncti.ona u aa, U1 Ille wand... taou an be clwlcftlf'd and new 
ff1Ullnly and wcmc4 so c.on.sutcnt· olcon/lic11n1 p,nwra. fxvlty fed However. his M1Jys11 come, o. idas tcs1cd. We COflMdu. \.herdOR. "°"' 
lylOYPthc YUMt1olchcundcf"ll'MS-, cnon loyalty 10 lbc1r ifuapiu,c llwl &he hoccls o(a sennols&mtllr lNd.tcs UM: (ollowtn1 wuuons.: b u po111blc ""°·· • He-
u1c upcnctKC U\ll we l\a.vc Cl\ldc to lhc 1nsu1uuons •here UtC'y lad\. tb&l found ft1.w1 1n th.al systc.m. a.nd fOC" sNdcnu. d1mna Uus era of rnau tc.on,
lhc:m the focus o( 11111 rrpon·•; And when s tudents arc asked 10 par· foUow1 ch.atJes by Educauoa s«.,e,.. cduauon. to bcc.omc U\dq,cndcac. collcr
• ""Tbe diMoau.oui" bcnrff"II tic.1p,atc ,a c:a.mpu.s 1ovcm&DCC lhcir wy William J. Bcnncu-.n a spcccb w:t!~httct t'd lnmcn! How c.ao fac· educ 
t<Doob aod ls1cbtt «Juc:auo..". U'l•o&vcmcn1 lS sporadic.... tu& month at Harwia.td Uni•cnuy- Wry tmprowe fflc,r tcxtuna so a.s 10 ty. u
The l'T1'0f'I uys 111111·\C.hOcM 11udc.111u • Dd>ace •o•tt bow the out• thal coUqa l..nd un1wcrs.t1Jn arc ,a cncoun.ic cn::.auW'l•Y J.nd cntiquc! lul1la 
lft -41:u.aus.6cd w,l.h Rcnuuncn& come ol • college ~..cauoe daft&ct o( lo11n1 publN: support be· And how CU 1U R:SOU.~CI ro, lc:un· Ille J\"
pn,cc-d~s.. UftCJCU a.bout rcqun· abc,,.ld be m<:Ullned. • • • Ovnna QIIM of thc,r fa.aJin11. ins. on att4 olf lbc a.mpu, be coft"' 
cnc:n11for adffl.lJSIOft. Md uou~cd by our 11ucSy we hard ca1b ror I KW Mr. Boytr ac.knowkd1cd tb.ai hi1 ota.c:d! iac"' bc-
tbc cos11•• al h1tbff cc.uc:aooa.. 19Pf'OK.b ,o cva.lu.abotL lncras1n1· rq,ott c.outd be us.cd by cntic1 ,uch F'&Ah. we found a lfUI s,epantion, Thc 
-~lll'f TOUfll pc09k who 10 lO coJ. ly. Male and n.auonal e4uc.auoo offi. u M.r. Bennett ,n future 11ucb on socnc1unn to 1bc p;Nft.t o( isob..lJoft. b.avc. 
1qc LK:k buac s.lulls us ru.chn1. wnl· c:ials. Jawmaicn. pucn.tL, and sha· the quality ol Amcnan h•Jllcr e4• bctweee aadfflllC >ftCI socw lift on 
1111. Md c.ompuu.uoe,.....n1e·ntW p~ dcnu arc wonc:ic.nna,u.tt hownwc:A is auon. camp,J... C.ollc1e1 like 10 sc,u.k o<1hcCu.qi•'• £nscst--L Boyn, "'""'the pc
~1M.11tc.. for ,uccen..·• I.be np,on bc,ns lamed. - •!,hay uDdcrJ"doucc coll"S"" Noncthcln1. lie said. colleie &nd ~ u &nd yet wl\>1~--f'/. also r 
ad<IL ..f~C'ldty lll'C DOI pre-. - .. "A duNrt..•r ""' bccwft11 lu..-c &oN tbcit' K&JC ofmiMioa... Mtvcnny ludcn nnnoc aft'Of'd 10 it bcin1 lc.a.mc-d in mow mwkncc O..a
do Uk)' clct.U"e. lO tuc.A Rmcdla.ttOCII I.be C'Oll"S• and t.be lartff world. bec.OfflC: dcfcn1.1wc u • rc1ul1 o( a.t• baUt IOll&Y W bu.Jc connccuoa 10 - ,..
<oun,C'I... There tJ. we sc:nJC'd. a parodu&lisnt, lilCC to both pcnonal empo,wcrmc.nt IXb Crom Mr. Bcnncn Ot"othu Re.a. I.he. c.la.»rooau: indCC'd. it m.ay un· 
educa 
• °Co•lu,ioa • •tr c••"· I.Nt seems to oonunate htsncr c:Ouc:a· Md 10CW pcnpccuve... pn Admtni1trat1on spolr.cstMn, aor dcmunc Ille cduca.uotW purpose:, of &nd ..
Scn.mbfin,: (Of rn,oc.nu &llcl dnnn lion. a..a LntcUcctuaJ and sooal iJOta.. HU rc:pon 1nc.todn dozetts ol ~ cu fflc-y duck 1hc resPC>ftS•bdi1y r« lM coUcic . The adca U\at a coUC',:c: 
bv Cf\.lltCI pt.KC ctcn\:lltch, tl\&lt'f u• 1H)fl th.at rceluc.cs lhc eifca&•C'ncu ol om.m.aMbtt0n1 intended 10 rutorc tdcnu{'f\n1 and 1.ucmpun1 10 ttdrcu 1"1ltd.l ,n (or parcn1s. '" Joco pg.r,,t. ,....... '"""' dcrp'Wu.llC c0Uc1cs h.a•c lost tl\cir faculty and hnuts Ille vuaoa of uu-. cohcrcnce 10 lhe undc.~du.atc ca· probtcfflJ-. 11.1. rs cod.ly 1 (Mlcd memory. But on 
~Cftl
t.cnM' of m11110t1. " I.M ITpOC1 says. dcnu." pc·ncnc.c. AfflOftl oth« Ou.ncs. Mt. Mr. Bc.nncn. hes.Md, ..is touctun1 a\l.Oy umcNue1 lhcff ,s sra• uncct· WI,.
-N&tTO•' •~IJOR.llilffl, -,th IIS cm,. Many o( 1he rc.nsM>ns hue ansca Boyer c.ail1 (or: on 1.uuc:s thal arc not un1mpon1n1. t.a.ancy ~ what inould rcplacc 11. 
COftSU
pi\U11 on sk.1111 u·11n1n1. domuuta bccauic o( a Clcchnc 111 '"cuJtul"U cc,. • Aa ..iowp1eod core" cufflc· The quc.suon.s M>C>Ut cu.mcutwn. the Fwthc.r. we found IJ\al ru1dcnu.a.l 
.... ollac c.unc,u1 . Sc•c~ VU,lllUhCMI.I WC hcrcnc.c·· u AmcflC1A socac1y h.u u.ham th.a.I ··1n1roch,cc:s llud:Ln11 to quauon1 a.bou1 outcomes C&ADOC be Md commu1ct studcnls li•c U1 l•O 
-.,1,,1,c,o ~ vv,~I• Ion\ apart u new lf'OW1' more divC'f"W: and bccauic o( tss.tnuaA tno...lcdgc. to con.nutt<ms c.uua.ily di.smaucd. •• s.cpancc workb. .."'"' educ.a· 
IN)On boJUe old."" Ille ··tnamc•~- ol knowle•se.. IUOU lhc duaphMS. J.nd: lfl 1bc: itftd. Con(ronun1 sucft quC"Soonsc.a.nnoc We weft csocaaUy unP"'C'Sscd th.It _,.,
• •OiYided Ionic.in amooJ Uuo COft'lc,ct1n1 acaoc.nvc: dJscpttf\C:s, 1oapphca1-olk.nowt«1se 10 hf• bc­ be - rr,111cd bcc.auic we arc unc.o,n. many !Kully and K.atJC'nuc adm.uu,. ..._ , 
baalcy aw:aabiirn. Pro(cnon I.TC Mr. Boyer says. ron4 lhc umput~·• fo,ub&c wtlh the source." he added. truon dlll&ftet IMffl.SCt•« frorn stu· 
t.Lm•np«1cd 10 funcuoa .11 scl'IOlln, Collqcs -have btto wa:a.Cul ia • A.a ..caric!Md maijor"9'that not -:rhcrc .at'C sc:nous pn:,olcms '" u• 4cftt hfe and a~ptv to be con(11scd • l<CIC4 
conaua: rtK.U"C.11 • .1M communlQ.Jc rc·,pol'IC1Jn110 d1YC'n.Uy and 1n meet· only pwn tcudcnu a chance 10 ca· dttJn<h1.11c cduc.auon th&t b.avc LO a.boiuf U\Clf oohpoo111 111 nooKa· licnrc . 
tllc mu.Ju to c.otkHuH.. i"romooon U\111\e nec:Oso(1nchvtdul students..•• plot• 1 field "' depc~. but also ,... be c.u.nuncd.•• dcnuc m.ancn. upcn.IN!,...,.,.. IIAncOft rrvarch and put,. he s..ay1. ·"'They h.a•c bccn mudl Leu spe>nds 10 thre.c ~er qvc-s110M.: Howc•c.r. Mr. Boyer said Mr. How(..lllh(c:ouwdethcda.unJOffl 
tl\.tU1U 
~ - But undcrcndu.;1tC' cduca.. 11tcnu•c to lhe tarcer. mote •~· ..What 111he h111ory and tn.e111,on o( klllftCII l'lad ••sonc ~yon4 tM cdu,. wppon &he duca,.uon.&I nun,oe of IJ>c."°" .also uJl.s for a comm1uncnt 10 tecndcnt ,uucs 111.a.1 s,we mca,unc 10 ll'lc field lo be cununcd! Wha.& &R c.ahon.al agmd.l and ~led que:sllOn'I UM: cotlqc! 
11wc11u and dfC'Ct.1vc tuctunc. Fie.· ca111cncc and help s twoe:nu put Ulcir 1hc SOClM and cconomte ,mpt.u.uons a.boul th.c 1n1cp,1y of 1hc amouK.1 How ,nould tcn,ion bcf'*ccn 11u. OUICOt' -u.lcy fflCtnOC"n ~ IOC"'ft t,c1wccn lhUC (jyct, In pcnP«1JYC.•• io be undcnlood'! Wh•t an u,e ctbt­ orIlle Micoloc>aJ t,.u on 1he a,npvs.,, dc8' ( l'ffdOffl Md uastt.cuooa.a.l w,. qvcs&. 
COfflOC1m, 00,tDIMMIL•• Mr. Boyer .,,...s 11111 Mlhc colltse al and ,non! ,uun10 be conlrvNcd «. Th.11 d1recu 1t1c entc,i,nsc. cow&rd lhon•• be: reSO,YCd! ,,..
• -Yc1U1oot b,e<c.WC'fll C'Oft(Of'o- hat &11 00h1auon 10 11n 11udcn11 a and rct(M:nd'?" a pohoaJ piotnt o( •t<W." And how un lhc c0Uc1c luve t'tlWW, 
111,c'T aod Cr,r•unt'Y "' the cla.u,. ICnlC o( PUJ.1.Ct IOWard a more: 1.ntc· la 111 1n1cn,cw. Mr. Boyer -0u, resOOf'ls.c 10 cnucum shou.14 !pKC fur pnucy whJc a!M> pro•Ml· ......... 
..,,...,, .• • tn all too m..an, cwi­ i,;RIC CI, more cohc.rcnt YKW ol urcsl-C'CI thal tbc rcPoft wu dc..,.imcd include a.11 ack.nowtcd11:mcn1 o( 1hc le· .,,, ac1,.,,1~1 t.A&t 1u1wn cocnmunuy lcrn . 
RIOffll , we (Ol.lftd u ab1.c-ncc o(•11or· knowledJc. Md o(h(c.·• llld lba '"llJ 10 bnna renewal a.nJ coherence 10 (JIJ.INIC ~ Of C.Of'ICtffl Ind (~ and cncow-a,c Mt'W'1CC! 
ov, ,,.1cllcc1u 11 eactun1e . 1 HOCCII o( c.OlkJo-t:e·ncnJ educ.... un0crll7"adua1c Nuuoo11. Vl4 not •• pta.ie1: · h,e addciJ . ""At the ,~ The 1,U,lft c,rootffft IS lhc dlt,.llD'ff• u. .. 
CONS•~ ,.,,. •'*-• C1ieu11 y u o(len hon. lhC m.a,or. luc.Nnc• .and the 1c1MSN u an 1nd1Ctmcn1 o( lhc cn11rc hrnc . we 1houki acuvcJwott,ccl wlWn ft'IICn.f •it (ouod OnT' flOW u,c coUc,:c • -They I 
u 11t.lde'n11 ocu rc,pon,1b1hcr. •• qu.~hl'f' ofampu1 hfc-«K1u con1n1> lf'llCffl o/ }llflWr C\IUCIOOft. . llkff f'ms bft,s- a cancalUl't'.·• . iftOIIJW be eovc.RIIOIL As IIICCOfflP'MA• IO lM 
,:as 
.
ii)' oO,i1hC'r tduation ha, incrc.a-"!d· 
co,1fidcn<c in lht dcc1s1on-mak1n,i 
,,-oc:cu arpcan lo have declined. 
Prc,tdc:n1, vc uuaJu in lhc cro,,tuc 
ot cOAIIKt1n1 p,cuurcs. faculty feel 
,note loyall)' 10 1hcfr discipli r,c than 
IO 1M 1ni111u1ic>ns where they Inch. 
And -.hew 1111den1s arc asked to par­
h<ipatc in campus sonmancc their 
i,tvolvcmc:nt iJ sporadic. Can su,.. 
drnu. faculty. and adminislnlon 
bu&kl community 1hrou1h improvd 
COfflfflU.NC&IM>n! 
Tk nc., LSSUC: i.s how the outcome 
o( a c0Ue1c cduca1ion should be 
measured. Today. the academic 
pro,rcn o( srudcnt.s ls assessed by 
uch pro(cuo,. counc by counc. 
cta.u ,:ndc-s an dutifully ttconlc.d. 
The: fin.aJ nwk o( achievement is the 
d.irk>m.l . which p«sumably sitnint:s 
ui cducalcd pcrsot'I. But 1ood tuch,. 
ttt arc: noc nccessanly aood tutu, 
Md the- collcac ha.I rcw ways to tYal· 
QIC lhc Quabtyof cduc.adon Onrall.Ourins our Sludy we heard c~ls for 
a MW approx.h to culuation. ln­
ctn.<illaJy, s1a1e and national educ.a­
lioe offlciab. lawmaltcrs, pan,nlJ. 
Md s1udca1s an wondcrinajust how 
mvch i, bcin1 lcvncd. How can c:ol· 
k1c ,oals and the evaluation of stu· 
cknl achit•emcnt be more closely 
linked" Should 1hcrc be as,essmcnl 
brtt ond counc: snc,cs? Arc the test· 
ins procedures M>W UMd edcqualc: to 
the ~,t'! 
Thi, brinp u, to the ftn~ concern. 
ThouJII hsi•d tu,. it louchu all the 
,u,. We round oa rnott campuses a 
di"url>i"I PP b<....... lhe colksc 
and lhc l.a.rscr workf. Thu~ is. we 
w-n\Cd. a s,Mochialism that seems lo 
dom1n11te higher cduc.:uion, an intel­
lectual a.nd social isobtton that re, 
d1Ke, the e:fTccti•encu of raculty and 
lim1h the •niott of the student. We 
Ced compelled to ait: Ho• can the 
undu,nidu11e colleac help s1udcn1s 
1-iin pc,spccti•c and prcpa,e them to 
mce1 lhci.r ci•ic and social oblip· 
tiou it1 the ne:il,hborhood. the na­
tion , and lhc workl? 
Herc. then. UC the eisht points or 
ten,ion: the tnn,ilion rrom school to 
coll<cc, 1hc: 1oals and cuniculum of 
cducalloft. t tic pnonoc-s ol the rxul· 
1y. 1he conditioe of ruchin1 and 
lum,n1, lhe qiality o( campus life. 
the ao•cm1n1 ol 1hc cof1t1e, meuur· 
U'l1 thc: outcome. and the connection 
b«1wc:et1 1he ca.mpuJ and the workl. 
n,.,,. pn,blcms arc no1 new. They 
hue. inOftc •ayOfanothcr. troublt'd 
h11hc.r tduc.ation r°' 1cnen1ion,. But 
the poinlJ of tension an, we btlie•e. 
Mso potnls of unuiual oc,ponunhy. 
On c:.ampuu:1 a.ll ac.rou 1he country 
we round renewed interest 1n aeneraJ 
t"ducatH>ft, in the quality o( 1e:achin1. 
and in the en.luattOn o( the under· 
sr3dua1c upcrienc.c:. Abon all . we 
round a 1*--C ll.sprin1 of tDdition and 
t.alcn1 waitull 10 b< 1-d. 
Wlla.1 we uracnlly need loda.y is a 
conslNCtt•e debale about the me.an· 
i.n1 ol 1hc: undcrinduate colle,:c: and 
a -.,lfinsneu 1.0 ~kc this p3rt or the 
~uc.auonal enccrpnse a more •i1al. 
O'IO«' ennch.in, in.s11tution. At the 
s:a.mc tifM. the clinrsuy o r our sys­
tem mu,t be acknowl<dted and pre> 
1cc1ed. The responses to the cha.I· 
ltnac of cnrichil"ll the bacc.a.laure.atc 
c,pcncnc.c wdl surely diff'er from one 
in1.1ttutt0n to a.nod1nand. in the end, 
the quality of lhe cff'on must be 
mu, urcd not by 1he cc:nainty of lhc 
outcome, bu1 by the qu.aJicy or the 
quuc. 
TM Amc-rkan coUesc is ready ro, 
renewal. and there is, we believe, an 
u'lcncy 10 the wk. The nation'Jcof· 
kcc, ha•c been succeurul in re· 
lf'Oftd1n1 to di•crsicy and in mectin1 
the nc-ech of indi'lldu.al studen11.. 
Thc.y h.awe been much kss altcntivc 
lo the' taracr. mote transcendent ts,. 
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suet that p-,c m<aninc lo uistencc social and civic obliptions. And ii is newed. The collop-set apart rrom We procced, IMn. with lhc con• te· 
and ht.Ip students pU1 their ow11 livc:s d\lrin1 the lltld<..,..tuale upcri­ sn,luale and pn,(<1sion>J cduc;o. tioft that if' a balance can be un,ck 
in pcrsp«tt'IC, cncc. pcrt\aps more 1h:an al any other -mains, u Sheldon Rolhblau bc:1wcen lndi• idual intnu11 and 
This NHOfl and the worid need lime. th.at thcx c.uc.ntial qualirict ol ol the Uni•crs.icy o( Clliforni1 . sh.arcd concern, . 1 s'1'0nl lcarn1n1 
well- informed, inquisiti•c. open· mind and ch.anc1cr arc rdiocd. Butcky, pul k, "the primary rorm community wdl rc,ulc . Ar.d perhaps 
JNndcd youn1 people who ltt bolh A rinp... call (0< Ille ,.oewal o( Ille o( (hiJII« cducallOft( whetc lhc wdl­ ii is not too much 10 hope 1tt.a1 1hc 
Atn<riun colksc -,. OI ftnt blush, b<in1 ol lhe sci( and lhe p<obkm o( Colle&e, &S 8 vil&J C'OffifflUl'U()' of 
,..., qui,ocic. NOi OGly II.ls nltural sdl and society aR cc.ntfW. .. le.anilft&, ca.ft be I mode.I r« society 
cohc,.ncc [adcd, but the YCfY no1ioft To accomplish this usc:n1iM mi,-. 111.atre-a society where pnnlc: and
"The American olcOCl\fflOC\&Jitic.s scenu striklftafy in­ UOfl. connc.:ctionJ must be made. AD public purpo,cs aho must b< joined. 
applicoble 10 the •i- di,.,.;,; plllt o( campus li.fc--ftcnt.ilmc:nt . 
o( COftl....ponry life. Witlli,i lhe oricnLatioft. cutric:ulum. tac:hina,
for renewal, and there ocademy ilKI(. Ille (rq,M111&1ion o( rcoidcnce hall tiYin1. ind the test-­
college is ready 
~jor lkcommcndations 
tnowlcdsc, urrow dq,utmenlal· must relate 10 OM another and coa· 
lsm. and an intt.flK ~1iona.lis111 tribute to a sense o( wholcMSs. We 10 Improve
for the task." arc. u we: h.a•c acknowlc.dscd, the c:~u this com.mitmcal to c:om­ the Undcrgnduate 
,._SCSI cllanocteristiu o(collcpatc mul'Uty noc out ol • scnrimc.nfal al· 
is an urgency 
Ex~ricnccedYUIN>ll. lochm<nt to tndi1iotl, but because 
prod\lcti>c and tdecun. ...ki... Still, we b<li..e the uftdersndualc - domocntic way o( life and pa· I answcn 10 life ', most imponant capcricncc cu brin1 •otc•bcr the ha"1 our suniHI as a pcG1MC rut Oft 
qucstM>ns. AboYC an. WC ncc-d c:du. ~It put1  crutt somclhin1 whether we can move b<yoncl Kif· Traruido,u School to Coll<ge 
cated men and WOfflCII who Nl Oftly pater than lht sum. and otrc:r I.he: intcrtst and btsin be.Ila to 11adcr· The quali1y o( the und<flr>dwil< 
punvc lMif OWII pc.nouf inlc:rc:sts -pcct U... the chMMb o( ow stand the rnlitiu o(- dq,c,,de1Ke colk~ is mcaiurcd l\nl by iu aJli. 
bo,t arc also pr<paftd 10 (ulllll thcit ._"""' lire will be ""-d and re- 011udo01her. Co,eli1t11td °"' Foll,,.,.,., 1'01~ 
r;:================================================~ 
A straightforward message for people in higher education 





There's no r=n to ' g\l impormnt thing tu realize is 1h:1t 
broke" in buying all the life insur· it's very inc.~pcnsive tu own larice 
ance required to thoroullhly pro­ amounts o( new family pmtcct i, ,n 
tect your family's future. Taking these d:iys. If you're emrlorcJ l,y a 
into account the insurance you college. univenity or other non· 
already own, including any group profit educatiunal institution anJ 
cover:igc, you can purchase the arc curious about the exact cost o( 
cma coverage yuo nttd to bring bringing )'OUr total cuvera2e ur to 
yuur torn! family rmtection up to a amount o( insurance money your six times 5.,lary. ten tim~ 5., lary. or 
sound target level for a lot less than survivon would nttd to help main· $0!Tle amount in between, jt1$t call 
yuu think. tain today's income level durinll the TIAA Life Insurance Advisory 
the most critic:il dependency yc:in Center toll free :\t 1-800-223-1200. 
ahc:id. h doesn't r:ike inm occount, No one will c:ill on you as a ,~ult 
however, tomorrow's s:ilary o( your inquiry. 
incrc:isn which would also be lost 
if you mould die prematurely, 
incrc:isn that arc cr it ical to m.,in· 
raining and improving the quality 
o( life your dependents look for· 
ward to as the yean go by. Ten 
times salary is :1 good measure of 
an amount o( insurance money 
·needed tod:iy to equal Y()tir lifet ime 
Based on T IAA's cxpcri· c:irnings potential. because it's the 
cnce in counseling thoos:inds of present value o( your tural future 
educators over the yc:irs, it's rc;ilis­ c:irnings wnh :issumcd incrc:isn 
tic for someone with a family to • • • incrcasc:s that would be denied 
protect to own life insurance and to your survivon if you were to die 
other <kath benefits equal to at tomorTow. 
least six times current salary. This A pmf= ional TIAA coun· 
simple rule o( thumb determines selor will be Iliad to mlk with you 
with reruonable precision the about your individual neeJs. The 
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btlltt 14\'tCC &bcMIC I.AC MICt'Mtl'f'CI lhc lUUIUOOftl H WC.fl U &he CAanre• &Mlr (u&urca... sn,d1&a.ct upcncoc.c~ two powc.rl'W t.rld1tM>ft.._,u:t,""'•.,_ 
Utcy ha•c. Sucb uVonn~.hCMI II c.sscn,.. tcnshc:1 ot lbosc w60 do. • Fu,au,. WC ttCOfflfflC.ad the (or.. tf1 attG COMM.al'fff,,,, 
Atncnu McJ tflcy ihOuld be pvc• lK'I of tAOW ._ho do AM IUiCCctd U dcc1uon• l'DOt'C 1a1clh1cnt.Jy aboul also offer a 50hd, challcnon1 unckt· w.ancc, must be llNCk bctWCH 
Motl I 
la.M ii the u.ndcf)nd1Ulc c1.pcncrN;e • Collcsu """"4 rcpon *k 10 IMUOft o(a MlKH'W pane.I to Hudy all • Wlulc re1pc>nd1n1 to studC'fl1'' ..,u, '"~ 
ti to be slrcnrtMncd. s.ccOflClaty schoob CM the aca4crmc -II ol Ille hoS,, ><~Iese II ...._ fO&l•, lllccoll•s• ha.I..,-. ~ntc 
.... The Edua1~ Tnuna S.n· Pf'OV<S• ol tll<or '°"""' .....ic.... 1.n,u.00... lorokus1 uprc:.....Uy for p uon to tpYC studcnua 1enKofpu. 1 UJ.lCI J.RCo.I, 
ice. 1bc Coll<sc Boanl, Md Ole And we &lso rtt0fflmca4 lb.at every •ay1 10 KftJCYc more a~ A .......i1y coU<sc it .,...Sod by a a.a,c toWU"'d a fflOfC 1n1ccn,cd , mote ..-, .,.. 
A-nu,, Collcsc Tcsuna Pros,an, i.w,c, c4 
lhotiikl UIMMHh ~poa.u ai:h1scmcnl _. .. 
U1Mc:n IN'OUl,ftOUC lM COUftt.lY, 
Sud, ccn1crs would be placc1 •hero 
~ ,cllool cou....lon could lur1I 
- coU•aa .. ....,. OW911a ud.._.... 
• We wunt. 100. that the,e 
ut.lONI 1n.hn1 Of'pl'II.UOGnl p .,c 
_. IO lop scbools, n-,ally 10 Ifyou use a Prime system,thole:_,°' lo• coUc:rc~101n1 nlcs. 10 
1&Rnrthc11 c.ountcbn1 s.crv,ccs. And 
tbcy .-.Id 11\.UC <n•cl anal• an.lo we'll give you a piece of our mind.able fO fUl,fll KbOOi co,u1.1elon IO thal 
IJJcy c::aa Yts1tcoUc1ccampu1e~ 
I.he Pft)JIOKG rqxw\&I ad WlMfflCllt 
cn.tcn-4:o become bc:nu Wonned Prime is donating Prime ORACLEsoftware to your 
~ h11f1tt C'duauoa. 
• We tttommcnd IAaC I.he Com­ school in the name ofhigher education. 
lNI.UCMI Oft ScU'·RCIIUL&UOft o( I.M 
Amc:nc.u Council oa .E,ducaooo Prime OFW;LE software gives college anduniversit'f 
dra• up a unct code o(conduct (Of' 
coUctt tttNtUl'ICtU bucd oa c.hc students a hands-en opportunity to learn aJ:>oot tile SOL 
.on Utt.MS, d.oac aft lhc n1.oon ' 1 language and relational database management systems.
ROStnn Md ad1N.11ton1 offices. To 
~ complWIU:. -.c ursc 1hc aa­ kldnowifyouhaveaPnme•canputersystem, we'reotfering 
uoo· s su. rcpon.M KC.rr<1J11n1 as10ei,. 
auoo, to rt:YlC• c:arduUy rccNtt• it to you absolute/'t free. .AJIwe ask in return is that you use 
mcn1 proc:CG1.u~, at «"Wery coUccc ~ 
wuwcnu, tftcy ac.c.rccht. A Prime OR.ACLEaspartofa courseonSOL. Oa~e 
• We ,lt'Oft&Jy u11c tl\1.1 ucry in­ b' ~ Management or Information Systems.
UlNhofl rutf'vm. u a.n usc.ntu.1 • 
JCC1tvc. iu commumcnt 10 cduc:a· For quite some rime Prime systems
bOl'l:JJ oc,poc,u1ut,. nocct.aU '1 (Of' hts. 
&onaJly byp&l,l,Cd Sludcnu. We Ul'l'C have p/a'fed an important role in tigher 
tNt c0Ucic1 pwc pnonty 10 need• 
bucd 'lC'6dc,u usatanu awards. Al · education. In fact, Prime computerAll\c f cac.nJ lc..-c.l. wc st.rondY rec.om,. ·., systems ate currently enrolledatroore ....,.., uw P<U ""'' p<oSnffiS be... 
ponded. . than fiXJ colleges, universities and 
· - technicalschoolsacro.ss the coontJy. kid 
.. To lfflOOdt thc tnnurioft. we , nowyou'll be able to offeryour students
al.so n:commcttd tl\a& CYC'f'Y sUlc n• 
1a1>1..11 • bluc-nbboo pa,,cl ol school an opportunit'f to work with this emerging
and coUcsc cduc.xon lo con11dcr 
•Ml Sl~CftU n«d (O bow Md be industry standard software. 
a.blc 10 do •• onlcr to pi<cparc ctr«· 
Prime is a Fortune EiXJ compart'I with worldNide salesllftly ,... c.oll<sc. 
.. Mcanwf\.l&c ail coHcs« and uni,. and support, a broad family ofinteractive supenninicanputerw:nu,n ,f'lc)yjd demysufy I.he s.c.lcc· 
tioe Pf'XC I I.. £xh in.SUIUUOft showd systems and a foorteen-year record of reliablility.
4ncnbc ia us hlcralwc lM •anou• 
mtena used for sdc:cuOfl and cjvc This Pn'me OR.ACLEofferis geedonly through November 
pt'Olpr:CUYC 11\ldcnts & profile o{ the 
INOf:nl dt.ar-..am:sllC:1 1U.1 sccra 28. So ifyou want to receive rhis important piece ofoormind,
"'°'' do..ly bu.cd 10 tbc culnarc ol you'd be smatt to act fast. To accept our offer. call Prime at
U't«UlslllUUOL 
~ NahotW 101...._.,hc S.A..T, and 1-8CXJ.J43-2540 (in MA. 1-8»322-2450). 
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y&l\lsud r« sc.l«:hoft ol "udc"u ... , .. .: 
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_.. Whcfl ICORS aft' l"C.4\llrt:d . lhc 
UIC CCHICI.CI rNAc of chem should be 
ckscnOitd fully lO pro•c,ircU'WC ICU• 
dcnu. Aftd coOocs ,hou~ n::oon noc 
ONY lhc" ••,r.,, I .A. r . ICOf"Ct . but 
aho the ICOt'CI 04° alJm.uco \IUOa.U 
by (UollhlC., 
-
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AU ••Ct•tc11 oi coUc......-oncnt.a­
l08.~co.,e1tiu1.11. ,nutvc• 
... MO toeW IJ......«1r.tU Cottll1bulc 
o boUt pcnof'liM «-ipo•crmc111 and 
pc:n('C'CUIIC.. 
llrwt"80t',...,.a4•tc:c1fWT'C11C-CRC· ,._u, bot.a °"" \ftdcpceditM:c and 
u11C1'Ckpc"'Mocc. 
ad. 00•~1 lM pnont,c1 ol 
loda•tJIYl prdcn.ncc1 Md c.cw.­,y-.. 
III 
0naocao-
Mosc ,Ndcou come to coUep: 
lb ~ bopc.L the V"UIIUOft IS • 
nicol-c. bu< lllldc~ 
\t&LCI an oftce ~cty u,uNonncd 
&bol,t OW: nlucs and tndJUOGs o( 
r .-...-. The llnl dan °" 
- ""' pn,e,al>ly ,..••• 1"""6-
J. ;::..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;---~~"111,c,1,oec11,cq,.•l11yollllcvlll111&&11C 'I aod --....Ucoc1...ii, and IOC>&l-
,- .··• 
C-, •• • 
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CUI ,nllucnc.c N I.hi: C'llUA' ...o«r• 
s,ad1&.1Jc upc.ncncc. 
• AH uadc-raraduatc collcau 
&.houJd COf'ltMkf M oncnwtOA co.. 
¥OUUOO a, \he bit19nl\U\I ol tttc au,.. 
dcmte )'ut U\.1.1 woukJ be .u wp\lft.. 
CUC Cor swncvt.u..n1 (rc:MUMe U 
UM C01Nnenc.cmc• CettiD091J d ro, 
dcpAt11n1 w:ruon. 
~ We -'to rc:com.mcnd a prctc·rm 
oncntahoa ICUK>n (or aU nc• undn· 
an,du.ain. one lA&l m.ay u&ald &atO 
Ille llnl umntu. 
• A shon·lc-tffl credit COWM,­
prrllap1cnutled T1t,Coll,1,: l11 V~ 
""' tllt4 r,••u,~,ftOIIJd be o1. 
(~d to iatrod4.M:e MW ,cucknu co 
...........,,., "' h,gj,cr cd-- ..... 
I.he -..quc c.hvK'ccnMKS and 1ea­
dcm,c proccdun:1 olthe~-
• We c,pcc.&&JJ., w,c \Al: eoUcsc: 
prntdcar to be a lc..adcr ia taU'Oduc,. 
iftc new 1tucknu 10 lM: camoiu.s. Al a 
oo11c.., ol ql&alily, 111c p,u,d<• 11 u 
Ul•ohcd '" •ekom,nc nc- ,1udcnu 
to \he ampu'I u he°' sAC: 11"' meet­
•• !Jlc a.lumrv. 
• S pcc1a.l pnoncy shouki be .,.,C'a 
to 1Jlc duficull bul cucn11;M w• ol 
onc:rUMII p&(MlfflC tlUOCftU. UnJcH 
lMM t.1!,ldcnet uc I.Uc" wnousJ, by 
ltlc c.olkac Md UUCv,llc.4 WO CMD-o 
pw• tJc. Yl\dcrpw1u1c ociucauoe w 
Amcnca 1MrcuU\dY ••II bcc.omc 
WIIC,,y I pr,x.cu U1 wNCh p.M1•1unc 
Mudc.ftl I cl.nit OD a.tld off'QfflPU I and 
crc:dllt arc UtnC4 alWi approc,n.a1t1, 
ftconicd. I• Uus proccn. Uw moll 
cuc.nu&I -&kM:• ol a ltbcf'U COucalloft 
....11 be loM. 
• lllc ,uc.ccssf\lJ coUq,n offer • 
wc11-1Ma11MC1 ...__ ot >d"lltftl (or 
aU UNC•ts.. oac Lhal pn,'ndc.1 IY~ 
pon lllrou.,-.& Ille ,,..,.,_.., ya,. 
Gn.du.acc ,cudc:nu and upper cli"'°' 
Im 11udcnu GI.IY be ctrecb•C' u 
udn. upcoolly ill adYIWII Cr<M,. 
-L 
ty ccn..,..uad. The 10&1 aunt be to 
................."' l.al\clla&e 1Ndy. tbe 
c::oa,aoe UOwledp: ol Ill 1tudnl1 
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IO li!c bcyON Ille campus. 
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• l...&Att1oft: TM CrvcwaJ CONt1en011 
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-~s......iw,. 
• ll•twr. £color, ofIM,.,_ 
• Wort: 11t, v.1t,, of V«o,..,,. 
• ld,~rir,: lit, s.-~ fo, /,4,0/UAf 
It MC.mt dc:at 10 u.1 t.l\al an c1pb, 
l'UMNi o( UM:IC U,AIYC'.f'S,,M Open-
~ .U<Ollqc - Md .,,. 
lik....., ---·ti.-... .,..
better to udcntand 1.bcmM.l•a. 
ll>clr society. aod tbe worid olwllicll 
lllcy ..... I*\. 1c1a11,. _,.., -
QbOa.. lb& ,1t.u1,eu" corr. a.a DOC 
aomctlwt• IO -pt OIII ol lllc ""Y·­
bol .-id ulCnd ...nac.u, from 
fruJunaa 10 ,cmo, ya,r. And UI a-rlyda&pcd-·­
....... -"' ed........,.. .,... spec.al. 
iud - ...u be ,oincd. 
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Tllc - dq,u ia -di'f'kted Ullo rwo lq)&l"atc pu1,. sc• 
cnled-&ndlllcma,or. Wcbe­
lic•c Utnc rwo cuc11u.a.l Kcmcnt1 ol 
I.he ~cuocncncc sllowd 
be bkodal ut t.hc C.'UITIC\llwn JUJ.I u . 
sac'f'tUOly. LbcT aw.u CC l:Mc.6dcddw· 
1ft1 \Jc.. Tbcm"Oft. a. WMlcm w,f.11 
the U\lqntc'd core. we l)C'OPOH u 
tN1Clw" ,..•JO'· By u ,,v,clt~" ,,,,,... 
jo,,. we JDCM cncoun,gn• 1Ndca11 
not Oftly co ca,tota • f\dd .. dcCK,11.. 
bul abo 10 put u.c apcQal,Ud l\d4 o1 
trvdy Ill c,c:no«U'f'C . 
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... vuco.w.-c. DOOCRIChC . rcmcd&al 
-.X IA>I INCU clailyd"""' Ille..,_ 
adcnuc ltffll. AN rood E,,p,.i, ... 
&IC IN1UC be m.NorcoJ by ucry ~ 
lnlOt IA ocry dua. 
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proo"&ffll II. (Kl o(W'c. ... ~ '°.. 
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bcnc-r prccoOcp,11c cducwoe. E•cry 
coUccs uo v.N•mic, "'°"w won 
cJo'IC'fy Wllft IWTOU.IMW\I dUO'Ktl \0 
U'l'IP")•c Ille lc.acf\Lnc ol E.a.cjnh ia 
UM 11.1.UOa• I liiChOCM1. 
• We a.lso rTC.OOU:nend lbi &II (.a4. 
lirac fff~mca.. "°' JVI& thcnc wic.11 
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pwl,4'&le: upcncn<c wttll a ~c..11·"'°"' 
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""""" \lflwc · 11.n::i.1&111 wntitac. we aho - ··• 
wtt' Llt,;M onl COffUIIUftlC.1.hOft b,t. 
- ............... pan ol lllc ,,..... 
... 1Mcv,a1c counc.. 
UAIIA>P ....a 11,ou&111 arc irtca,n. 
ca.bly COM«Ccd. 11111 u ondc~ 
..... ~ !belt .....__• ,kill•, 
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to me.u.u.rc I.he proven o( Utc11 lltJ.. 
dc1u1 UIO&.lld be unpro'Wcd. Spcc16. 
cally we recommend lflal racvhy 
c ... tllf //lt''"°"" ,r,ndi•r ,.,, ~ Facu.lty dnctoo,awn1 P"Olf&ffll The joy o( IUC!lina. enr>11>n1 lllc p,ofcuon do, but otl.<n Ulis l, not SCn'W\lt'S be held on JCIJOcru t YIII~ 
tnd..lltOe ol lhc 6cld lO be c:u,NMd! 1Nlftl allo UKtuac u.cf\ancc atnnC:t'· inttUcct ol11\oldcno . Md 1bc utnfac· · th& UK an &owu d.,w•u,on COUl1C'l. &.a. to M io lc.achm le:a.rn how 10 
W'hA& MC Ille IOCW. Mid CCOftOffl.tC Uft• mcn11 MMI pnl lcc.1111·uiuc,1 that C.oll ol p,ut,CJP,.llftl Ill Ute buddin.&a( SUMkDIJ. ftlTW'libly COftSCIOUt o{ pvc 11udc:1us e&td\11 M4 c.oftel\ot 
pUc.ahon1 10 be \Utdcnlood7 a.ad. wOUki fflO"f'C facuh1 ft'Dftl OM c.a,m. an 1n1t11\UMM ol h11Mf' lc:am1nc-­ sn,dcs. aN ~lu,1 10 conionn 10 the cnCKtun.s. how to help lbc:m "nou. 
W1\aa ~ the Clll.aOJ a,n4 monJ i1wn pu to uocftet'. Wc: fCCOfflfflCftd Iha.I c.hcK. too. CM and &ftol&ld be a '°"",..... o( U&ull ..,.n and lllllq uaiod I.AC ,lftnfU'is ud •c.u.nc1w:1 
IO be conlrontcd and n:solvttel? du11cn o{ coUqca ..U KtOH ll\c '°"'°" o( fWtillmc,u u lf'C-&I u tc:e• (UIS. ol lMlr c,c:rfonnaDCC. 
Text of Carnegie Recommendations on Undergraduate Education 
• Ewc:,y uYd.cet. u &11 nscnaiu counuy orpmu Rrpo,,al Facully lftl OM. S n.&fflC lft pnttt U1 lhcpa.cuo( ~ We WIC th.al too pnonl)' be ...... ., The enh.a,won ol tudlcn is 
pu1 ol 11\c undcrsnchwc open· E.ach.anac Nctwott.L a IH'Ofn.-.i ,-,,.al or hcannc Ille alJO t.hc mart o{ a 1ood collcrc..Cft tod&UCI '°'frnhnwl and SOOfW>, 
DCC. UlOl.l.kl COG'\C)ktC U ~,en<lt,r/ • Beau.w: Ck:s,an.mcm d\W'I uw ~auK olOM 1 fcUow IChO&&n a,.• man saudcnta. Spcaaa dTor,, ~ We n:comrocnd tlw I.he perform. 
- · Bq,on4 Ille ocpon,CC COUIW1, to w,pan.ut to (acul1y dc,,c:io9fflcn1. pro(cu,oaal 111<cU11&- be made. throulft 1m.MI Wffl.lJ'\alUAIU MCC ol each lCKbU UI c.aclt cLu~ 
lbc ficl4 o( ..ud, - ioclude • WC l"KOffi..mCttd rcpoft,,U ICffll.aatl WUJ\ln l.arcc lee:~ MCI.IOl'IJ, to UC• l'OOOI be fonrwJy USCls.c.d b1 \lU• 
-nun 1.M"M1 1.1\.1.1. rcWcs IOfflC u,. •~Y (o, dcp&nmcnt c"-9 lO Mc conchtlOfts i• I.he u.odCT"p"lidl&IU dc.Dt.a.. 
0 
vm 
..... oll~e - lO .....onaJ. MJaal, P"PIR Ulen, (o, ludcnhip• d.a.un:,om1 tl\&t inaa.M l.hC Lntdlec- • All mc,nbcn o( Ille (acu11, 
or ctl\K;..U conc.c-n:u.. Every studcal • A baJancc muu be stNCk be­ lltor.,kt •Of't contuu,ou&Jy to '""'C.-liri<y ia clK a..­ lual uctwtsc be1wcn '""""' u4
lftollJd wn1c a IC1UOf' U\nlt and we rwcca ruu. Md p&l1·11- faculty. W'l\at w« (oun4 ia m.aay cw... s.tvdcnll. pn,vc U'tc cootca.1 o( tMV COW-k1 
~t IUll,IC1' lf\U cacJl 11\ldc,11 p,IT• Spoc.ilcally. we_.. lllal ao .,,onn wu a rtUJ.11\1.tch bc:twcca fac· -. The unde.rp-adu.atc eapcne-nc...e. and tbe\l methods ot insLNCUOn Md 
txipe1c •• a KNOr tc:mm.ar in wtuch more th.l.n 20 ptt ccac of the \&lltdcr• Wty and nudcnc upec1.1oom. a ~ al tu bnc. inYCHvn acuwe lc..anunc ea.cfta prc-panuoa U\OU.Jd bc1u1 •• 
be OI IM PffUftll the n:pc>n onJly to P'4ua1e facvt1y be pan.,,,,.. .,,.. 111a1 left b<K11 panic, ...rul~llc4. Fac­ Md dis,aphrted 1n,qu"Y di.at &ca.ds to IJWIUlC KJ\oOt iU sndu.alC UII\. 
colleac,,n Md .i.., cnc,qun lllc pa, lhu •hen pan-umc facully an us.cd . Wty. COftCcmcd -.tb scho&&nh1p. CM 1nteU«hLa.l cmpowennc:ol of Snt­ cants wort wnft mcn1on whoC&t!fW. 
pen o((d- •WC1ca1a. wa,ue.d to share W,cas w,lfl 1tudc11l1 dc1u1. t, cnc.,quc the" wof'L- CJllploy- be~,
A1 the 11\1.,of' bes,n1 co intcn«l j,aoulied. 'WM arc e.1.pcctcd to ~c wftal The undc.ranauac.c collcgc, .. iu 
.,... lM lllemn ofcommott lc.vn1n1 
1111A£M1 mut'ft. ooec 13&i.n. to the 
_-...,_. o( lanl\l>ae, hcnl>p 
ud soaa.l unutudocu. and U\c rue. 
Al. I coUcs- olqua!ily •hen • ma;« 
ii IO Cnncbcd. il lcad1 Ute lludfflt 
,,_ dcp(h 10 bff&dlb .,,.. (ocu.... 
IOC 00 CDCff tn.u:ua,. but OD libcra.l 
educ:&c,ae .. 1UbaL 
VII 
r .... 11,. Priorilia 
· A collcrcot cumcu1...,. i, only lite 
l,qww,c. Good (KUily arceU<Olial 
IO a 1D04 cotlqc. Meml>Cn of lllc 
e.:..ity dclcnruac lbe q,wjcy o( lllc 
~ualeupcncacc.Andlllc 
ia¥estmcftt "' cuctu..nc tS Lhc key ia,.. 
lf'ld,cnl .. lllc buud&q oi. """"""' 
fwiJuUNUOL 
• Al cvc,y n:sa.tdl uniwcnity. 
lacAinc sllauld be •aJ- u hiJhlr 
a ~fl and ,ood tcadunc shou.ld 
bis u cqu.&U,y 1a1pott.Mt cn1cnoa (or 
la.an and pn)fflOUOL 
• Al ffl'M1 n:s.cardl uniwcnicia. 
tbc uuc Disuasuuhcd Rcscan:b f'n>. 
(c:uor ii Ul pbcc. We recommend 
&NI Lhac uuuwuoos also cstabliS.ft 
Lbc ntt..11: o{ 0Ulf1ttt6.Uit,d T,11clwtt 
''°''""'· c:11md.i.o1 spccuJ SLIIUI 
and s.a..l.aty inc:LftUYCI to choK pn>(n,. 
son •ho an: CNUtud.in.&iy cffecuwc 
utlllcdu-
.. For ...,.. of lbc natioa • • col­
lcyn aa4 uNYG'l&ties. whae Larae 
-.u:D.bcn o{ undap'Mlu.&1n u. er,. 
n>llod. prion1y "-Id be si•ca lO 
laduAs, - .....-.. 
.,.. Wlulc - all pro(euon r.howd 
be publub1a1 rcscarc ben. they 
aoncr.odeu ,bawd be lint Bit: 
,cJtol.lvs. 'J"hc:ftfOC'C. wt urp as I.be 
ida.11.M·icJtouuo..uocJtn. We undcr-
11.&0d this co mcaa s1.a.y1111 on lhecul• 
Ii,. "'SC o( lllc IH'OfeUN>ft, lu>owins 
lbc l,tcn,~ 111 oac·s field. and skill· 
(uJ)y COCl>lffllNQljl\l Suell jn{onna, 
boo &o su,ocnts.• To wc.aieo fKW1y 
COaUlllllaClll to s.c.hol.anh.lp. u WC 
ck:6nc c& ben:.. LI 1.0 undcnntnc t.hc 
~II.Uc capencncc. re-p,d. 
lru ot the aa.d.cm1c s.ctunc. 
• FxW1y n:.ncwal is a c:rucW 
cacnponc,uola eood CCMlqc. A cocn,. 
s:rdwns1w p1&.n for the profcsSIOIW 
dc:n'°Omc.nt ol !a.cuhy 11 unoorunc 
=:.:~~~'"':I!?,~'a'n~ 
nn• COfflfflOft (onn o<racw,,, n:ncw· 
Mo. but ti 1s fu from wuvcnaJ. We 
W"l'S 1.A&1.1tbc awMb.blcuc"uy u,u,.....__ 
• We rcc.ommcnd th.a& t\indt be 
••Wable 10 help tc.-.itcn docl09 
OC"W Mk&J and l fflpnJYC t.hcU' pcd.. 
rooa,19f'OCC'dwcs.. Thc,c: srantt,-...(0 
be ldtn.lN.UC~ by I a,npus--tdc 
CM:u ll't COfflmtneo-""ouSd be rt.. 
,u,c:1C'd a.I f'u'lt 10 lhosc who cnaqc 
"' •ndnvwaua1c 1nS1NCt1on. We 
alto IU"IC ll'l• t Lil C~IC ll;CS l\aYC &
"""' "'°'""" f<w fecuity rcwateh. 
... The mclbod• - by -
We Are More 
Than Just An 
SRA Company 
Products you purchase must be 
part ofa Zog;,cal financial plan that 
integrates all your needs. 
On behalf of the American Association of State Colleges and 
Universities, Johnson and Higgins, has selected United Resources to 
offer supplemental retirement annuities and financial services to 
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bnl.. ia &a WtlJttitltoe, commtllccl 
\0 bo•lcidrc Nie.i.ed by w,.IOOffl.. 
Tlut ec.&al CM,OW,131Jftl lfudc:DU., 
U\tat.&&b cn.,1&,n cucft1111. I.O become 
--1-,e.......-. 
._,IX ...........;., 
Tht q"-Ulty ol a coUcrc " mcu­
wod by the rnowc.u (or kanlln1 oe 
\he (.l,fflpYt. and \M UIC11i 10 •NC.II 
uudnu bircoMc: 1-.ckocndc'DI. wU'· 
4"<1N ,...,,..,._ N,d yn we fou.,.. 
IA.a today. abOuC one ou& ot c•cry 
low """'<PW""'" spcad1 "° tune 
W IJw ltbn,y ch,11ut1 • nonMI: week. 
...S ., p<f CC.. UK Ille bbnty rout 
a.o...,,.., ,~,, cadt wee&.. 
'Ille la,IJ Nt'*'HII t.M d&I.IIOOffl 
&ad u,c bbnty, ncponed- au-11 a 
h.aU<.e•tlll'Y 110. iuU c.J.ntt today. 
.. The collcae kbnty '""" be 
oric-4 u ...... pan ol tbc .....,. 
pwfu.acc upcnfflCC. EYc,., c~lc,c 
aholtkS nla.bla-"I I Cli&llC booi.1 bbtvy 
&a wnc 1M sc,cc.Ac Medi ol the u• 
df:rsn,du.atc~ 
• AU u.fklcrsn,du..&1u IIMNkl be 
iltuoouc.td c.arc(uUy to lhc (uU n.nae 
of NloOUR"CI (\W k&mtf\1 08 ~ a.,n. 
pus.. They tJlouW N pvc• bd>lio­
~ 101tNC1JOe Md be CftCOUI• 
a,cd to spend aa lcut u rnuc" tune u, 
lhc b~I 111 w,de raacc o( 
ruo,,n::u,,......_. l.M:y 1pcftd •• d a.ucs.. 
.. S..ppon rot Ille purchuc ol 
boot, IAOUW be UICH-UC4. A lftlai,. 
- o( S pcrCC111 cl the 10U1-· 
U\41 -··· o( tbc c.olle1• sllould be 
••uial>lc for bbnty ··-· 
• The undera.raduate collcae 
.-won closely ..,.. ...,..,..,.._ 
ia1 KAOO&t and ..,,h commuftdy li­
branu 10 hclo s1te•1111en libnty 
bo&dinp. and provide C.OfttJnued 
-··rot ldlool ancl c.o_,, ...-... 
• The undc,wn.du.atc coUett abo 
~ • IOCCW obh pbOft ftOC onJy lO 
1uppon 3dcqu.11c1y IM' hbrvy, bul IA 
• 1.atle:r w:nH 10 "'''*'" OIC cutlvrc o( 
the- book. CollC'JCI 1h0uld c.cld,r..1c 
lftc book a.nd KhNulc Kh•IUCI uc.h 
1car ll\.a.l fu1u.rc booi.1 and tud· 
111.it-bnn11n1 awl.hon 10 the u.mpv.s. • 
(o, eu.mple--or they a11 h.nc- tcfflto­
un UI 'Wf\ich (aadly Wk a.bout 
'WORJ Lnal '*trt wu\ucnuaJ ia th~ 
lins.. 
In lhc pul, ICChftO~ rcYOI... 
lioftt bypaucd cd...c;.a.1100 bcc.a.wK 
lCac.hcn were bypuw:d •• t.hc ptOC• 
ns. 
This time i< may be di/T<ncfll. T~ 
clay, Oft man, catft91.1Mt we (oun,d 
tnchcn fflOt'C: acuvcly ut•~vccf i::n 
\he us.c: of como,u1cn, and w,l.b the.It 
help, p,ovamnuna l\u ompro•cd. 
.. To lfflp(Off tbc Yode,wndlt-
are c1ocncnco-Md ,ttcn11hcn 1bc 
cocnmuN1'f o( kll'Nne-,«M chu,. 
knsc 11 to buud conn«tJOn.1 bclwn:a 
1c.anwt1 rc"°"'rcn on Md otf tM 
campu1.. The $1nltO we ha¥t in 
m,.nd 11. 10 hnk 1cchno&o1y 10 1hc 1,. 
br-41')'. to lhc cWtroom. a.nd . ,,. UM: 
cod, 10 c.olle1• &0M•· 
• To Kft1e·n ,uch 1111ccn1KMI. -« 
pNOOM IJln:e 1pccaftc recOfflfflC'nda­._._ 
rlnl, c.omou1cr h&tdwa.rc "-Id 
noc be pw.rch.ucJ before • comprc• 
hcn"MYC plM h.u bee.ft dc'•cloprd. 
one 1~co•cn pcrt.OftaJ compu1e:n. 
iAlorm.ahott ICMCCI. Md the U.M o{ 
lt.ehnoiocy by lhc i.f'l1lJlUhOa, 
• Second. we wtc th.at ocry co6,.. 
lc1c t\ave a tu&A le•cl fac.uley coff'uNe,. 
tee lo pb..a (or the 111tcsnuoe ol 
lcu1un1 re'°'"'"' Ofl tM campus. 
• Th'1d. 10 broaden chat Hl"l'• 
icn.. we. ttCOmlftCnd lh.&I ocry a. 
Iese aoct vNnn,1y abo li.ftk iu ti,.. 
t • •• .Your Needs, Our Priorities. i 
United Resources 
United Resources is a member of a 
diversified financial services family 
specializing in meeting the needs of the 
nations higher education community. 
Commitment to Excellence 
United Resources is committed to 
offering consumer oriented products and 
attentive client service. 
Institutional Design 
United Resources has the fle.'Obility and 
resources to tailor an effective financial 
services program for your institution. 
Service Orientation 
Faculty and staff can be consulted on an 
individual basis by United Resources 
Fmancial Service Representatives. 
Write or Call: 
Stephen S. Miller 
Vice President 
United Resou.n:es Nationwide 
United Resource, 800492.J553 
23879 Madison Street California 
'Ibrr.w:e, CA 90505 800437-1516 
e~ Ul\'ffED
lffJiRE5DURCE5 




United Resources' Financial Services 
include: 
Workshops/Seminars 
• Introduction to Personal Fui.ance 
• F'ui.ancial Planning 
• Retirement Planning 
• Tux Planning 
• Understanding Life Insurance 
• Investment Options · 
• College :Education Funding 
• New Tux Law 
• Cunent Topics 
Financial Pla.nni.ng 
• Individual Counseling .,. 
• Full Financial Plans 
Fmancial Products 
• Tux.Sheltered Annuities 
• Mutual Funds 
• Money Market Funds 
• Unit Investment Trusts 
• Individual Retirement Accounts 
• Limited Partnerships 
• Life Insurance 
• Single Premiwn Def&red Annuities 
Special Services 
• Retirement System Value Projections 
• Life Insurance Analysis Statements 
• Institutional Program .Administration 
• :Educational Brochures, Newsletters 
bnr, toOM« more computn-b&J.c:<d 
DCIWOfl.L 
Vr"hJc U.l.lftl lttllnolor, . 11udenc.1 
aho Med t.o u.no.cnu.nd how IOCtCt Y 
tod1," b<tt1t rnJuP('d by our 1n•c""' 
llOftl . ,-,u u coots of cather uu 
c.ft.lrllr:td the covnc ol h111ory. Thctt 
is a 4Ytcr ow vc-atcr crt'd1b'll11y 
wu.l be 11•ca to data ll'WI lo ldc.u Md 
U\.U Khoun •ill ffltllUt 1nJonn... 
boa (Of' kftO•kd1c. The dWlcnce " 
GOl onty 101cac.l\ 11udc"11 how to use 
M'W IKJlnoSon but a.Ito to Cnc.GIUI'• 
1fC UM111 co uk •Mii and why tf: 
sllouJd be used. 
x • 
~ Q,wity of C-puo Lile 1 
The u.....,..,._,e collccc >llould 
be hdd totciftcr by lOfflCUunc ffMJft :.f 
thM .,.umoin1. a common p,enncc: 
o•cr pvtu,1. or rootball raJh« in ,nc 
Call Wlw Mudtn11 do u, dtn,n1 h.a.lJs. J 
oa lllc piaru>16cld1 and in the r>lb.. 
kclkt Ll.lcr &l nae,hc . all combine 10 
iftduc,nc.c Ute OUICOfflC ol l.hc coUc-p .{ 
~.and Ille cllalle•sc, ill Ille . { 
bu.lJdlftt o{COCJVNU'UC'f, lS 10 ICC K> . f 
clcauc....,_..jc,-li(cullllcr­
lodod. 
.. ,. • colkac of quality, racu1ry 
""'uodcnlancl Ille unponance of..,. 
COW'lll,lil ,tudc.ftt pat1JC1pauo• i• 
campus a.11..nl ..eolJ. They, IOo. l 
sJlou.W be act.ITC pat\aClp&nU. aftd M• 
tanll( 10 oc lbc" tac.runs to WU! 
KU¥1tia •Mn«cr pc,u4blc. .l• All<O&JCJC c.onYoc.a.uons. wilA 
..,..,... olanNns. cao be ••,w roru, 
llllT\01 ~.uioe and conuo•c.ny. ;f 
ttn.a- - <OIMUUMAI. c­ : 1 
cnc:aulllft4 aod a.lu.aw weekends 
can U•c u tqu;al Ultlucnce on lbc 
caa,ous. And occu--Uy I collqc H 
cao be bn>ua/11 IOI<"'" to wppon a .. 
-,Jiycau.c. - · ' 
• Ena &I W'J'C' coa,o&ca i.a1ont,,, _ 
lion w,tll t.hrcir aut~s MAii.a,. ·I
Ille ...... lllouJd be 10 build .u..ncc­ d 
bclwffa U\e cl.uuooffl and camp.a& d 
tile. IO And IR*CII IQl¥1t1U. lndi,. 
uoa..s... ud cocrunoa v-1.h,e.s to be :I 
sllarcd. ·J 
.. Funher. WI SITO•slY ..... """ 
ia1crcoU<palt '"°"' be orpniu,d . 
M4 oocra.tc.d to M"t'YC the 1Ndcnts. ! 
DOC tbc VUlltu.UOft. Wltc-ft IC1"M)W atb,,, :~ 
lctx 'nOWJoCll arc -di.xonrcd. I.be 
aand&WtOe 1WU.1 o( lbc lfttUtU1M>O 
should be n-•okcd-&lonc w,U\ cliP,, 
bwlr (o, Ille Na,,o.,..J C0Ue1111c All>­ , ., lcuc Auoe:~ We abo ult PR.St-­
dau o{ UN Y~UCS u,d codqu to :' 
aay p,,blidy wlW Ibey acknowlc-dac 
pm'>lcfy: llwbi....... '"""'....°"' {
ofcontrol• 
.. All SNdCftlJshould 1:,o helped 10 
Qftllkn.C;M'ld UIM ...wc.ilncu'' is a pre,,, 
· 1rc:qu.m tc to all dsc.. 
They should be l&Ua/11 about aood ' 
(ood and ucrcuc.• a.nd bcpn co un,. 
dcntand that cannc (or one 's body 11 
, I 
• sf>CCIOI ltUSl. 
Funbct. a pro(cuionaJ nu1ntioni11 
should >dYUC Ill< calftllUS (ood ICrt• 
'"Uld abo be: :av-aalabk (or 11udcnlt 
u p:an o(tM umpus health s.crnc:c. 
• We W1,c uw. ail collect-, ed..,.. 
atea core o( s.cNOrsrudcn11 who. aa 
"""· would educ.ale ""°"a/I """" 
ma, tcmin,u,. UM:v fellow uudcnu 
a.bOul hailth.. AUt.nuon.. and fin.I a,d. 
We a.ISO UIJC UW: nny c,ampu.s have 
__,ale hc.al1h a.nd p1ycool~ 
s.uppan scrv1CC1 uula.ble 10 wNCh 
t(Udcnn an be rdcrftd. 
~ f"ULl.lly. we'"""' lhM lc..ldcn 
oi'''*n.t hull.ti ccn1cn worll: d1rcC1• 
ly wuft t hcll co,uuc~s 1n food 
scn,c.c. lftll"Mft~ uh.lctau. re,.. 
OCIICC l\aLI WOCf'VIIIOtl. I IU4Cftt so•· 
CfflfflCat.. and um t.bc ac.a4Cff'UC ad,,. 
awu'SUa&IOft to u.w" that the ...wclt­
nc·u ·· ptOtJ':MI n.u inc rctOUl"Cn M4 
n,ooncmcat o( lJ\c: whotc C&fflO,U.t. 
The coik,c olqua.111, Nrn&LO-' a pbc.e 
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COA1uuu, /rO#flt l*r«rd;•~ l'oir 
•Mrc llK curncubr and cocu.mcubr 
arcYtrw-cd H ~•1111 a rcla1aonih1p 10ait• ott.cr. At a h.mc v..h(n ,ocul 
boftd1 att IC'"'°"I• coflC'rt '1~ftl1 
should d1uo•tt U'lc ~ah1y ol th<lf 
ckocnocncc °" ~h ochc-r. They
.w" un«nl* •ftat H mt·ant to 
M\al'E Md "nc~n 1ndiuons. Co«a­
""""'' 1Ntl1 be bwlt. 
XI 
llnickocial LJ..; .. , 
AdtNJu,tnton. we found. arc 
CONuVG 1bviu1 that obl11atlOftS to 
u..oc"'' u, non.acadcmte m111cnand 
UI the coftte11 o( siu.denc llv,nc, the 
CA&licnac ol unonc an cnlhuse.as1N: 
COtlllllwvtY ol lcam.at11 muu be can• 
fuJJy constdcl"fd. Asc li•iri1 a.rnn1c· 
lftCGtl 11ffl~Y a COftVCftlCftCC Of' do 
they co,unbut.e co c0Uec,a1e 1oaJ1? 
We 6od it UVubttflc ttw 11uden11 
•ho Kr"le u ~nt auatanu UI 
IM dorms tn pnn 'WCtal\lY l.l!Up-. 
tM.DU , ~ key coUerc adm1n1s1ra. 
ion• .,... noccwly n,cmben oC lhe 
Cacw1y, .,. lat ,.,,.o,,ed ,,,,.,.dieday'° Uy li•n ol 11u<le.ou. 
• w, "'IC tlt.a.t c.oOccc pmidfflll 
bttOfflC dU'ttlly ia•ol•ed i.n the- plan-, 
8'111 Md ovcn,1,1\l of ,c,s1dC11Ct haB 
li•\ltC Md tbc qua.luy ofcampus life. 
TM Pft'Stdcn1 st.ould rcce1ve rccular 
ffporU CHI bod, problem• Mid c.re­
au•c JtfOI~u, Ute ruadcftCc twls.. 
~ We ,1ron&1y W'lt th.ac collc1u 
&ad u.nawenmH provKlc 1.ntenuve 
WOl"Ubopt (Of t1Udcn1s who IP'« lo 
Kt"VC u rc.SHScru a.ssuUAU. We rec· 
ocn,ncftd f\11\het th.an &.A . 's have 
9WfttO,,.wf'IO fflCC1 Wlt h themrqula.r· 
ly aad "'pcr,uc111cttWO<t and1ha1 
\k•~~ ~~:!:"uo":.d,:q,::•Jj 
~ oco4 •Wl<lw- code o( 
(.OOGUC1-no( JUJI IA ac.&dcauc ll\al• 
teri. but •• non.ac.adeauc: awten.. 
IOO. Such st.and.a.rds cW'\(y lhe U · 
ptcu.l.lOftl o{ Che utSt.llUIKMI ud 
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UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT CLEMSON 
Remarks of Verne A. Stadtman 
Vice-President, General Services 
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 
of Teaching, January 13, 1987 
It's a pleasure for me to meet with you this 
afternoon. I welcome the opportunity see for myself 
one of the 29 institutions our observers visited in 
preparation for our recently completed report on 
undergraduate education. I'm also grateful for the 
chance to express in person our appreciation for 
Clemson's participation in that project. 
We found much to be proud of in our study, and 
high on our list would be the seriousness and 
dedication with which the men and women who are 
professionally engaged in teaching and research in 
American colleges and universities approach their 
work. I find your presence here today to be evidence 
of that kind of commitment. 
I want to reassure any of you who was 
interviewed by Ms. Fabriszak during her site visit 
here, that her original manuscript was put under lock 
and key almost as soon as it was received. In 
drafting our report, staff members had access only to 
a manuscript in which all names--even those of the 
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institution--were changed. Nothing I say today, 
therefore, will incriminate anyone present. 
You have all, however, contributed to our 
report College: The Undergraduate Experience in 
America, which will be off the press next week. And 
we are grateful for your help. 
In the prologue to our report, our Foundation's 
president, Ernest Boyer, finds the nation's colleges 
and universities to be troubled. In the time 
available to me this afternoon, I want to discuss 
these "troubles" briefly, drawing, when it is 
appropriate, on information we obtained in the 
Clemson site visit report. 
Please understand that as I speak to you today 
I understand my limitations. Almost everything I 
know about Clemson is second-hand, coming from the 
site-visit report and a few standard reference 
sources. I will react as candidly and honestly as I 
can to my understanding of Clemson, as a means of 
illustrating general concepts and principles, but I 
ask for your tolerance when you find my information 
wrong or misinterpred. 
-2a~ 
The first reason why our report finds 
undergraduate education in America to be troubled may 
be traced to the discontinuity between what happens 
in the nation's secondary schools and what happens 
later on college campuses. 
The two education sectors tend to work in isolation 
from each other. College entrance requirements have 
only a rough relationship to high school graduation 
requirements--even for students on a pre-college 
track. 
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With student-to-counsellor ratios in high 
schools running one to to 300 or more, high school 
students turn to others for advice. Most often, 
they turn to their parents, friends, college 
recruiters and commercial guide books . Some of these 
sources are poorly informed about colleges; others 
know the colleg landscape but cannot know .much about 
the individual interests and abilities of prospective 
prospective students. When good matches are made, 
the occur more often by accident than by careful 
planning. As a partial answer to this problem, our 
report recommends that regional centers be 
established to provide better information to both 
high school counsellors and students. 
We also found that the admissions process on 
many college campuses is shrowded in myth and 
mystery. As a simple example, few high school 
seniors are aware that less than SO colleges and 
universities in the country admit less than half of 
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the students who apply to them for admission. 
Inordinate attention is focussed on standardized 
tests, such as the SAT and ACT as keys to college 
admission despite the fact that most colleges 
place little or no importance on test scores in 
making the final decisions about who gets in and who 
doesn't. 
On arrival at college, students often find 
orientation programs perfunctory or nonexistent. In 
this regard, Clemson seems better than most. 
Your two-day freshman orientation program and 
the freshman "buddy system," are not as ambitious as 
some of the other orientations programs described in 
our report, but, frankly, they represent efforts that 
too many colleges in the country skip all together. 
Academic advising is poor almost everywhere. 
Too often, we found these procedures reduced to 
logistics: getting hundreds, maybe thousands of 
course selections and class schedules examined, 
approved, and recorded within as little time as 
possible. From some of the testimony given to our 
site visitor, this is apparently a problem in the 
major advising procedure here at Clemson. Faculty 
members complain about having too little time for the 
task. Students agree, and claim their 
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advisors know little or nothing about courses 
outside their own fields. 
Another problem with orientations programs-­
particularly on campuses that are near population 
centers--is that part-time and older students (a 
growing segment of the national student body) are all 
but ignored. The problem, of course, is that their 
campus routines are difficult to anticipate. 
Moreover, campus orientation tends to emphasize 
collegiate traditions and may seem off-target to 
students whose college-going days often are shared 
with jobs and, perhaps, with families. 
The second problem we found is confusion over 
goals. That is not to say that we did not see any 
formal goal statements. Most colleges we visited 
have them, but they are not always taken very 
seriously. I gather from our site visit report on 
Clemson, however, that this university not only takes 
its mission seriously, but frequently takes it under 
formal review. 
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According to statements made to our site 
visitor, it is the land-grant tradition tht dominates 
thinking about the mission here. For example, one 
administrator told her that "the arts, sciences, 
education, and architecture," are regarded as "strong 
supporting areas" bolstering agriculture and 
engineering. And the testimony of other faculty 
members and administrators echoed that sentiment. 
Research, we are told~again in the land-grant 
tradition~"serves the common good by anticipating 
and devising new solutions for the social and 
technical problems of tomorrow's world as well as by 
enriching the intellectual and cultural environment." 
I suspect that in research universities there would 
be a subtle difference. The concern for an enriched 
intellectual environment good would have higher 
priority than the application of knowlege for the 
common good. 
Public service, another land-grant emphasis, 
entails, our observer was told, making the facilities 
and faculty of the university "available to the state 
and the region." 
Students talk about Clemson'mission with a 
liberal arts twist . I'm certainly not 
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talking here about the student who told us the 
administrtion's mission was to put academics 
"parallel with sports," although I think I understand 
that perspective. What I have in mind is the 
statement of a student who said "The goal of Clemson 
University is to make its students more whole people; 
to graduate people who can go beyond just doing 
engineering or just being an accountant--to make its 
students well-rounded individuals." 
In contrast, when faculty members and 
administrators are asked about goals, they subtly 
blend the rhetoric of the land grant colleges with 
that of the research university, summing it up in the 
familiar triad of teaching, research and public 
service. 
These sentiments may sound like promotion­
brochure rhetoric, but I sense there is something 
more. In our site visitor's discussion of goals, and 
in her reports of other conversations on the campus, 
we sense Clemson's urge, perhaps even its confident 
expectation, to become a research university of 
national stature. I would not be surprised to find 
the striving for this goal--now realized by less 
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than 10 percent of the institutions of higher 
learning in the country, to be a characterizing 
influence at Clemson in the next decade. 
The third problem area in undergraduate 
education involves the divided loyalties and 
competing career concerns within the faculty. 
People who are not involved in higher education 
do not understand that the college or university 
campus may not define the academic's total 
professional world. The challenge and rewards that 
come through identification with a discipline, and 
the recognition and collegiality available through a 
professional society, often have more to do with a 
professor's satisfaction than a promotion and a raise 
in pay (though, of course, he or she would be glad 
to accept both). 
Under such conditions, an institution's hold on 
its academic staff may be less firm than one might 
expect. 
In this regard, I was disappointed to find that 
the role of research at Clemson was not discussed in 
much depth by our campus visitor. In her defense, of 
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course, I remind you that she understood our interest 
to be focussed on the undergraduate experience in 
America. In that context, she may have considered 
what she saw in the classroooms more relevant than 
what faculty members told her about their scholar­
ship. 
In our report, however, we address teaching vs. 
research at some length . We recogni ze the importance 
of both activities, but still urge that: 
Wherever undergraduates are taught, teaching 
excellence must be an essential expectation. 
Although every faculty member need not be a 
great teacher and a great researcher, in every 
discipline there should be some faculty members 
who can do research and are outstanding 
teachers and some who can teach but are 
outstanding researchers. In short, great 
teachers and great researchers can function 
side by side. We reject the notion, 
incidentally, that bei ng a good researcher 
automatically makes one a good teacher. 
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On first reading, this view seems to conflict 
with Clemson's recently adopted policy requiring that 
faculty members give evidence of research achievement 
in order to obtain tenure. But we would have to know 
more about Clemson's minimally acceptable level of 
research to know for sure. One of our own 
recommendations approaches the issue in a slightly 
different way. We say that: 
While all professors need not be publishing 
researchers, those who teach should be first­
rate scholars. This means staying abreast of 
the profession, knowing the literature in one's 
field, and skillfully communicating such 
information to students. 
This scholarship, like research, we maintain, 
should be available for examination and 
judgement. 
We also believe that all institutions should 
give more attention to faculty development, and that 
good teaching should be recognized . Research 
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universities that have the rank of distinguished 
research professor in place, for example, should 
consider establishing the rank of distinguished 
teaching professor as well. 
Finally, the balance between full-time and part­
time faculty needs to be reexamined on many 
campuses. Specifically, we propose that no more than 
20 percent of the undergraduate faculty be part-time, 
and that when part-time faculty are used, their 
employment should be educationally justified. 
A fourth problem is that, in all too many 
classrooms, we found an absence of vigorous 
intellectual exchange. 
Our site visit reports gave us a remarkably 
consistent depiction of the typical college class. 
"With few exceptions ••• the teacher stood in front of 
rows of chairs and talked for most of the forty-five 
or fifty minutes. There was little opportunity for 
positions to be clarified or ideas challenged." 
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At Clemson, we found the classes to average 
about 35 students, although there were anywhere from 
50 to 200 students in introductory courses at the 
freshman and sophomore levels. These larger classes 
are supplemented by smaller sections and 
laboratories. Although students were able to 
identify at least a few professors who seem to take 
an interest in them, we were given few examples, even 
in small classes, of interactive teaching. 
Our observer was impressed, incidentally, that 
when one professor gives a supplemental reading 
assignment, he refuses to take up class time on 
questions that are answered in the assigned books. 
In contrast, at another college in our study, an 
English professor lectured in detail about the 
contents of a reading assignment and then apologized 
for spoiling the ending for those who hadn't reached 
it yet. He was forgiven, however, when he indicated 
the material would be on the next test. 
The fifth problem is the separation between the 
academic and social life of students on the campus. 
Colleges like to speak of the campus as a coherent 
community. Yet, what is being learned in most 
residence halls across the country today has little 
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connection to the classrooms. In fact, it may 
undermine the educational puposes of the college. 
The idea that a college stands in loco parentis is 
today a faded memory and nothing has come along to 
take its place •• 
We were told by our site visitor that 60 
percent of Clemson's students live in univerity 
housing. Although they complain about crowding, or 
having to carry things up four flights of stairs, or 
other minor inconveniences, they appear to appreciate 
the convenience and conviviality of living on 
campus. A senior told our observer, "I have lived in 
the tin cans for four years. They are noisy, they 
are old, the showers are a mess and it's hard to 
study there, but I wouldn't want to move for anything 
in the world." 
Clemson, we are told, is considered a "fun" 
campus, and drinking is reported to be "one of the 
most popular unofficial acitivities." Drugs are 
reportedly used by 10 to 30 percent of the students 
here. 
On almost all of the campuses we visited, there 
is an enormous difference in the life and times of 
students as described by their own testimony and the 
assessment of student life 
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given to us by faculty and administrators. Students 
welcome their recently bestowed responsibilities and 
independence, but sometimes seem unwilling or unable 
to exercise them in ways that acknowledge the 
preferences, rights, and pri vileges of fellow 
students ••or the claims of campus community. 
We are concerned. Where, we ask, does 
institutional responsibility for student behavior 
start and end? Has it been delegated and redelegated 
so far down the line--in some cases almost 
exclusively to students themselves, that college 
presidents and faculty members are only remotely 
concerned with it? 
This question may not be one of regulation so 
much as one of integrating--more thoughtfully than we 
seem to do now--the academic and nonacademic life of 
students., 
We take the position that a college needs 
standards not just in academic matters, but in 
nonacademic matters, too. Rules and regulations not 
only clarify the expectations of the instituti on, 
but, more importantly, they a l so help to define the 
character of the college as a learning community. 
Because Clemson is nationally known for its 
intercollegi ate athletic record, perhaps our 
Foundation,s longstanding bias on that subject will 
not be too welcome here. But in all fairness I must 
report that we strongly urge that intercollegiate 
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sports be organized and operated to serve the 
students, not the institution. We also ask 
presidents of universities and colleges to say 
publicly what they acknowledge privately: that big­
time sports are out of control. Finally, we flatly 
recommend that when serious athletic violations are 
discovered at an institution, the accreditation 
status of that institution should be revoked~along 
with its eligibility for membership in the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association. 
The sixth problem we encountered involved 
disagreement over how the college should be 
governed. On most campuses we visited, efforts to 
accommodate the needs and expectations of students, 
faculty members, departments, schools, colleges, 
research and information centers produced an 
ineffective Rube-Goldberg-like governing 
arrangement. 
At every college and university, forums are 
needed to address common educational questions and 
consider campus-wide matters that cannot be handled 
in other ways. Representative campus-wide 
organizations of faculty 
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and students are needed to facilitate communication 
and deliberation on matters of direct concern to 
those constituencies. But special forums for all 
constituents are needed to discuss in formal fashion 
some of the concerns of our report, including 
recruitment, orientation and advising, the quality of 
campus life, and student assessment. 
The undergraduate college, we conclude, more 
than any other division of higher education, must be 
guided by a sense of common purpose; it must be 
sustained and nurtured by procedures that cut across 
the separate departments and divisions. 
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The seventh problem addressed in our report is 
to determine how the outcome of the college education 
should be measured. Undergraduates are being 
measured almost constantly, as they go to class, take 
notes, write papers, take tests, report orally and 
are graded on their performance of every task. 
Colleges and universities are evaluated too. 
Federal and state governments monitor their programs. 
Accrediting bodies review the overall health of 
institutions. One hundred and fifty-four 
professional accrediting bodies look at specialized 
programs. And many states have coordinating bodies 
that try to keep collegiate programs well balanced. 
Despite all of this assessing and evaluating, 
we aren't really sure we're doing it right. 
One difficulty, of course, is that, for all 
intents and purposes, most of the evaluation that 
goes on now is done by individual professors who 
determine not only what is to be taught, but how the 
students' progress and knowledge are to be tested and 
graded. That is a far cry from the colonial practice 
of requiring students to deliver oral declamations 
before a panel of outside examiners to demonstrate 
that they learned what they were expected to learn 
and learned it well. 
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We suggest what may be a modern version of the 
original notion: a requirement that all students 
complete senior theses that relate their majors to 
historical, social, or ethical concerns, and that 
they participate in a senior seminar to present their 
reports orally and critique the papers of fellow 
students. 
Although our report does not spell it out, one 
could assume that student performance in their theses 
and seminars would have significant weight in 
determining the overall assessment of their college 
experience. 
Building on that basic notion, our report 
further suggests that every college and university 
conduct a senior colloquium series in which a 
handful! of graduating students would be invited to 
present their final papers to the college community. 
The report concludes:· These public lectures, 
followed by discussion, would make it clear to all 
students that the outcomes of a college education are 
to be measured by the students' capacity to integrate 
knowedge and apply what they have learned. 
It is also suggested that students compile a 
portfolio of the activities in which they have 
participated while in college. The feeling is that 
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such a portfolio could address the student's progress 
in meeting social and cultural objectives. 
You will note that none of these suggestions 
respond to the interests of public agencies that 
would like to impose "outcome measures" on colleges 
and universities. Quite frankly, we doubt such 
measures can be be devised. We also doubt that 
external assessment holds much promise of improving 
higher education generally. To quote directly from 
our report: 
"In the end, excellence in education will be achieved 
not simply through better testing but through better 
teaching. If we look down the road, it is 
unimaginable that the American college in the 
foreseeable future, will not have courses and will 
not rely primarily on the classroom teacher to both 
instruct and test. It is hard to imagine that such 
evaluation--course by course-- will not remain the 
primary means of quality control. Talk about 
external measures is simply a diversion if it assumes 
that quality is to be achieved by bypassing the 
professors and their classrooms." 
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The eighth, and final problem addressed by our 
report is the disturbing gap between the college and 
the larger world. To respond to this problem, we 
repeat a suggestion we had made in our report on High 
Schools: that all students complete a service project 
as an integral part of thir undergraduate 
experience. We also suggest that colleges consider 
requiring high school students to complete a service 
unit to qualify for admission to college. 
These eight problems--discontinuity between 
school and college; confusion over goals; divided 
faculty loyalties; absence of interactice 
instruction, separation of academic and social life; 
disagreement on governance; assessing outcomes, and 
the gap between college and the larger world....:.-are 
addressed in considerably more detail in our report 
than I have indicated here. They are not, however, 
the centerpiece of the report. No part of our study 
involved more effort and discussion than that having 
to do with the content of the undergraduate 
instruction. Our final recommendations focus on 
three components: 
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The first component is proficiency in the written and 
spoken word. Students need lanaguage to grasp and 
express feelings and ideas effectively. They need to 
write and speak with clarity and read and listen with 
comprehension. Although, these skills should be 
acquired before student enroll in college, they need 
to be used and honed throughout the undergraduate 
years. As they develop language skills, students 
should sharpen the quality of their thinking and 
become intellectually and socially empowered. 
The second component is what we call the integrated 
core. By this we mean a program of study that 
indroduces the student to essential knowledge, to 
connections across the disciplines, and in the end, 
to the application of knowledge to life beyond the 
campus. The integrated core might include: 
Language: the crucial connection 
Art: The Esthetic Experience 
Heritage: The Living Past 
Institutions: The Social Web 
Nature: Ecology of the Planet 
Work: The value of Vocation 
Identity: The Search for meaning. 
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To appreciate the significance of the 
integrated core, one has to understand that it is not 
necessarily made up of courses that survey broad 
fields of study. Some of the examples of our report 
demonstrate the principle that the integrated core 
may simply show how one field of study can inform 
another. Think, for example, about the possible 
range of a course on "Signs and Communication" that 
investigates how language relates to particular 
cultural codes; or one on "the city" that views the 
metroplis in depth; or the exploration of a single 
institution pulling together environmental, 
ecological, and sociological information. The 
ingegrated core need not be limited to courses. It 
also can involve pieces of courses on other 
subjects. It can involve lectures, seminars, or 
exhibits. The important thing is that a conscious 
effort be made to address elements of the core in a 
variety of planned contexts and experiences. 
One more thing. Properly designed, the 
integrated core will not be something to get out of 
the way before taking up a major. Ideally, it will 
be a part of a student's experience throughout the 
undergraduate years. 
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The third component is what we called the enriched 
major. It involves not only exploring a field of 
study in depth but putting it in perspective. It 
would respond to three questions about a major field 
of study: What is the history and tradition of the 
field? What are its social and economic 
implications? and What ethical and moral issues does 
it confront and how are they resolved? 
Again, the means of achieving the enriched 
major may not entail new courses so much as it 
requires a sense of context when courses are taught. 
We believe that when a major is enriched it could 
lead students from depth to breadth and focus not on 
mere training, but on liberal eduation at its best. 
We were told that at Clemson students are now 
required to take: 
9 hours of composition ancJ speaking skills 
6 hours of mathematics 
11 hours of science and technology 
6 hours in the humanities 
6 hours of the social sciences 
This clearly is the distribution pattern prevalent in 
the general education reuirements of many 
institutions. It has strong potential for preventing 
students from learning too narrowly at an institution 
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that is historically geared to technology. In my 
view, one of its unintended advantages is that it 
provides room for manipulation to experiment with new 
courses and adaptations of old ones that could 
ultimately produce something like the three part­
curriculum we advocate---assuming, of course, Clemson 
decides to move in that direction. 
Whatever course is taken brings us back to the 
student I quoted earlier in this review. Remember, 
he said-unforgettably if inelegantly--"The goal of 
Clemson University is to make its students more whole 
people." Perhaps you and I can agree with him on 
that. But we also know something else that is less 
apparent to students and external kibitzers. It is 
that the effort to achieve such a goal involves the 
faculty and staff in a university in a challenging 
adventure. It is .an adventure worth having. But, 
like most other endeavors of value it isn't easy. We 
commend you for accepting the challenges and extend 
heartfelt good wishes for your success. 
MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE 
February 10, 1987 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
President Dyck called the meeting to order at 3:35 p.m. 
II. OLD BUSINESS 
Senator Calhoun moved that the regular order of business be suspended so 
that the resolution from the Ad Hoc Committee on Fine Arts could be 
considered. Dean Waller needed the results for his meeting with candi­
dates for department head of the new department of Performing Arts. 
Senator Nowaczyk moved adoption of the resolution (Attachment A) from 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Fine Arts. Senator Hare seconded. Senator 
Nowaczyk reviewed the background on the resolution. President Dyck 
stated that the Council of Deans had reviewed the report and did 
recognize that academic freedom problems paralleled those involved in 
research efforts. However, the Deans did feel that these matters had to 
do with the public and that there was, therefore, a need for a review 
process beyond the academic unit. Senator Nowaczyk said that the 
corrmittee had met again and considered this and other issues such as 
consulting the committee on Fine Arts, and the possibility that funding 
for theater productions go directly to the academic unit rather than 
through Student Affairs. They decided not to include them in the final 
resolution, feeling that some of those issues were not in the 
committee ' s charge. 
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Discussion followed. Senator Birrenkott noted that the Faculty Manual 
does not cover this kind of violation of academic freedom in the griev­
ance procedures. President Dyck recognized Professor Egan who said 
that he supports this statement; it is a reaffirmation of a right that 
already exists. The university should acknowledge that right is ex­
tended to performing arts faculty. He does not want funding sources 
tied to academic freedom and would take academic freedom over funding 
and turn to the box office for financial support. He does believe, 
however, that the two can work together. 
Senator Brannock commented that he found the use of the word 11 offensive11 
in the final 11 resolved 11 to be a value judgment and would prefer some­
thing like "controversial." Egan felt that offensive is narrower than 
controversial and would favor a change. Senator Hedden agreed with 
Brannock and suggested striking the last paragraph altogether. Again, 
Egan concurred. Senator Nowaczyk suggested voting separately on the 
final paragraph but Senator Titus was against that, wanting all or none 
to pass. 
Senator Mullins proposed an amendment to delete the final paragraph, it 
was seconded by Senator Snelsire. Egan spoke in favor of this, stating 
that they would like the University to trust faculty to make those 
decisions on their own. It is good public relations for Performing Arts 
to keep people who might be offended out. Senator Baron agreed that the 
last paragraph was unnecessary and viewed it as a form of censorship. 
Senator Daniels suggested that the departments involved include some 
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kind of statement that they are responsible to the public and will be 
aware of possible problems. Senator Titus agreed, seeing it as a 
reinforcement of the commitment to the public. Senator Baron asked 
where we were supposed to be, wasn't a university the place for contro­
versy and new ideas? Senator Hare noted that the resolution states 
earlier that the faculty assume the responsibility. Senator Linvill 
agreed with Baron and Egan that the final paragraph was not needed. A 
certain level of intelligence has to be assumed in the audience. 
Senator Nowaczyk said that part of the committee's charge was to deal 
with the issue of sensitivity to cornnunity standards and that they tried 
to choose their words wisely. Most other school's review processes stop 
at the college level and they, therefore, felt that this was appro­
priate. Senator Baron wondered "if this would snowball and someone 
would have to review exhibits at Lee Hall, etc." 
The Senate voted to remove the final paragraph and then passed the 
resolution, 87-2-1. 
III. SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 
A representative from the Student Alumni Council, Matt Carr, spoke about 
the Master Teacher Award, a $1500 award given each year. He asked that 
the senators announce to the faculty and students that nominations are 
being accepted until February 27 at the Alumni Center and that the 
Senators then help by supplying resumes, etc on nominated professors. 
Call Brian O'Rourke, 656-2345, for more information. 
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IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
The minutes of the December 9, 1986 and January 13, 1987 meetings were 
approved as corrected. 
V. COMMITTEE REPORTS 
A. Policy: Senator Linvill read the report (Attachment B) 
B. Research: Senator Birrenkott said that there was no report. 
C. Scholastic Policy: Senator Nowaczyk gave the cofll11ittee's report 
(Attachment C). Senator Baron asked that, when the conunittee looks 
at advising, they investigate whether the faculty should sign 
documents that say they are responsible, when they're not. Senator 
Nowaczyk said that he had discussed this with Corinne Sawyer who 
had gotten a legal opinion stating that faculty are responsible. 
Senator Baron wanted to know what would happen if a faculty number 
refuses to sign. 
D. Welfare: Senator Calhoun read the report (Attachment D.) 
E. Ad Hoc Committees 
Grievance Procedures: Senator Linvill said that the draft report 
was almost ready to go to deans and department heads for conunents. 
Commission Structure: Senator Mullins stated that they had 
formulated a preliminary statement and hoped to receive input on it 
from the President, Cabinet, and the Senate Advisory Cofll11ittee. He 
will have a report at the next Senate meeting. 
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F. University Corrmissions and Committees 
Undergraduate Studies: Senator Nowaczyk said that the 
Senate's Admission policy recommendations are up for review and had 
survived fairly intact after reviPW by the Admissions and Continu­
ing Enrollment Committee. The Admissions Exceptions and Appeals 
Corrmittee also survived in a form similar to the Senate's original 
recommendation. The Corrmission formed three sub committees to 
consider: extending the amount of time between the last final exam 
and when senior grades are due, how long a student may be allowed 
to change a grade, and scheduling of final exams and other academic 
calendar changes in general. 
Scholarships and Awards: Senator Calhoun reported that the 
committee had discussed scholarship needs and inequities at 
Clemson. There is only $732,000 per year to give out and some 
colleges get much more than others. Specifically, the committee 
discussed the MacDonald Scholarship which will be brought up under 
new business. 
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment: Senator LaTorre said 
that the issues that they discussed (Attachment E) were sent to the 
Commission on Undergraduate Studies, as reported above. 
Fine Arts: Senator Brannock said that they would be meeting 
to discuss accepting the sculpture "Tilted Arc." (see Attachment F, 
Item 4) 
Traffic and Parking: Senator Derr said that she wanted to 
make it clear that the parking plan to be discussed later came out 
of Vice-President Larson's office and, in no way, came through or 
from this committee. Larson did apologize for that. 
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Director of Housing Search Corrmittee: Senator Nowaczyk 
reported that an offer had been made to one of the three finalists­
all outside candidates-and the choice should be announced soon. 
President Dyck conmented that it was good to have faculty represen­
tation on this committee. 
VI. PRESIDENT'S REPORT (Attachment F) 
President Dyck highlighted and added to several items in the Report and 
Update. 
At the cocktail party for the Trustees (Item 1), Dyck discussed the HMO 
problem with Senator Waddell and has since sent him some material about 
that. Waddell will try to work with the appropriate people in Columbia 
to get the problem solved. 
The close relationship of the location of the Continuing Education 
building and the Performing Arts Center (Item 3) is one of which every­
one might not be aware. The funds are available for the education 
portion of the Continuing Education Building. It is highly important 
that the faculty involved in continuing education (Agriculture, Educa­
tion, Commerce and Industry, Engineering, Forestry and Recreation 
Resources, and Nursing) attend this meeting on February 18, at 1:30 in 
the Board Room to express their opinions. 
Related to the acceptance of the "Tilted Arc" (Item 4) is the problem of 
who should review potential gifts such as this. The Facilities Planning 
Committee may not be the best group for this task and this time they did 
refer it to the Fine Arts Committee. 
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President Dyck has met with Vice president Larson about the budget 
assessment process (Item 8). Plans will be coming forward, as the 
parking proposal already ha~ and deans should be discussing many of them 
with the faculty. 
If the Faculty Senate is offended by bestowing the "President's Awards" 
(Item 11) at graduation ceremonies, President Lennon would be glad to 
discuss the reasons with the Senate. The new graduation attendance 
plan (Item 12) will probably go into effect at the beginning of the next 
academic year. 
Senators should alert 9 month colleagues about Item 17, so that they can 
send in their retirement statement for correction. Personnel will be 
changing this past year's sick leave records. There is no indication 
that they will go farther back than that. 
The Interim Report of the Ad Hoc ColTITiittee on Faculty Salaries (Item 20, 
Attachment G) has come out. Senators should share it with their 
colleagues. 
The listing of snow clearing priorities (Update Item 3) is provided 
(Attachment H) for the Senate's reading pleasure. 
VII. NEW BUSINESS 
A. Resolution on Teaching Awards: Senator Daniels moved adoption of 
the resolution (Attachment I) and Senator Calhoun seconded. 
Discussion followed. Senator Birrenkott questioned the need for 
more teaching awards, stating that already 86% of all titled and 
endowed chairs at Clemson are for teaching and that more were 
needed for research and public service. This new award is also not 
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a generic award like the Provost's Awards. Senator Calhoun notes 
that the large monetary awards are not for teaching. He likes the 
new concept of this rotating award, opening up teaching for 
faculty, and felt that it was good that it was an established 
budget. There are not enough awards for either teaching or re­
search, but this specific award answers a charge received in the 
context of the Carnegie Report. 
President Dyck reminded the Senate that the charge to esta­
blish this award stems from the Advisory Committee meeting last 
fall with President Lennon. Lennon noted the Senate's concerns 
about increased research emphasis and suggested that the Senate 
work with the Provost and recorrmend a teaching award. 
A discussion followed about the mechanics surrounding appli­
cation and budgeting for the award. The intent of the award was 
that a budget be given the recipient to spend for educational 
travel, equipment, or anything that would enhance teaching and that 
possibly one per college be awarded. Problems seen in this award 
included the fact that it might be viewed as a second rate titled 
professorship and that it may not be the best use for the money. 
President Dyck noted that the proper intent was there in the 
resolution and that, after the administration approved of that, it 
could be sent back for further clarification and filling in of 
details. The resolution, 87-2-2, passed. 
B. Resolution on MacDonald Scholarship: Senator Calhoun introduced a 
resolution for the Scholarships and Awards Committee (Attachment 
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J.) which was seconded. Senator Brown then introduced a substitute 
motion which was seconded (Attachment J2) with some editorial 
corrections. She stated that the Scholarships and Awards Committee 
resolution went against MacDonald's will which states that the 
Senate is supposed to determine the fields in which the scholar­
ships should be awarded. The Senate should not turn over it's 
rights to the Scholarship and Awards Committee. 
Senator Nowaczyk spoke in favor of the substitution as did 
Senator Bryan who stated that if we ignore our responsibility the 
alternative would be to return the money to the MacDonald Estate. 
The motion for the substitution passed. The resolution, 87-2-3, 
passed unanimously. 
C. Resolution on the Snow Plan: Senator Nowaczyk moved adoption of 
this resolution {Attachment K) and it was seconded. Attention was 
drawn to the University's snow cleaning priorities (Attachment H) 
which may also need to be reconsidered, especially as it does not 
mention clearing lots. Senator Baron questioned whether the Senate 
should pick issues important to it and possibly handle this problem 
informally , rather than passing a resolution. President Dyck noted 
that this was an issue of major concern at the first Cabinet 
meeting after the January snow and that the administration wishes 
to receive comments. Senator Nowaczyk noted that this was not a 
reprimand, but merely a request for review. The resolution, 
87-2-4, passed. 
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D. Athletic Council Reorganization (Attachment L): 
Senator Mullins led a discussion of the proposed changes using 
data and a draft resolution (Attachment M), the resolution later 
being tabled. The first part of the discussion centered around 
Section II, Membership. Many colleges want their one choice to go 
forward according to Senator's Baron and Bryan. Why do the stu­
dents get to choose their representatives when the President gets 
to choose the faculty representative? Senator Nowaczyk said that 
the reason for this has always been that the faculty has always had 
to supply minority representation. Senator Baron felt that if the 
faculty are not allowed to choose its own representat i ves, the 
faculty should refuse to serve and reject all responsibility for 
athletics. 
Senator Linvill objects to Section I, Responsibilities, which 
results in the faculty losing rights given them in the current 
Faculty Manual. President Dyck noted that the Athletic Council has 
not assumed institutional control and responsibility and that when 
Vice-President Lomax spoke to the Senate last fall, he had said 
that the responsibility rested on the Athletic Director, the Vice­
President for the Student Affairs and the President. Senator 
Linvill agreed with Senator Baron that this revision violated the 
Faculty Manual and stated that the Senate should not legitimize 
this. 
In a section by section review of the reorganization proposal 
the following resulted. In Section I, Senator Bryan noted that the 
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faculty has the responsibility. He cited a James Kirkpatrick 
editorial about the inept faculty at the University of Georgia who 
were, in part, blamed for the problems there. Senator Baron 
proposed that the Senate state that it does not accept the changes 
proposed in Section I as they differ from the Faculty Manual. 
Senator Mullins wanted to know if the CEO has the responsibility 
and President Dyck stated that the NCAA Manual assigns it to 
faculty and/or administration. Senator Nowaczyk reiterated that he 
would rather have the Athletic Council fall into line with the 
Faculty Manual and not make changes to reflect current practice. A 
straw vote was unanimous in support of the old manual. 
In Section II, Membership, a variety of changes were dis­
cussed. Senator Sly asked that II. A.1 be changed to 10 members, 
in order to include the Library which is a "collegiate unit. 11 The 
general concern was that there should be no nominating process or 
pool, but that the faculty of each college and the Library should 
elect a representative and an alternate. Opinion varies on the 
value of consecutive terms. Some Senators felt that 6 years was 
too long and that consecutive terms should be prohibited, Senator 
Woodard spoke for a 2 term limit, noting that it takes three years 
for a member to come up to speed and accumulate the information 
needed to function well on the council. There was general agree­
ment that a graduate student representative should be added. 
Reduction of the number of athletes to one was considered, but if 
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two were retained, one of those could be from a non-revenue pro­
ducing sport. There was support for increasing the number of 
Faculty Senators back to two as have served previously, with some 
Senators desiring a faculty majority on the council and others 
hoping for responsible membership. Senators questioned the need 
for IPTAY representation and the two members {II . A 4&7) of the 
Clemson Alumni Association . Are they responsible for or to the 
University and do they have the time to serve? It was suggested 
that "non-faculty" and "at least one of which shall be a member of 
the A 1 umni Association" be struck from I I.A. 7. 
There was some discussion of extending the Chair's term 
{II) because one year was a very short time to learn about issues. 
It was noted that, if the first recorrmendation in V for a chair­
elect was adopted, this would help the chair prepare for these 
responsibilities. 
President Dyck asked that this information be shared with the 
Senators' constitutents and that corrunents be sent to him soon. He 
will send forward the Senate's corrments to be discussed at the 
Athletic Council. Senator Baron asked that President Dyck tell 
President Lennon that the Senate needs more time to consider these 
issues. 
E. University Parking Plan (Attachment N.): President Dyck welcomed 
two guests-Vice President David Larson and Bill Pace, Director of 
Parking and Vehicle Registration. Vice-President Larson noted that 
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he had been meeting with students and other groups and that he 
hoped the Newsletter article would clarify the issues. President 
Dyck then opened the floor for comments. 
Senator Snelsire said that he felt that free parking was the 
last benefit remaining and that it would not be good to lose it. 
Senator Hedden stated that the faculty in Forestry were unanimously 
opposed to pay parking and Senator Bryan agreed that it was the 
same in Convnerce and Industry and that they felt it was the equiva­
lent to a pay cut. Senator Daniels agreed that the faculty in 
Agriculture felt the same way. Senator Brannock said that if the 
money was going for something like a garage or deck, it would be 
more acceptable and Senator Haselton noted that this wasn't Raleigh 
or any other "big city." Senators Brown and Linvill wanted to know 
why a transportation system was needed when, in Linvill 's view, a 
ten minute walk from any lot on campus will get you where you want 
to go. Senator Birrenkott noted that the Trustees who own com­
panies don't charge for parking and Senator Baron said that as 
other state employees didn't pay, Clemson University should be 
entitled to the same program. Baron went on to ask that if the 
shortage in classroom and office space continued, were faculty 
going to have to lease an office next year? The administration 
laid out the buildings, why didn't they plan ahead and design a 
parking garage under the new Chemistry building or as part of the 
Strom Thurmond Institute. The administration is not considering 
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all the problems, just asking for money. Senator Huey saw that the 
invnediate reaction to the proposal was that it was an insult. 
Senator Reichenbach said that Nursing was concerned for the 
safety of the students, especially those who have to walk from 
outer parking lots. And Senator Derr, concurred, noting that 
student safety was also a concern in the College of Education which 
ran many night courses. She added that faculty often have to park 
further than a 10 minute walk away. 
Senator Mullins objected to the faculty and staff paying for a 
student shuttle bus. Would a student wait 15 minutes for a bus or 
walk anyway, and Senator Bryan asked why the University was reduc­
ing the number of spaces, citing the loss of 33 spaces in the 
Sirrine lot. 
Vice-President Larson then was given the floor. He explained 
that his office had been asked to put together a parking proposal 
to encourage and focus debate in order to begin improvement. He 
supplied the FY85-86 expenditures as part of the information. Many 
people have said that Clemson needs a transportation system oper­
ating only from perimeter lots to the center of campus. Part of 
his office's charge was to review the costs of lot upkeep and, 
therefore, the Physical Plant's figures on that are supplied. 
Money for upkeep is also needed. He feels that fees are not 
unusual and that creating an auxiliary enterprise rather than using 
funds in the E &G Budget is a better way to go. 
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Larson went on to say that there has only been a small study 
on the need for a transportation system. Clemson may need outside 
help from people who have implemented this at other universities 
and who will do it for the cost of transportation and room and 
board. 
Senators Bryan and Baron reiterated the fact that faculty 
and staff were unwilling to pay for a student transportation 
system, especially without knowing of what the system will consist. 
Senator Birrenkott noted that transportation might become less 
necessary after dark as more spaces open up closer to the center of 
campus. 
Bill Pace stated that 400 vehicles were towed in January 1987 
alone, as opposed to only 2000 in all of Fall 1985 and that 30,000 
tickets had already been given out in Fall of 1986. 
Senator Sly asked if faculty and staff were required only to 
pay for upkeep and not the transportation system what the cost 
would be. Larson replied that 40% could be cut off the figures if 
the transportation system was eliminated. Senator Morris asked if 
barring Freshman and Sophomore cars had been considered. Senator 
Nowczyk asked a) why the Traffic and Parking Co111T1ittee had not been 
consulted, b) why the figures projected had such high percentages 
of increase and c) whether IPTAY paid lot maintenance? Vice­
President Larson replied that it came out of his office because he 
was asked to find the figures and do a feasibility study. The high 
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figures were padded in an attempt to leave them room and prevent 
'politically' unfortunate increases. They are talking to the 
Athletic Department about lot maintenance. 
Bill Pace noted that he has been working on a transportation 
system for twelve years. He added that it was not possible to walk 
from some lots to a building in a few minutes . 
Vice-President Larson said that he had received letters from 
many people who were giving good reasons why they did not like the 
proposal. President Dyck indicated that he would probably be 
receiving more input in that vein, reflecting the Senate's unhappi­
ness with the proposal. He thanked Larson and Pace for coming to 
speak to the Senate. 
F. Resolution on Facilities Planning Corrmittee: Senator Huey moved 
adoption of the resolution (Attachment 0) and Senator Nowaczyk 
seconded. President Dyck said that this resulted from a Larson 
document linking the Continuing Education Center and the Performing 
Arts Center (See also Attachment F, Item 3). The resolution passed 
unanimously. 
G. Other. Senator Bryan agreed to defer a resolution about the 
parking proposal until the March meeting. 
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VIII. ANNOUNCEMENT 
President Dyck said that he had appointed the Ad Hoc Conmittee on the 
MacDonald Scholarship. Senator Polk will chair and, among others, 
Senator Birrenkott, Chair of the Research Committee, and Senator 
Nowaczyk, Chair of the Scholastic Policy Committee, will be members. 
IX. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 6:36 p.m. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Margery N. Sly 
Secretary 
MaryAnn B. Reichenbach 
Acting Secretary 
Senators absent: Carter, Drews, Madison 
Attachment A 
FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION 87-2-1 
REVIEW OF ARTISTIC AND CREATIVE ENDEAVORS 
WHEREAS, the Faculty Senate believes that artistic and creative en­
deavors that are part of a faculty member's professional responsi­
bilities are protected under the guarantees of academic freedom; 
and, 
WHEREAS, a committee of the Faculty Senate surveyed a number of institu­
tions with regard to their policies and procedures concerning the 
arts; and, 
WHEREAS, this survey revealed that other institutions 1) consider 
faculty endeavors in the arts to be protected under the guarantees 
of academic freedom; and 2) place responsibility for these endeavors 
within the appropriate academic branch of the institution; and, 
WHEREAS, the Faculty Senate believes that these endeavors at Clemson 
University are co-curricular activity; 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Administration reaffirm that artistic and 
creative endeavors of faculty that are part of their professional
responsibilities are protected under the guarantees of academic 
freedom as described in the Faculty Manual; and, 
THAT the faculty undertaking these endeavors assume the responsibilities 
associated with academic freedom; and 
THAT faculty who feel that their academic freedom has been violated with 
regard to these activities have recourse by following the grievance 
procedures as outlined in the Faculty Manual; and, 
THAT responsibility for these artistic and creative endeavors resides 
entirely within the academic unit housing the faculty members who 
initiate the endeavor. 
Attachment B 
REPORT OF THE FACULTY SENATE POLICY COMMITTEE 
February 1987 
A draft of material for an annotated Facult~ Manual Table of 
Contents to be included in the Board of Trustees Manual was reviewed. 
This draft lists important points within each section highlighting 
policies effecting the faculty. 
An answer was received from our inquiry to the Provost about Vice 
Provost position descriptions in the Faculty Manual. New position 
descriptions are being drafted. 
A booklet listing committee appointments is being prepared. This 
booklet is designed as an aid to the administration to assure that 
appointments are done properly and on time. This projects is on temp­
orary hold since the Co1T111ission structure is under study. 
A concern has been forwarded to the Policy Conmittee about the 
course approval process. This concern is being investigated and a 
report will be forthcoming. 
jp 
Dale Linvill 
Att achment C 
SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE REPORT 
FEBRUARY 10, 1986 
The committee met twice in January. The first meeting rtealt 
with assembling a list of questions, if they were needed. for 
the Senate meeting wi th Mr. Stadtman. Th e second mee~tng 
involved a discussion of the charge to the subcommitee 
developing a proposed policy on common exam scheduling during 
the semester and during final exam we~k. This will be the last 
ma jor i tern of bu~iri~ss for t.he Scholastic Pnl ici es c,,mrni i :teA 
this Senate year. 
The comm:i ttee nlso discussPd e.xaruiri i ng ·Lhe problems asr;cJ(;i ~1l E'd 
witb advising . The results of s,::veral :;urveys done at Cli=;ms nn 
are circulating among members o f the committee. ThA rnmmj~~e e 
hopes to review this issue and provide feedback t o t.hP Set1ati=­
and appropriate Univer sity commj ttees. 
Respectfully submitted , 
R~: 1:1:::rlChair 
Attachment D 
College of Liberal Arts 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 
To: Larry Dyck , President , Faculty Senate 
From: Richard J. Calhoun , Chairman , Welfare Committee 
Date: February 10 , 1987 
The Welfare Committee met on January 27 . The main item of business was 
to turn the recommendations made at the December meeting into 
resolutions . The Comr.littee has prepared a resolution to be presented 
under • new business for a new type of rotating professorship intended 
to reward teachers and to further teaching at Clemson . This resolution 
is in response to our charge from Pr esident Dyck to propose awards for 
teaching to denonstrate a com.~itment to good teaching at C~er!lson, as we 
already have to r esearc~ with new research professor ships and with the 
Provost awards . We would support new proposals for research awards 
fro~ the Research Committee . Our resolution is also in response to t he 
Carnegie Report emphasis o~ equal status for teaching . 
The ~elfare Committee also discussed further support for the 
Leath~r~an Bill in its revised fore . ~e seem content to let stand t he 
resolution of support last year for ~~e bill in its original form 
without further action . An item for concern in !·larch is whether there 
has been any change of concern to faculty in the way retirement is 
conputed , especially in relation to surarner teaching . 
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Attachment E 
The Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee met on Jan. 15, 
1987 to discuss the issues that began as Faculty Senate Resolutions 
86-2-1 and 86-2-2. After long debate two proposals are ready to be 
forwarded to the Commission on Undergraduate Studies which meets on 
Friday Feb.13. The proposal on admissions is basically the same as the 
original FS 86-2-1. The Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee 
will be responsible for setting the grade point ratios needed for admission 
to each college. 
A proposal concerning the structure of the Appeals Committee and the 
newly formed Admissions Exception Committee replaces the original FS 
86-2-2. The Appeals Committee will be composed of six of the nine 
elected faculty college representatives and one additional faculty member 
may be appointed by the Provost. The Admissions Exception Committee 
will be composed of three of the nine elected faculty college 
representatives and two additional faculty members may be appointed by 
the Provost. Other members for these committees are non-voting. Hence, 
both committees will now function as actual sub-committees of the 
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee. 
Jeuel LaTorre 
AD HOC COMMITTEE FOR FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION ON 
APPEALS AND ADMISSION EXCEPTION SUB-COMMITTEES 
The Committee recommends: 
1. That the Continuing Enrollment Appeals Sub- Committee be composed of 
six of the nine elected faculty representatives on the Admissions 
and Continuing Enrollment Committee and one faculty member may 
be appointed by the Provost, all with staggered terms to assure con­
tinuity. The three faculty committee members not represented on 
the sub-committee could be consulted regarding appeals of students 
from their College . Since most appeals are necessarily considered 
between terms (after grades are in and before registration for the 
next term), this should be a major consideration in establishing 
this Sub-Committee's membership. The Assistant Vice President of 
Student Affairs (Admissions & Registration) will be the Chair and a 
non-voting member, and the Registrar will be a non-voting member; 
2. That the Admissions Exception Sub-Committee be composed of 
three elected faculty representatives on the Admissions and Continu-
- ing Enrollment Committee and two faculty members may be appointed by 
the Provost all with staggered tenns to insure continuity. This 
committee should review the credentials of applicants who, through 
one avenue or another, have appealed the Admissions Office's 
decision. The Assis t ant Vice President of Student Affairs 
(Admissions & Registration) will be the Chair and a non-voting 
member, and Director of Admissions will be a non-voting member . 
.. 
ADMISSIONS POLICY RELATING TO ENTERING FRESHMEN 
AND TRANSFER STUDEN·rs 
Prospective Freshmen and Transfer Students with Fewer Than 30 Hours 
The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) is required of all freshman 
candidates and of prospective transfer students with fewer than 30 hours 
of acceptable credits. The quality of the student's high school 
record in combination with the results of the SAT will be used as the 
major predictor of performance at Clemson. These factors will be used 
in generating a predicted grade-point ratio which will be of primary 
importance in accepting or denying a majority of the students applying 
for admission. The admissions information sent to prospective students 
will contain recent data from which the applicant can gain insight 
concerning his/her chances for successful admission to Clemson 
University. 
Effective with the fall semester of 1988, applicants are expected 
to satisfy the course requirements established by the South Carolina 
Commission on Highe'r Education. These requirements are as follows: 
Area Units 
English 4 At least two having strong grammar and 
composition components, at least one in 
English literature, and at least one in 
Ame rican literature (completion of college 
preparatory English I, II, ~II, and IV will 
meet these requirements.) 
Mathematics 3 Including Algebra I & II; geometry is 
strongly recommended as the required third 
unit and a fourth unit is recommended but 
not required . 
Laboratory Science 2 At least one unit each of two laboratory 
sciences chosen from biology , chemistry, or 
physics; a third unit of a laboratory 
science is strongly recommended. 
Foreign Language 2 Two units of the same foreign language. 
Other 1 One unit of advanced mathematics or comput­
er science or a combination of these; or 
one unit of world history, world geography , 
or western civilization . 






or ROTC 1 
In addition to high school records and SAT scores, other factors 
will be used to influence decisions--especially in cases of a borderline 
nature. Some such factors are as follows: 
1. Work taken and grades earned in academic courses such 
as English, science, mathematics, and foreign languages. 
2. Recommendations by guidance counselors and / or appropriate 
school officials. 
3. Curriculum to be studied at Clemson. An analysis of past 
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performance at Clemson indicates that certain courses of 
study require higher SAT scores and high school standing 
for successful completion than do others. 
4. An essay from the applicant. 
5. Anticipated participation in intercollegiate athletics. 
(Note: Students entering Clemson on athletic grants-in-aid 
must satisfy all NCAA requirements.) 
The Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee will be 
responsible for establishing the predicted grade-point ratio for 
admission to each college within the University. This grade-point ratio 
will be established in consultation with the Dean of each college, the 
Provost, and the Vice President for Student Affairs. Students faili ng 
to meet this minimum will be admitted only upon approval of the 
Admissions Exceptions Committee, based on a consideration of the above 
mentioned factors. 
Prospective Students with Advanced Standing 
Transfer candidates applying for entrance with 30 or more hours o f 
credit acceptable to Clemson University will be evaluate d on the basis 
of their post high school records. The e valuation will be made by a 
professional admissions officer; and should this officer deem that SAT 
scores and/ or other appropriate credentials are needed to reach an 
equitable decision, such credentials will be requir ed. Transfe r 
students entering Clemson Universjty on athletic grants-in-aid must 
satisfy all NCAA requirements. 
Attachment F 
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FACULTY SENATE 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
1. The Chairman of the Board of Trustees asked that I convey the 
Board's appreciation for the reception on January 16. I 
believe the event provided ample opportunity for discussion 
and should be declared a success. Thanks to all of you. 
2. The Athletic Council met on December 16, 1986, and January 21, 
1987. In both meetings the Council's ~g bQ£ committee 
reported on reorganization. Discussion of the drafted report 
will occur under New Business. 
3. The location for the Continuing Education Center, whether to 
be at the lake or along Perimeter Road, across from the 
Thurmond Institute/Performing Arts center is to be debated at 
the next meeting of the Facilities Planning Committee. Please 
inform your constituents, particularly those associated with 
the continuing education program, of the pending discussion. 
They may convey information to one of the committee members 
(Senate representatives: Cecil Huey, Martin Davis, Joe 
Mullins, Larry Dyck) or they may take advantage of the 
opportunity to testify at the Committee's Hearing on 
Wednesday, February 18, at 1:30 p.m. 
4. The University is interested in accepting a Richard Serra 
sculpture, titled "Tilted Arc." The latter is approximately 
120 feet long and 12 feet high. If you would like more 
information or would care to provide comment, contact one of 
the members of t~e Facilities Planning Committee. 
5. The Facilities Planning Committee has recommended that the 
University establish a Special Account for the Funding for 
Hazardous Waste Disposal. The plan removes a financial 
disincentive and encourages participation in the legal 
disposal of hazardous wastes. 
6. Following the seminar by the Carnegie Commission 's Verne 
Stadtman at the January meeting of the Faculty Senate, the 
eight commi t t-?es charged with ·,-eviewi ng the report ' s "tensic,n 
areas" met fc, a plenai-y session on January 28. Each 
committee is ·o prepare a preliminary report in which they 
determine if heir ''tension area" exists here; and if so, its 
prevalence or the Clemson Campus. Committees are to present 
their preliminary evaluations on March 11 and discuss their 
final reports before the President 's Council on April 24. 
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7. The University Administration has indicated a willingness to 
support Senate Bill, S.171, the optional retirement program 
for faculty and administration. The bill is being reviewed by 
the Faculty Senate Welfare Committee, but is essentiall y 
unchanged from the Leatherman Bill discussed by this body in 
1986. The Bill, if approved, would offer new faculty and 
administrators the option to join either the State Retirement 
System or the Optional Retirement System (presumably TIAA>. 
There is, however, no direct benefit for faculty already in 
the employment of the university. 
8. The process of budget cuts continues. For FY 1986-87 the cuts 
now total 4.1% (an initial 2.6% followed by a new 1.5% cut>. 
The new and additional cuts will cause severe impact on 
unencumbered elements within budgets. For FY 1987-88 
cuts are 4.8%, resulting in about a $10 million shortfall for 
the university . Amidst these conditions the budget assessment 
process mus t continue. All units of the university have 
experienced reductions in personnel budgets. Academic units 
were "assessed " p,-oportic,nately less than administ1-ative and 
support areas. The nature of additional budgetary cuts will 
be made public soon and in some cases faculty will be brought 
into the debate (e .g. parking; see New Business}. 
9. Funds allocated by the state for asbestos abatement will be 
used to renovate the Barnett Hall dormitory. 
10. The Provost has concluded that the Continuing Education 
program will be highl y coordinated at a University level, but 
decentrali zed in progr am at a collegiate level. 
11. The Faculty Senate's recommendation that Graduation Awards 
be known, 1-espectively, as the "President's Award fo,­
Outstanding Service to Education" and the "President~ s Awa,-d 
for Distinguished Achievement" was accepted by the 
Development Office and the President. However, no university 
event, other than graduation ceremonies, was considered 
appropriate for bestowing these awards. 
12. The University Administration accep ted the Faculty Senate's 
proposal related to graduation a ttendance. Faculty will be 
provided the option to voluntarily participate in the either 
the Winter or Summe~ graduation ceremonies in lieu of 
commitment to attend the Spring Commencement~ 
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13. Provost Ma xwell has agreed with the Faculty Senate that 
Curriculum Committees should be involved in the approval of 
courses offered for the first time through the Telecampus 
Program. In addition your Faculty Senate President has 
written to the chairs of College Curriculum Committees and 
encouraged them to arrange for their committees to learn more 
about the Telecampus Program and its implicati ons to 
curricular development and presentation. 
14. The Faculty Senate's resolution on filling academic 
administrative positions did not receive favorable review by 
Provost Maxwell. His memorandum on the matter is attached to 
this report. 
15. Joe Mullins and I partic ipated in a retreat held for the 
President's Cabinet on January 10. At this event the members 
of the Cabinet presented their agenda for the coming year. 
Senator Mullins and I will share the results of this meeting 
with members of the executive committee. 
16. The university now has in place an employee suggestion 
program, designed to provide economic reward to those who 
provide the state with budget-saving procedures. Following a 
rigorous interna l and statewide review of the suggestion, the 
successful author is eligible to receive 25% of the net 
annual savings provided in the first year of implementation 
($5,000 max). Dick Simmons, Assistant Personnel Director, is 
serving as the University's coordinator. 
17. Two items have come to my attention recently . First, 
nine-month faculty, may not have received full retirement 
credit for the past academic year. Many nine-month faculty 
report having been credited only 0.92 years service rather 
than the full year's service. While · the Personnel Department 
attempts to correct the generic character of the problem, 
they ask for your assistance and request that you send them a 
copy of your annual retirement statement to insure that your 
file is correct. Statements should be sent to Debby King . 
Second, nine-month faculty employed on research grants in the 
summer are not accruing sick leave. The matter is being 
investigated by both the Personnel Department and the Grants 
and Contracts Office. 
18. I was pleased to meet with the Gr2 luate Student Association 
January 30. I have encouraged the a to work ~ith us and to 
have a representative at our meet i ngs. In turn, I have asked 
the chair of the Research (and Gra duate Education) Committee 
tc, send a 1-epresentative to GSA m1 :!etings. 
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19. Faculty members interested in providing general interest 
seminars associated with the Alumni's 1987 Reunion should 
contact their College Dean. 
20. An interim report of the ~Q !:!.Q.£ committee on Faculty Salai-ies 
was presented to the President's Cabinet as information. A 
copy will be distributed at the Senate Meeting. Please share 
this document with your fellow faculty members. 
21. Software necessary to access the various University Manuals, 
including the Faculty Manual should be purchased by July 1, 
1987. 
22. I'm pleased to report that our very valuable Senator, Margery 
Sly, Secretary to the Faculty Senate, is highly regarded by 
other institutions. I regret to report, however, that she 
has accepted a post elsewhere, and will be leaving f or Smith 
College at the end of the month. Many thanks Margery , your 
work has been splendid. We wish you the very best! For the 
remainder of the Senate year Senator MaryAnn Reichenbach has 




PROVOST AND VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
January 15, 1987 
TO: Larry Dyck, President 
Faculty Senate 
240 Long Hall 
FROM : W. David Maxwe11 ~J f ,v-
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
SUBJEx:::T: Faculty Senate Resolution 86- 12- 1 
Section VI:G , page VI:32 of the Faculty Manual refers to the procedures 
to be follONed when there is an academic administrative position to be 
filled. In the instance that gave rise to subject resolution an -­
adrnl.nistrative decision was rrade to change the administrative structure of 
the University so that the administrator in charge of Computer Inforrration 
Services would report to the Provost. The University did not create a 
vacant position or an additional position by this action and there was 
therefore no appointrrent to be rrade to an unfilled position. 
Please assure the Faculty Senate that when there is a vacant academic 
administrative posit ion to be filled, and consequently an appointment to be 
rrade to such a position, the procedures in the section of the Faculty Manual 
cited above have been and will be follONed. When the University , however, 
changes the reporting line of an administrator in charge of an existing unit 
it does not by this action make the position of that administrator vacant 
and this action does not create the circurn.5tances t o which the section of 
the Faculty Manual cited above and in the resolution refer . 
Incidentally, there have been a nwnber of similar admini strat ive 
changes in the past , such as that of changing the reporting line of the 
Director of the Energy Research Center so that this individual reports to 
the Dean of Engineering rather than to a vice presi dent , and there have been 
other changes proposed of this nature (e.g. that the Director of Admissi ons 
report to the Provost) without its bei ng contended that such changes cause 
the position of the existing administrator i n charge of the affect ed unit t o 
be vacant. Such changes are, i n my opinion , wi thin the purview of the 
administration . I appreciate the fact that the faculty are interested in 
"all rratters academic" but this can not be construed so as t o require 
faculty i nvolvement i n all administrat ive decisi ons in which they are 
interested. 
Finally , I am not aware of any provi sion of the Faculty Manual that 
requires facul t y participation in deci s ions concerning changes in the titles 
of administrators . 
WDM/ b 
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1. Elections for the Faculty Senate's 1987-88 
Vice-President/Pr~sident Elect and Secretary will occur at the 
March meeting. The Advisory Committee solicits your 
nominati ons. 
2. The University-wide ~Q bQ£ Committee on Child Care has brought 
their r ecommendations to President Lennon. The committee 
proposes that the University call for open bids from p r ivate, 
established child care operators to provide child care 
serv i ces sought b y Clemson University faculty, staff and 
students. I am asking the Senate's Welfar e Committee to 
review the report. Please contact me or members of the 
Welfare Committee for further information. 
3. A listing of the "j o b priorities" associated ~'llith snow 
clearing is provided. Review the document with your 
colleagues and transmit responses to me or membe rs o f the 
Advisory Committee. 
4. Edgar 's will become a faculty and staff dining a rea as of 
Monday, February 16, 1987. It will be open for lunch (1 1:30 
to 1:30) and will feature an "All You Can Eat" soup and salad 
bar for $3.25. It will also be open for coffee break periods 
before and after l unch. 
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PROVOST ANO VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
December 29, 1986 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: President's Cabinet 
FROM: W. David Maxwell, Provost V {} 1"\,-
SUBJECT: Interim Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Faculty Salaries 
Presented herein is an interim summary report of the major 
findings to date of the Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Salaries. 
For ease of comprehension only bar charts rather than the tables 
from which they were extracted are presented. 
The Committee set out to accomplish four tasks, three of 
which are largely completed. The four tasks were to make or 
construct: 
1. An internal comparison of ~lemson salaries by 
discipline, by rank 
2. A comparison of Clemson salaries to those of other 
Southeastern institutions by discipline, by rank 
3. A comparison of Clemson salaries to those of the 
Nation by discipline, by rank 
4. A regression equation, or a set of such equations, 
that would isolate individual salaries that warrant 
detailed investigation. 
' ;.
The fourth task liste d above is by far the most difficult 
and has not yet been comple ted. To be of value such an equation 
or equations must reflect in its coefficie nts all the major 
factors that determine the individual's salary - rank, 
discipline, time in rank, year of Ph.D., teaching effec tiveness , 
research productivity, administrative responsibilities, service 
. contributions, etc . There are no national models that can simply 
be applied to Clemson salaries so, understandably, less progress 
has been made on this task than on any other. 
I. Internal Comparison 
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Charts 1-A, 1-B, and 1-C provide a comparison, by rank, of 
the salaries each Hegis Code discipline to the overall Clemson 
University average. As Chart 1-A indicates, full professors in 
Fisheries, Game and Wildlife management; Agricultural Education; 
and Engineering Technology (being phased out) receive salaries 
that are less than 80% of the C. U. average for full professors. 
Receiving more than 80% but less than 90% of the c. U. average 
are professors in Agronomy, Animal Science Husbandry, Dairy 
Science Husbandry, Poultry Science, Horticulture, Plant 
Pathology, Entomology, Secondary Education, Music, Foreign 
Languages, Psychology, History, Political Science and Sociology. 
On the other hand, no full professors earn salaries that are 
more than 120% of the C. U. average and only Computer Science, 
some of the engineering disciplines, Mathematics, and Economics 
pay more than 110% of the C. U. average. 
At the associate professor rank only those in Music earn 
less than 80% of the C. U. average for this rank. Earning more 
than 80% but less than 90% of the C. U. average are those in 
Fisheries, Game and Wildlife Management; Food Science and 
Technology; Biology; Foreign Languages; English; Psychology; and 
History. On the other hand, the number of disciplines in which 
individuals at this rank earn more than 110% of the average 
salary is much larger than was true at the full professor rank. 
Computer Science retains this distinction, the number of 
engineering disciplines of which this is true increases and the 
business administration disciplines join this group. Finance, 
Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical 
Engineering break the 120% "barrier" for the first time at this 
rank. 
At the assistant professor level some of the agricultural 
disciplines appear to have declined in relative position while 
others (still low) have increased, relative to their standing at 
the associate professor level. Biology continues to be less than 
90% and is joined for the first time by Forestry, Architecture, 
and Vocational Education. Most Liberal Arts disciplines continue 
to pay at this rank less t~an 90% of the C. U. average. 
Nonetheless the increase in skewness that occurred between 
full professor salaries and those of associate professors 
continues as the salaries of assistant professors are compared to 
the other two ranks (relative to their means). All but one (and 
that one nearly so) of the business administration disciplines 
exceed 110%, three exceed 120% and two exceed 130%. Similarly, 
only Agricultural Engineering and Mechanical Engineering (by a 
very small margin) fail, among the engineering disciplines, to 
exceed 120% although none exceed 130%. The relative position of 
Interdisciplinary Studies also exceed 120%. 
II. Comparison of C. U. Salaries to the Southeast 
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Data presented in the Oklahoma State Salary Survey permits 
comparison of C. U. $alaries (by discipline and by rank) with 
those of twenty Southeastern public institutions that comprise 
most of the better known institutions from West Virginia to 
Louisiana. 
Examination of Charts 2-A, 2-B, and 2-C suggests that the 
same market forces that affect strongly the differences in 
salaries among disciplines and even between ranks among 
disciplines at C.U. are also operative in the other Southeastern 
institutions, leading to the overall conclusion that Clemson's 
salaries are quite competitive with those of other Southeastern 
institutions. Nonetheless, some distinctive differences exist, 
particularly in "mission" areas, that should be noted. 
At the full professor level, Fisheries, Game, and Wildlife 
Management ranks low as it did in the C. U. comparison. The same 
is true of Psychology, History, Political Science, and Sociology. 
Microbiology, while nearly matching the C. U. average was less 
than 85% of the Southeastern average. Only Mathematics and 
Interdisciplinary Studies (the latter probably due to 
definitional differences and/or the particular C. u. "mix" of 
disciplines) exceeded 110% of the Southeastern average. 
At the associate professor level Fisheries, Game, and 
Wildlife Management is again less than 90% of the Southeastern 
average for this discipline. Also at less than 90% are Biology, 
Textile Engineering, and Economics. The Liberal Arts while still 
below the Southeastern average are significantly closer to it 
than was true at the full professor rank. And only Nursing 
appears to be close to 110% of the Southeastern average for this 
rank and discipline. 
At the assistant professor level a number of the disciplines 
are not represented. Dairy Science Husbandry salaries are less 
than 90% of the Southeastern average for this discipline and rank 
as are those of Forestry. Biology and Textile Engineering have 
improved in their relative positions although still below the 
Southeastern averages for their disciplines. Improvement at this 
rank is even more apparent in the Liberal Arts, several of which 
exceed the Southeastern average. Physics , Music and 
Interdisciplinary Studies (the latter two probably due te 
particular circumstances) pay salaries at this rank that are more 
than 110% of the Southeastern average for these disciplines. 
III. Comparison of C. U. Salaries to the Nation 
Not surprisingly, examination of Charts 3-A, 3-B, and 3-C 
yields no unexpected results. The data for the Southeast mirrors 
those for the nation as a whole although salaries in the nation 
are slightly higher. Thus the average full professor at Clemson 
receives 97% of the salary of his Southeastern counterpart and 
-4-
95% of that of his national counterpart. And assistant and 
associate professors at Clemson, who are paid slightly more than 
their Southeastern coµnterparts Con average), receive only 99% of 
the salaries of their national counterparts. 
For full professors, associate professors, and assistant 
professors the disciplines and ranks that compare unfavorably 
with the Southeastern average also compare unfavorably with the 
national average and the same is true of those disciplines and 
ranks that compare favorably with the Southeastern averages. 
IV. Conclusions and Recommendations 
1. The large differences among disciplines in the internal 
comparison shrink drastically when the more relevant comparisons 
are made by discipline to the Southeast and the nation. The 
basic conclusion has to be that Clemson's salaries are "about 
average." This conclusion should cause concern, however, rather 
than apathy, for Clemson cannot meet its own expectations if its 
salaries remain "about average." 
2. A more detailed analysis, employing workload and other 
data, needs to be made of those disciplines that are consistently 
low in the Southeastern and national comparisons. In some 
instances these comparisons reflect an implicit and perhaps 
unconscious "trade off" as enrollment declines but faculty have 
not been reduced commensurately. In these instances as vacancies 
occur they should not be filled so that the salaries of the 
faculty that remain can be increased. In such instances 
recruitment of students should be an explicit alternative to 
faculty reduction and increased workloads a prerequisite to 
salary increases. 
3. Clemson is less competitive at the full professor rank 
than it is at lower ranks. While this is perhaps to be expected 
of an emerging research university this "gap" should be monitored 
in order to ensure that it does not lead to diminished 
performance of full professors or to an exodus of the most 
productive members of this rank. 
4. It may well be that the regression equation approach to 
the isolation of individual salaries that merit intensivs 
scrutiny, while more theoretically defensible and certainly more 
intellectually appealing than any other alternative, may pose so 
many programmatic difficulties that a cruder approach may well, 
on balance, be preferable. For example, while there should be no 
presumption of normality, it may well be that the use of a 
stipulated standard deviation magnitude from the Southeastern 
average for a given rank and discipline would adequately serve as 
a means of determining individual salaries that should be 
examined in terms of the factors known to affect the 
distribution. 
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Attachment H 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT SNOW CLEARING PRIORITIES 
Streets 
1. Security Dept. street 
2. G Street (Security Dept. access) 
3. Perimeter Road 
4 . Fire Station driveways 
5. McMillan Road 
6. S. Palmetto Blvd. to Redfern Health Center 
7. Redfern Health Center parking lot 
a. Cherry Road from S. Palmetto to Perimeter Rd. 
-=- -
9. Williamson Rd. 
10. Ft. Hill Street (hill next to filter plant) 
11. Reisman St. & Klugh Ave. (Fike to Harcombe Dining Hall) 
12. President's Drive 
13. Parkway Drive & drive around Sikes Hall 
14. Streets around Clemson House 
15. Calhoun Drive (inner campus) 
16. Drives to parking lots 
17. Streets in Douthit Hills & Thornhill 
Small Motor Grader 
1. Security Dept. Street 
2. G Street (Security Dept. access) 
3. Williamson Rd. 
4. Ft. Hill Street (hill next to filter plant) 
5. Heisman St. & Klugh Ave. (Fike to Harcornbe Dining Hall) 
6. Drives to parking lots 
7. Streets in Douthit Hills & Thornhill 
Large Motor Grader 
1. Perimeter Road 
2. Cherry Road from S. Palmetto to Perimeter Rd. 
3. President's Drive 
4. Parkway Drive & drive around Sikes Hall 
5. Streets around Clemson House 
6. Calhoun Drive (inner campus) 
7. Drives to parking lots 
8. Streets in Douthit Hills & Thornhill 
Truck with blade 
1. Fire Station driveways 
2. McMillan Road 
3. S. Palmetto Blvd. to Redfern Health Center 
4. Redfern Health Center parking lot 
5. Drives to parking lots 
6. Streets in Douthit Hills & Thornhill 
Sand truck - spread sand on following streets after 
streets have been scraped in priority order. 
1. Security Dept . street 
2. Fire Station driveways 
3. S . Palmetto Blvd. to Redfern Health Center 
4. Ft. Hill Street (hill next to filter plant) 
5. Reisman St . & Klugh Ave. (Fike to Harcombe Dining Hall 
6. Pres ident 's Drive 
7. Parkway Drive & drive around Sikes Hall 
8. Streets around Clemson House 
9 . Drives to parking lots 
ln ~~rPP~q in nnu~hi~ Hill R ~ Thornhill 
Attachment H 
""... . .. ' 
GROUNDS DEPT. 
SNOW CLEARING PRIORITIES 
Steps and immediate sidewalks in the following priority order: 
1. Redfern 
2. Dining Halls 
3. Sikes 
4. President's home 
5. Library (including bridge) 
6. Tillman 
7. Physical Plant 
8. Steps on campus near and between buildings 
9. At least 1 sidewalk from Clemson House to rest of campus 
10. Both ends of Library bridge (walkways) 
11. Sidewalk from high rises toward Library behind Nursing Bldg. 
12. Sidewalk behind amphitheater 
13. Sidewalk from P&A to Library 
14. Sidewalk from Calhoun Courts to high rises 
15. Sidewalks between Sikes and Brackett 
16. Sidewalk from high rises to Sikes 
17. Sidewalk from Johnstone to Tillman 
18. Sidewalk from Trustee House to Library b~idge 
ATTACHMENT I 
FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION 87-2-2 
RESOLUTION ON TEACHING AWARDS 
WHEREAS, excellence in teaching is of vital importance to the 
University's mission, and 
WHEREAS, the success of the classroom experience is essential to the 
University's fine scholastic reputation, and 
WHEREAS, the University wishes to maintain the high standards of 
classroom activity as it increases its emphasis toward research, 
and 
WHEREAS, there exists a need for addtional recognition and reward for 
excellence in teaching; 
therefore be it 
RESOLVED, that the University institute a policy that recognizes and 
rewards excellence in teaching, and be it further 
RESOLVED, that titled professorships, bearing the name(s) of former 
distinguished educators, be awarded to one or more faculty members 
in each of the University's Colleges on a rotating basis; that this 
once-per-lifetime award provide a budget of $3,000/year, that it be 
awarded for a period of two years, and that it be used by the 
recipient to enhance scholarly activity related to teaching, and be 
it further 
RESOLVED, that any tenure track faculty member with the rank of 
assistant professor or above be eligible to apply for the award and 
that a selection committee be established by each College to accept 
nominations and forward their recommendation to the College and 
University administration. 
Additional Comments: 
1. Funding for the awards should come through a grant fr om 
the Development Office, possibly through unrestric t ed 
annual gifts. 
2. Evidence submitted b y an applicant would incl ude : 
a. a brief narrative outlining major t eachi ng 
accc,mpl ishments; 
b. written supporti v e statements from : 
1> present and/or former students 
2) peei-s 
3) parents of students 
4) other uni versity personnel 
3. Selection Committees wc,uld include the fcillo~-Ji n g among 
theii- members: 
a. two gi-aduate and twc, unde1-graduate students curren t l y 
enrolled within the respective colleges; appoint~d by 
the dean on a rotating basi s among the v~rious major s 
in the cc,llege; 
b. one faculty member from each academic departmen~ 
within the college; appointed b y the department heads 
of the respective departments. 
4. The committee's operational protocol may be estab lished 
b y each group, wi t h consideration being given to the 
following suggestions: 
a. the chairperson would be elected by the commi t tee fro~ 
among its faculty representatives; 
b. committee members from the faculty would serve two 
year terms, student members would serve one year 
terms; 
c. any committee member submitti.ng an applic2.t: ic,n wc,u ld 
resign from the committee and wou l d be replaced by a 
ne•,; appeo 1 ntee. 
Attachment J1 
RESOLUTION 
BE IT WITNESSED THAT: 
WHEREAS: The late Mr. George R. McDonald stated in his will that "It 
is my desire to encourage and assist financially any student in the 
fields of study promising the most rewarding service to the economy and 
culture of the nation, ••• who could not study or continue their studies 
without financial assistance."r and 
WHEREAS: All curricula at Clemson University, by their inextricable 
ties to the complete education of Clemson students, are fields that 
contribute to the economy and culture of the nationr and 
WHEREAS: The Undergraduate Scholarships and Awards Committee at 
Clemson University oversees, advises, and authorizes all undergraduates 
scholarships and awardsr 
NOW THEREFORE, 8E IT RESOLVED THAT: 
(1) The University Scholarships and Awards Committee is 
assigned the responsibility for decisions concerning the monies from 
the McDonald gift designated for undergraduates study. 
(2) The University Scholarships and Awards Committee is given 
responsibility in scholarship distribution for providing criteria that 
will meet both the full intent of the McDonald will and University 
standards for monies designated for undergraduate study. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT: 
The Faculty Senate recognizes the University Scholarships and 
Awards Committee as the decision making body for all gifts, 
inheritances, and endownments specifically identified by the donor (or 
donors) for Undergraduate Scholarship use. 
Attachment 1 2 
FS 87-2-3 
Resolution on MacDonald Scholarship 
WHEREAS, it was George R. MacDonald's wish to provide assistance to students 
so that they might initiate or continue their studies at Clemson 
University, 
and 
WHEREAS, Mr. MacDonald's will stipulates that, in the awarding of scholarship 
from the MacDonald Endowment, the Faculty Senate shall: a) designate 
" ••• the fields of study promising the most rewarding s ervice to the 
economy and culture of the nation••• ," b) " ••• select the field or 
fields of undergraduate· or postgraduate study meeting••• the definition 
expressed above," and c) review"••• the definition expressed above" 
every five years, 
and 
WHEREAS, time constraints for awarding scholarships for the 1987-1988 academic 
year do not permit the Faculty Senate to complete its review task; 
be it, therefore, 
RESOLVED, that, for this year only, the Faculty Senate recommends that one 
third (1/3) of the income be designated for distribution as graduate 
fellowships, to be administered by the appropriate subcommittee within 
the Commission on Graduate Studies, and two thirds (2/3) of the income 
be designated for distribution as undergraduate scholarships by the 
University Scholarships and Awards Committee, 
and be it further 
RESOLVED, that, for this year only, the Faculty Senate instructs the administration 
that the scholastic awards may be distributed, in keeping with the 
requirements of the will, to candidates who show aptitude for and 
interest in any undergraduate major or graduate program resulting in 
a degree awarded l?y Clemson University, 
and be it further 
RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate immediately appoint an ad hoc committee to 
determine the procedure to be followed in fulfilling the Faculty 
Senate's responsibility as mandated in the MacDonald Will, and that 
this committee report its findings and recommendations at the August 
1987 meeting of the Faculty Senate. 
Attachment K 
FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION 87-2-4 
RESOLUTION ON THE UNIVERSITY~s SNOW PLAN 
WHEREAS, the current University snow plan states that local media 
will be informed of the operations of the University by 
6:30 a.m. on days of inclement winter weather, and yet, 
on Thursday, January 22, local media reported having no 
information concerning Clemson University as late as 
6:50 a.m.; and, 
WHEREAS, a 6:30 a.m. notification deadline may be too late f o r 
faculty, staff, and students who live a considerable 
distance from Clemson; and, 
WHEREAS, on Friday, January 23, the campus parking lots and 
wal kways had not been cleared of snow and ice, c r eat i ng 
hazardous conditions that resulted in a number of 
accidents among members of the University community; 
and, 
WHEREAS, a number of faculty observed snow removal equipment in 
the vicinity of Littlejohn Coliseum on Friday, January 
23 , instead of being located on the main portion of the 
campus, creating the perception of ill-advised 
priorities on the part of the University Administration; 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT, 
1) The University Administration review the snow plan a n d 
consider making their decisions with regar d to 
University operations by 5:00 a.m. on days of inclement 
winter weather. 
2) The Un iversity Administration ensur e that the Uni vers ity 
campus is safe in terms of clear walkways and adequate 
parki n g conditions prior to scheduling class es on day s 
of inclement winter weather. 
Attachment L 
REVISED DRAFT (1/20/87) 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON ATHLETIC COUNCIL 
REORGANIZATION 
(NOTE: Brackets reflect changes in or additions to the draft 
distributed with the minutes of the council meeting of 
12/16/86.) 
I. Responsibilities of the Athletic Council 
The Athletic Council functions to (assist the Athletic 
Departm~nt in overseeing] compliance of Clemson University with 
the rules and regulations of the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, Atlantic Coast Conference, or any other such body in 
which the university holds membership. The Council is charged 
with such specific duties as: [reviewing] athletic schedules and 
ticket prices; reviewing the recruitment, scholastic eligibility, 
and academic progress of student athletes; and reviewing the 
policies and programs of the Athletic Department to ensure their 
compatibility with the overall aims and mission of the 
University. 
The primary rple of the Athletic Council is to advise the 
Director of Athletics on all major decisions affecting the 
administration of the Athletic Department. In addition, the 
Council recommends policy on intercollegiate athletics to the 
(Athleti~ Director and, when appropriate, to the President of the 
University through the office of the Vice President for Student 
Affairs.] 
II, Membership 
The Athletic Council is composed of 19 voting members and 
(five] ex-officio non-voting members. 
A. Voting members 
1, Nine regular, full-time faculty members 
appointed by the President of the 
University from nominations by the 
collegiate units, with each college having 
one . representative on the Council, The 
representative from each college shall be 
selected by the President from a list of 
three nominees chosen by the college 
faculty. Faculty Council members serve 
staggered three-year terms. Consecutive 
terms are permissible. 
z. Two members of the student body, one each 
appointed by the Student Body President 
and President of the Student Senate. 
3. Two student-athletes appointed by the 
Director of Athletics. 
4. One member of the Clemson Alumni 
Association appointed by the Alumni 
National Council. 
S. One member of IPTAY. The IPTAY 
representative may be the President or the 
President's designate. 
6. One Faculty Senator appointed by the 
Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate. 
7 . Three at-large non-faculty appointees of 
the President of the University, at least 
one of which shall be a member of the 
Alumni Association. 
[Student members of the Athletic Council serve one-year 
terms consecutive up to two years. Except for the faculty 
representatives of the nine colleges, whose terms are described 
in II.-A.-1., all other voting members of the Council serve one­
year terms consecutive up to three years.] 
B. Ex-officio non-voting members include: 
1. The university's NCAA/ACC representative. 
z. The Director of Athletics. 
3. [One Associate Athletic Director designated 
by the Director of Athletics.] 
4. The Vice President for Student Affairs. 
(5. The chairman of the University Scholarship 
and Awards Committee.] 
[III. Council Chairman 
At the March meeting of the Athletic Council the voting 
members elect from the ranks of the regular, full-time faculty 
members a Chairman whose one-year term commences at the August 
meeting and expires with the conclusion of the July meeting of 
the following academic year. Should a faculty member in his or 
her final year of a three-year appointment be elected chairman, 
that person's term on the Council is extended for one year.] 
[IV. Committees 
Committees of the Athletic Council are appointed and charged 
by the Chairman as deemed appropriate by the members of the 
Council.] 
V. Additional Recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee 
1. For reasons which will be explained at the January 21 
meeting of the Council, the committee recommends against 
establishing a position of chairman-elect. 
2. The committee recommends that the Council request the 
Athletic Director or Vice President for Student Affairs 
to supply the Council the services of a recording 
secretary whose duty will be to record and distribute 
minutes of Council meetings. 
6-29-85 
recreation facilities and programs to the Commission on Student 
Affairs. Policy recommendations are also forwarded to the 
Commission on Faculty Affairs for review. The committee's 
membership consists of two undergraduate students nominat~d by 
the President of the Student Senate; a graduate student 
representative; three faculty members (one from the Department of 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management) elected by the Faculty 
Senate for staggered three year terms; one staff member each from 
the offices of Business and Finance, Student Affairs, and 
Development, each nominated by the appropriate Vice-President or 
Director; the Director of Fike Recreation Center; the Director of 
the University Union; and the Director of Tennis. The 
Chairperson is designated by the Vice-President for Student 
Affairs. 
University Union Board. The Board governs the Clemson University 
Union, and has the responsibility for all program activities of 
the Union. It formulates and recommends policy to the Commission 
on Student Affairs. The board consists of sixteen students; a 
faculty member elected annually by the Faculty Senate; the 
University Union Director (non-voting) and the Union Program 
Director (non-voting). The student members are the President, 
Vice-President, and Secretary of the Union; the Chairperson of 
the Union Program Committee; and two students appointed by the 
Student Senate. The President of the Union is Chairperson. 
Media Advisory Board. The duties of the Media Advisory Board 
include advising the joint media adviser on any matter concerning 
the operation of the media, hearing complaints and suggestions 
from any person concerning any media organization or the media 1n 
general, and accepting or rejecting the annual budget proposal as 
presented by the joint media adviser. The board consists of 
thejoint media adviser (Chairperson), and administrator appointed 
by the Vice President for Student Affairs, one member of the 
faculty selected by the Faculty Senate, one non-faculty employee 
from University Relations appointed by the Executive Director of 
University Relations, two members of the Student Senate selected 
by the Student Senate to serve one-year terms, two 
students-at-large who shall be selected by the President of the 
Student Body to serve one-year terms, the editors of TAPS and The 
Tiger, and the program director of WSBF. 
Athletic Council. The Athletic Council functions to exercise 
"institutional responsibility and control of intercollegiate 
athletics" and to insure accountability of the Athletic 
Department to the University as required by the constitution of 
the National Collegiate Athletic Association, the Atlantic Coast 
Conference, and Clemson University. 
VI:21 
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The Ath le ti c Counci l recomm e nds policy on intercollegiate 
athletics to the President of the Unive r sity through the Vice 
Presid en t for Stud e nt Affairs; serves in an advisory capacity t o 
the President of the University on any matt ers referr e d t o it; 
and keeps s tudents, faculty, staff, alumni, and IPTAY informed 
about a thl e ti c po licy. The Athletic Council is c harged with 
e ns uring that Clemson University is in compliance with the rules 
and regu lati ons o f the National Collegiate Athleti c Association, 
and Atlanti c Coast Confere nce, or any other such bod y in whi ch 
the Uni ve rsity holds membersh i p . Thus, all communications with 
the National Collegiate Athletic As sociati on and the Atlantic 
Coast Conferenc e will be with the full knowl edge of the cha irman 
of the Athletic Council, wh o r eceives copies of all official 
corre spondence. , i 
The Athletic Counci l in no wa y relieves the Presid en t of th e 
University of f ull respon s ibility for th e cond uc t of th e 
executive functions of the Univer s ity admini s tration. 
The Athletic Counc il is composed o f 21 voting members : 9 faculty 
memb e r s appointed by th e Pr es id en t o f th e Unive r s it y from 
no min atio n s by t he Col l egi ate Facu l tie$ for stagge r ed three year 
terms (fac ult y mem bers ma y serve successive terms); the 
Universi t y 's ACC/NCAA repres e ntative (appo inted by and serv ing at 
the pl easure o f the President of the University); th e president 
and immediate past pr eside nt o f the Alumni Assoc iation and of 
IPTAY; th e president and the immediate past presid en t of th e 
Facult y Senate currently in the P.mploy o f Clemson University; the 
Chairman of the Scholarship an d Awards Comm itte e ; and t he 
pr e sidents of the student body, the S tudent Senate, the Gr aduate 
St ud ent Associa t ion, and the Block C Cl ub. Clemson Universi t y 's 
Vice President for Student Affairs, Athle ti c Director, and 
Associate and Assistant Athletic Di r ec t o r s are non-voting members 
of the Counci l. The Qni ve r s ity ACC/NCAA r ep r ese ntati ve chairs 
the Council , and t he sec r e tary i s elected annual ly by th e Co un cil 
fr om among its facul ty members . 
Th e Commission on Pub l ic Pro~rams studies and recommends policies 
and procedures conc~ r ning p r ograms a nd eve nts directly se rvin g 
o rc o ncerning t he public o ther th an regular cour ses of s tud y . Member s 
are the Vice Pres id en t fo r In st it utional Advancement (Chairperson); 
the Associate Vice Pr eside nt f o r Univers it y Relations; the Associate 
Vice Pre~ident fo r In stit uti o nRI Advancement; the Associa te Vice 
Pr o:>sdent for Dev,dopment; thE> Exec ut ive Assistant to the Pr es id ent; 
the Executive Secreta r y o f [PTAY; th e Director of Informati o n and 
Public Se r vice ; the Direc t o r of the Unive r sity Uni on; a r ep r esent at iv e 





RESOLUTION ON ATHLETIC COUNCIL 
WHEREAS, an ad hoc committee of the athletic council has proposed a reorganization of 
the council; and 
· WHEREAS, some of the features of the proposed council do not meet with the approval 
of the Faculty Senate; 
RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate recommends to the ad hoc committee the following 
changes to their proposal for their consideration: 
a."~ h,1,{ L,·&111.r"'J .f!rut·t II r.1 
(1) Each of the nine colleges\will elec~ a 'representative and an a l ternate to 
represent the college I !J,1,./ . A 
>-2> Consecutive terms are permittedAi / reelected by the college 
t3> In the event that the representatives continue to be selected from a pool of 
nominees, consecutive terms will require renomination by the cqlleg~ 
(41 One student athlete appointed by the Director of Athletics 
(5) One graduate student appointed by the President of the Graduate Student 
Association 
(6) Two nonfaculty appointed by the President with at least one from the Alumni 
Association. 
·- ... ,. ·- ··-· - ..... . . . - -·- ··--- ---·-- -- ··- -------------·- -
Current Proposed by ad hoc committee 
9 Fae. appointed by Pres. from pool 9 Fae . , 1 from each College 
1 Fae. Senate President 1 Fae. Appt. by F. S. 
l Fae. Senate Past P. 0 
l Fae. Ace/NCAA Rep. 0 
1 N.F. Pres. of Al. Assoc. l N.F. member of Nat. Alumn. 
1 N.F. P. Pres. of Al Assoc. 0 
1 N.F. Pres. of Iptay 1 N.F. member of IPTAY 
1 N.F. P. Pres. of Iptay 0 
1 Fae. Ch. of Scholarship~ A. Com. 0 
1 s. Pres. of Student Body 1 s. appt. by Pres. Stud. B. 
1 s. Pres. of Student Senat~ 1 s. appt. by Pres. Stud. S. 
1 s. Pres. of G. S .A. 0 
1 s. Pres. of Block C 2 s. student ath. appt. by 
athletic director 
3 N.F. appt. by Pres. 1 from 
Alumni Assoc. 
-------- .----------·--------------
13 Fac./4 N.F./4 Students 10 Fae.IS N.F./4 Students 
Nonvoting 
V.P. for Student Affairs V.P. for Student Affairs 
Athletic Director Athletic Director 
Associate Athletic Director l Assoc. Ath. Dir. <appt.by 
Ath. Dir.) 






VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
M E M O R A N D U M 
TO: Business and Finance Personnel 
FROM: David R . Larson ~ -
SUBJECT: PARKING 
I am enclosing an advance copy of the February 11 Newsletter which should 
answer some of your questions about the parking proposal that are being 
discussed on campus. I have also included a copy of my letter to Dr . 
Lennon concerning parking which lays out the original concept along with 
financial information about parking operations at Clemson University. 
As stated in the news article, I recognize that both employees and students 
are concerned about parking just as they are concerned about what they 
might have to pay for parking . Hopefully if faculty, staff and students 
work together we can develop a solution that we all feel is in the bes t 
interest of Clemson University. I would appreciate receiving any comments 
or suggestions you have about the proposal as outlined in the at t ached 
materials. 
DRL / rr 
Attachs. 
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Ridley wins awa:-d 
John Ridley, an Extension Serv­
ice horticulturist and associate pro­
fessor, has received an award from a 
national organization for his contri­
butions to the peach industry. 
The National Peach Council pre­
sented the award to Ridley during 
the council's convention Feb. 3. 
Ridley was ctted for outstanding 
contributions to the industry and for 
service to the council, an industry­
wide group involved in promotion 
and marketing of peaches. 
Make award nominations 
by Feb. 20 
This spring the Honors and 
Awards Commtttee will award a 
$2,000 scholarship to a student who 
shows excellent leadership qualities 
and has an outstanding academic 
record. 
In addition, a $1,000 cash award 
will be given to an academic or 
organization adviser who has 
excelled in developing students in 
the areas of leadership, devotion to 
duty and service to fellow students. 
Both of these prestigious awards 
have been made possible by an 
endowment established by Frank A. 
Burtner, who served Clemson for 
many years as a professor and 
adviser to numerous student 
groups. 
For more information or to nom­
inate a student or adviser for the 
awards, call Teresa Evans. assistant 
dean of student life, at 656-5994. 
The deadline for submitting 
nominations is Feb. 20. 
Larson wants to know . 
Will employees support 
a transportation ~ystem? 
The new parking system pro­
posed by the Office of Business and 
Finance and described in part in The 
Tiger Jan. 24 has been a hot topic of 
conversation on campus lately. 
Some students and staff and fac­
ulty members applaud the administra­
tion for making progress toward 
improving the current parking situa­
tion, and others don't understand 
why they suddenly may be charged 
for parking places that have been 
available to them free for years. 
Well, David Larson wants to hear 
your comments. 
·c1ear1y there is a consensus that 
the (parking) sttuation needs to be 
corrected, although quite obviously 
many individuals do not want to have 
to pay for correcting the problem,· 
said the vice president for b·usiness 
and finance . . 
"The one thing that stands out is 
that we need a transportation system 
to improve the utilization of our lots.·. 
he said. 
Because the University is facing 
such a large budget cut for the 1987-
88 fiscal year, Larson said nothing can 
be done to improve parking using 
general funds. 
-We need to generate additional 
revenue to pay for a transportation 
system and for redesigning parking 
lots to hold more cars, if everyone 
agrees we need those improve­
ments,· he said. 
According to Larson's proposal, a 
shuttle system would make using the 
lots along the perimeter of campus a 
little more attractive to both students 
and employees. 
If more people park in the outlying 
areas of campus, Larson said, traffic 
flow would improve and fewer people 
would violate the parking code and 
create problems for everyone else. 
Larson said there are several 
misconceptions about the proposal 
spreading across campus. He 
explained in more detail some of the 
issues employees are concerned 
about: 
• The parking issue will be 
addressed in three steps. 1) Larson 
wants to know whether or not employ­
ees and students think a transporta­
tion system will help improve parking 
and whether or not they are willing to 
pay for the system. 2) If everyone 
agrees, a consultant will be brought in 
to help d!3sign a transportation 
system; and 3) another consultant will 
be brought in to help redesign the 
parking lots. 
Each step, Larson said, will require 
employee and student suggestions 
and approval. 
• The shuttle schedule will be 
efficient enougl) to accommodate 
employees and students at the "rush 
hours,· Larson said. Specific 
schedules and routes will not be set 
until staff, faculty and student groups 
have made suggestions. 
. • The price of parking decals will 
be $15 per month for reserved 
parking close to office buildings, $15 
per semester for general parking on 
campus, and $5 per semester for 
perimeter parking. 
• Employees and students will not 
(Continued on next page.) 
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transportation system, cont. ------ Author to talk 
be competing for parking spaces. 
Employees will have the first shot at 
reserving spaces in what are now 
employee lots, and students will 
have first shot at what are now 
student lots. 
For example, if only 400 spaces in 
an employee lot with 500 available 
spaces are reserved by employees, 
students then would have an 
opportunity to reserve the remaining 
100 spaces. 
• Peoole with reserved space 
decals ca'n park in reserved, general 
or perimeter lots: people with general 
space decals can parl< in general or 
perimeter lots; and people with 




The South Carolina Electric 
Cooperative Association, with head­
quarters in Cayce-West Columbia, has 
Ioined the Clemson University Electric 
Power Research Association to 
support research aimed at improving 
efficiency of utility operations. 
The association serves as a state­
wide trade organization for the 20 
l!Utal electric distribution systems and 
~ageneration and transmission 
itoaperatives that do business in 
South Carolina. 
On behalf of the association, Clem­
sonalumnus Charles Dalton, general 
managerof the Blue Ridge Electric 
Cooperative in Pickens, presented a 
dieck for $15,000 to the electrical 
il{ld computer engineering depart­
m:re.nt for the first year's membership. 
The electric co-ops, which provide 
el:ctrical service to approximately 1 
rr.rillion S.C. residents, join five utility 
a:mmpanies in the Southeast that are 
r.r.re:mbers already. 
The research association has 
Hrelped the power systems program at 
!Clemson develop at a rapid pace. said 
c!eQartment head Wayne Bennett. 
in perimeter lots. 
• If a reserved lot has 500 spaces, 
only 500 people will be given decals 
for that lot. 
• After 5 p.m. and on weekends, 
you will be able to parl< in any lot, 
regardless of what decal is on your 
car. 
• Parl<ing lots, such as the one 
behind Sikes Hall, will have metered, 
handicapped and general spaces 
available for visitors, employees and 
students conducting business in 
nearby buildings, Larson said. 
• The new system will have no 
effect on the athletic department's 
use of parl<ing lots during home ball 
games. 
Larson said that similar transporta­
tion systems have been successful at 
neighboring universities. 
Annual parking fees for employ­
ees range from $12 for perimeter lots 
at the University of Georgia to $192 
for access to all lots at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
· "'Ne recognize employees and 
students are concerned about 
parl<ing just as they are concerned 
about what they might have to pay to 
parking," La?Son said. 
"I want to hear employees' and 
students' ideas so we can work 
together to find the best solution to 
our parking problems." 
Send your comments to David 
Larson in the Office of Business and 
Finance, 206 Sikes Hall, or contact 
your representatives on the Commis­




Jim Haskins, the author of "The 
Cotton Club,"which inspired the 
motion picture of the same title, will 
speak here Feb. 16. 
Sponsored by the Black Aware­
ness Committee, Haskins' lecture on 
the Harlem Renaissance will be held 
at 7 p.m. in Tillman Hall Auditorium. 
Admission will be free. 
Author of more than 50 publica­
tions for adults and young adults, he 
has won recognition for manyof his 
books: 
• "The Story of Stevie Wonder," a 
biography for young people, won the 
Coretta Scott King Award in 1976. 
• "The Life and Death of Martin 
Luther King Jr." was named a Notable 
Book in the Field of Social Studies in 
1978. 
• "Scott Joplin: The Man Who 
Made Ragtime" won the ASCAP 
Deems Taylor Award in 1979. 
Haskins will talk about the post­
World War I Harlem Renaissance and 
its effects on blacks throughout the 
country. 
Harlem then had the single largest 
population of blacks outside of Africa 
and was the center of the rebirth of 
black history and culture, including 
art, music, writing and theater, said 
Lewis Suggs, assistant professor ot 
history. 
For more information, call Suggs at 
656-5376. 
The Clemson University Newsletter is published for Willie 
Green Housing's custodian of the month for November, 
and to; all members of the faculty and staff by the Division 
of University Relations. 
University Newsletter Editor ........ Deborah M._Slice 
Student News Writer .................... Robert Parns 
Acting Director, News Services ... Catherine Sams 
We welcome your comments and suggestions. Call us 
at 656-4989 or write us at 103 Fike Center. 






VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
M E M O R A N D U M 
TO: Dr. Larry Dyck , President, Faculty Senate 
Mr. Fred Richey, President, Student Senate 
Ms. Pat Padgett, Classified Staff Affairs Commission 
Mr. Bill Pace, Director, Parking & Vehicle Registration 
FROM: David R. Larson~/<.--
The attached proposal was discussed at the President's Cabinet on January 
19. The next step is to involve various campus groups in a discussion of 
the need for a transportation system on campus, and the parking fees that 
would have to be assessed to pay for such a system. Harry Durham's office 
will also publish information about this proposal in the Newsletter and 
seek input from the campus through a survey instrument. 
At the Cabinet meeting it was pointed out that we need to also 
discuss evening parking regulations for guests and parking privileges for 
donors. Let me know if you would like me to attend a meeting of your group 
to discuss the parking proposal. Our target is to obtain input from a 
variety of campus constituencies over the next 30 days at which time we 
would finalize the broad details of the final package. Let me know if you 
have any questions. 
DRL/rr 
Attach. 
cc: President Max Lennon 
Vice Presidents 
Mr. Harry Durham 
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January 15, 1987 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS ANO FINANCE 
M E M O R A N D U M 
TO: Dr. Max Lennon, President 
FROM: David R. Larson ~~ 
SUBJECT: PARKING 
My staff has reviewed a number of alternatives relative to the parking 
situation at Clemson. I have discussed this issue with a variety of 
faculty, staff and students. Clearly there is a consensus that the 
situation needs to be corrected , although quite obviously many individuals 
do not want to have to pay for correcting the problem. I believe the one 
thing that stands out is that we need a transportation system in order to 
improve the utilization of our lots . We also need to provide funds for 
future maintenance since these costs will increase substantially over the 
next few years given the age of many of the parking lots . 
I feel the parking issue should be addressed in three steps , keeping in 
mind -that nothing can be done unless we generate some revenue to address 
the problem since all the potential solutions cost money. My first step 
would be to have the campus discuss my proposed rate schedule for parking 
without getting into specifics about which lot will be reserved and which 
lot will be general. If the implementation of parking charges at Clemson 
University is approved, I would like to involve outside individuals in the 
development and the design of the transportation system would require 40% 
of the potential revenues. As a later phase, I would propose to bring in 
an outside consultant to help us design our parking lots so that we can 
maximize their utilization . The layout and design could be substantially 
improved if we use some of the techniques already implemented at other 
campuses . 
If you require further information, please let me know. 
DRL / rr 
Attachs. 
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
PARKING 
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES 
FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1986 
REVENUE 
Parking Fines $ 302,756.80 
Towing 21,340.00 




Office(5) $ 79,719.91 
Enforcement(2) 26,700 * 
Uniformed 52,000 * 
Fringes 16,655.56 
141 166 * 
$ 189,241.47 
Travel 1,156.55 
Supplies & Other Expenses 36,465.28 
Computing Services 60, 000 * 
Equipment 21835.25 
$ 289,698.55 
Maintenance 60,000 * 
Towing 31,416.80 
$ 3811115.35 
NOTE: Costs budgeted in other university accounts. 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
PARKING 
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1988 
REVENUE 
Permit Sales: 
2600 Reserved@ $15/mo . (1.0:1.0) $ 468,000 
8000 General@ $15 / semester (1.8:1 . 0) 240,000 
2800 Perimeter@ $5 / semester (1.4:1.0) 28,000 
5000 Sununer@ $10 50,000 
$ 786,000 
Parking Fines 250,000 
Towing 25,000 
Meters 35,000 
s1 1 096 1 000 
EXPENDITURES 
Personnel: 







Supplies & Other Expenses 43,000 
Computing Services 68,000 
Equipment: 




Maintenance 291, 000 
Towing 25,000 
Transportation System 435, 000 
S1, 096 , 000 
' CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
ANNUAL UNIVERSITY PARKING FEES COMPARISON 
Duke 
Gated Lots, Staff Only •••••••••••••••• $ 78.00 
All Other Decals •••••••••••••••••••••• 30.00 
Motorcycle . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00 
Georgia 
Faculty and Staff: 
Basic (Perimeter) 
North, Central or South Region •••• 
Any Two Regions ............•....•. 














Commuter •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 
Graduate Lots ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dor·m •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Motorcycles ...................... . 
Transportation Fee Charge to 







N. C. State 
Faculty - Staff: 
North - Main Campus ••••••••••••••• 
South - Main Campu •••••••••••••••• 





Commuter Parking Deck ••••••••••••• $ 
Commuter Fringe Lots •••••••••••••• 
Resident Lots ••••••••••••.•••••••• 





U.N.C. - Chapel Hill 
Faculty - Staff: 
All Lots ......................... . 
Gated Lots 
Prime Lots ...•....•............... 
Lined Lots ....................... . 
Fringe (Bus Pass Included) ••••••• 








Decals Priced on Proximity of 





Motorc y c 1 e •...............•.....• 42.00 
End Attachment N 
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PHYSIO.L ?LANT OIVISION 
July 7, 1986 
ME-!ORA.'IDUM TO: Mr. David Larson 
FROM: W. D. Stone, Jr. 
SUBJECT: Parking Lots 
Follo...,j_ng is a list of parking lot projects accomplished during the last 
three years: 
Cle::ison Souse - additional parking 
Acct U 5372 - Completed 4-10-85 
Modifications to C-4 (behind Lee Hall) 
Acct# 5310 - Completed 9-26-84 
Renovate and expan~ Sirrine Hall parking lot 
Acct U 8-5310 - Completed 7-27-84 
Fi=e Station - ex?and parking lot 
Acct U 5907 - Completed 10-3-85 
Repave street and parking areas, Douthit Hills 
Acct U 5907 - Completed 8-21-85 
Parking for Calhoun Courts (constr. Contract B) 
Housing Bonds - Completed 8-83 
. Engineering cost for design of lots to replace 
C-3 and to expand C-5 
Acct U 5907 - Completed 4-11-85 
Improve.:o.ent of parking lot lighting 










Follo...,j_~g is a list of parking lot projects that have been proposed and 
est:'..::tated but not begun: 
··Replace C-3 and eX'?and C-5 $605,000 
Mell Hall - reconst=uct parking lot 50,000 
West Campus - repave Physical Plant parking lot 65,000 
P!TC Cour:s - e=9and parking 70.000 
$790,000 
he est:.=i.ated maintenance cost of e.~ist:!..::l.g parking lots during the last 




RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE FACILITIES PLANNING COMMITTEE AND ITS 
CONSIDERATION OF THE PROPOSED CONTINUING EDUCATION AND 
CONFERENCE CENTER 
WHEREAS, the published operating procedures for the Facilities 
Planning Committee state that, "Hearings will be held for 
input from various areas of the University and exposure 
drafts of policies shall be distributed for comment, as 
deemed appropriate by the committee in order to insure 
adequate input", and 
WHEREAS, there has been no such hearing in the case of the 
Continuing Education and Conference Center and no 
general distribution of plans concerning it, and 
WHEREAS, the proposed Continuing Education and Conference Center 
is certainly of campus-wide importance and interest, and 
WHEREAS, the Continuing Education and Conference Center and the 
Performing Arts Center are linked in a special way that 
is largely unknown to the campus, and 
WHEREAS, the Performing Arts Center itself is of acute concern to 
the entire University community, therefore, be it 
RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate strongly urges the Facilities 
Planning Committee, following a campus-wide announcement, 
to conduct an open hearing to inform faculty, students, 
and staff of the current plans with regard to both the 
Continuing Education and Conference Center and the 




March 10, 1987 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
President Dyck called the meeting to order at 3:35 p.m. President Dyck 
extended a welcome to Senator Lyle, who is replacing Senator Sly, and to 
Pat Padgett, Chair of the Connnission on Staff Affairs. 
II. APPROVAL OF MINlITES 
The minutes of the February 10, 1987 meeting were approved as corrected. 
III. SPECIAL ORDER OF 1HE DAY 
President Dyck noted that the issue of parking had sparked lively debate 
throughout the University constituency. Much of the debate has been 
emotive and it is time to present an unemotional base for further 
discussion. Dr. Ed Clark, Professor of Civil Engineering and member of 
the Traffic and Parking Committee, was introduced. Dr. Clark had been 
invited to present an overview on fonnulation of a University Traffic 
and Parking Plan. 
Dr. Clark noted that he was apprised of the existence of a new parking 
plan when he read it in The Tiger. No discussion of the plan had 
occurred in the Traffic and Parking Committee prior to that publication. 
He reported that the average person spends about 400 hours each year 
occupying their vehicle, the rest of the time it is parked, which is an 
indication of the extent of the problem. 
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Currently, Clemson University has about 9300 parking spaces on campus. 
Each parking space requires 300 square feet which means that approxi­
mately 64 acres of the campus are utilized for parking. 
During the spring of 1981, a study of campus parking needs and traffic 
planning was done by Harlan Bartholemew Associates . The study presented 
parking recoilBilendations for a campus of 11,000 students, of 15,000 
students , and 25,000 students. 
Dr. Clark presented 4 steps which are necessary in development of a 
comprehensive parking plan. These steps include: 
- Development of parking policy 
- Data collection and analysis 
- Development of a plan 
- Implementation of the plan, including any revisions which are 
needed in order to make it work. 
The step of parking development is designed to answer questions about 
the intent of the policy and goals to be accomplished. Alternative, but 
not mutually exclusive, policies are directed toward 1) reducing demand, 
2) increasing supply, or 3) improving utilization. 
Methods of reducing demand might include: encouraging development of 
car pools, providing van pools or shuttle buses, utilizing public 
transportation or prohibiting some groups from having parking privi­
leges. 
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Supply can be increased by the creation of new facilities. Another 
method of increasing supply is to develop ways to increase turnover. 
Utilization can be improved by increasing enforcement. This method is 
difficult at Clemson because of the ntunber of small lots, larger central 
lots make enforcement much easier. Utilization can also be improved by 
reallocation of existing spaces. 
Provision of parking has costs associated with it. One big question is 
''Who is going to pay?" Generally the aversion to paying is reduced if 
improvement is in sight. Another related issue concerns parking utili­
zation for sporting and other events and for evening classes. 
Clemson does have more spaces than vehicles but distance is also a 
factor. The average walking distance and time for faculty is 400 feet 
or about 1.6 minutes. Conmruting students walk 1400 feet, about 5 
minutes, and Resident students walk 1900 feet to or from their vehicles, 
a time of 7.2 minutes. It might be more useful for planning to esta­
blish a target, or maximum, distance/time instead of using these average 
figures. 
Data needed for planning include: 
- inventory of spaces and uses 
- measure of usage such as turnovers per day, duration, and 
occupancy. (1981 occupancy was 76%). 
demand for parking, the number who want to park in a given area 
in a high demand hour. A surrogate measure is based on occupancy 
of nearby buildings. 
- adequacy 
- legal, financial, and administrative factors. 
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Inventories 


























Visitor 1 per 28 employees to 1 per 26 employees 
The 1981 study identified a total of 9645 spaces which, after reserved 
spaces were subtracted, yielded 8338 usable spaces. The maximum occu-
pancy was between 10:00 a .m. - 11:30 a .m. , but occupancy was actually 
fairly constant between 8:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Dr. Clark also indi-
cated that costs for new spaces, exclusive of land, would be 
approximately: 
open lot garage 
per space $1000 $6000 
debt-9% at (10 yrs.) 13 (20 yrs.) 54 
The cost, to pay full costs, would be about $15 per month per space for 
a lot and about $60 per month for a garage space . 
Dr. Clark referred to a publication called Parking at Institutions and 
Special Events, published by the ENO Foundation for Parking. In a 
discussion of shuttle buses, the author reported that they have not 
"enjoyed widespread success" at other universities or colleges. It was 
also noted parking costs were usually funded through tuition or endow-
ments . 
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Traditionally, parking for resident students has been designated at the 
institutional periphery. Dr. Clark notes this trend is undergoing 
change. 
Dr. Clark stated that the most important step in development of a 
parking plan is to examine and decide upon a policy. He suggested that 
Faculty Senate might initiate this procedure. 
Questions from Faculty Senators: 
Why have buses not been successful? The authors did not provide an 
answer. Clark believes that difficulties in scheduling and cost are the 
answer. 
Does enforcement seem uniform across campus? There is no readily 
available answer to that question. However, it is known that complaints 
center around specific areas. 
Senator Brown asked about the nature of the current policy. Dr. Clark 
replied that he is not aware of a current parking policy. 
Is a fee for parking bicycles part the plan? Clark said he was not 
sure of the answer. He noted that bicycle cornnruting should be encour­
aged. 
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What are the 1981 recoIIDnendations? Some of them were: for a 300 space 
garage to be located between Lehotsky Hall and the location of the Strom 
Thunnond Institute excavation, a 600 space surface lot on Cherry Road 
about opposite from the P &A building, and that all parking enclosed by 
Perimeter Road be designated as employee parking. 
Is banning the parking of Freshman cars a connnon policy? No. 
Were the parking spaces which have been lost during the past few years 
replaced? No. President Dyck asked if the 1981 study had been widely 
circulated. Dr . Clark believes that it has not been, he knows of only 2 
copies that are available . In response to an additional question as to 
the availability of the study in Sikes Hall, he had no infonnation. 
Senator Mullins suggested that the 700 spaces behind the Athletic Center 
could be allocated to freshmen residing on the West campus. He also 
asked Dr. Clark if the Parking and Traffic Corrunittee could recorrunend a 
parking policy. Dr. Clark replied that they could if they were asked to 
do so. 
Mr. Pace, Director of Parking and Vehicle Registration coIIDnented that he 
is aware of 2 universities where shuttles are working very well . In 
both instances they operate in conjunction with a parking garage. He 
also noted that he has supported the concept of a parking garage for 
several years . Mr. Pace volunteered that he saw no movement toward 
making this campus a pedestrian campus . 
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IV. NEW BUSINESS 
Senator Calhotm moved that the regular order of business be suspended so 
that the proposal originating from the Corronission on Staff Affairs could 
be discussed. The motion was seconded. President Dyck recognized Pat 
Padgett to speak about the Reconnnendations for establishing a Child Care 
Center (attachment A). 
Padgett noted that the need for child care affects staff, faculty and 
students. She reviewed the 2 options outlined by the Child Care Com­
mittee. Option 1 proposes leasing non-restricted campus property to a 
child care provider for the purpose of constructing a child care facil­
ity, or leasing an existing building to be remodeled for this purpose. 
Option 2 would be for the provider to bid on a contract to provide 
services on their own property within 1 mile of campus. In either 
option the provider would operate child care facilities according to the 
specifications established for an open bid. 
Padgett added that these options would have greater benefits to Clemson 
University than providing a new fringe benefit, it would offer new 
student experiences and be available for research purposes. 
Anticipated other benefits included reducing absenteeism and increasing 
job satisfaction of participating faculty and staff. 
Padgett stated the connnunity providers with whom she has spoken are not 
in opposition to the plan because all area providers would have the 
opporttmity to bid. In addition, the charges for the service would be 
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competitive and there would be no subsidies. She projects child care 
would be a self supporting enterprise for Clemson which might, in fact, 
result in a small profit. 
Senator Hedden asked about provisions to insure quality. Padgett said 
the specifications would include provision for oversight groups. 
Senator Mullins asked why the service would be open to persons not 
connected with Clemson. He added that he had received complaints about 
this already. Padgett replied that the legal advice was to have an open 
facility. 
Senator Derr noted that the proposal identified age related slots l.Dlder 
option 2. If the center was located on campus would there be additional 
slots? Padgett answered that the on-campus facility would be recom­
mended to have capacity for 110 children. Senator Derr conunented that 
option 2 offers no added benefit over the existing providers as a 
learning experience for education students. Only an on-campus facility 
would benefit them as a learning lab . 
It was noted that the proposal implies dissatisfaction with currently 
available facilities, could Padgett explain what is wrong with them? 
The reply included: The available facilities occupy remodeled facili­
ties and don't lend themselves to student learning experiences. If 
constructing a new facility, observation rooms could be incorporated. 
In addition a new facility could be better designed for the child care 
purpose. 
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The question was asked as to how a new facility could be built, operated 
better, and yet the costs remain the same. These factors suggest 
increased cost. Padgett replied that costs would be controlled by the 
provider building, operating, managing and staffing the center; she 
noted that it would be a situation similar to A.R.A. In response to the 
coIIUllent that A.R.A doesn't have to build buildings, Padgett said that 
not having to buy land could make the cost of building feasible. 
Senator Nowaczyk asked if the proposed number of slots would be suffi­
cient and if the conunittee had contacted other schools who provide child 
care. Padgett said that the number and demand would not need to match 
as she wouldn't expect every parent to switch their child to this 
facility, 110 seemed to be the most cost-effective size for a child care 
facility. She reported that she has visited Tri-County Tech, which 
operates a child care center using state employees, and the University 
of South Carolina, which has a center subsidized by the College of 
Education. The latter is staffed, at least in part, by graduate 
students and faculty. Most of their full time employees are state 
employees. A further question related to whether a survey of demand has 
been done. A survey was done in either '81 or '82 but the most real­
istic estimate of need now is for 110 spaces. 
In response to a question about who would build a building on state 
property without a 25-30 year contract Padgett replied that she believes 
that we could protect the University while making the proposal attrac­
tive enough for providers to want to do it. 
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President Dyck noted that the benefit to graduate students and employees 
in having such a center is obvious, it would save commuting time and 
mothers would be able to visit during their lunch breaks. After a 
pause, he added that "fathers could do that too, I suppose." But, for 
graduate students, cost is a major factor-would assistance be available 
for them? The coIIDnittee proposes a range of fees be included in the 
specifications. In addition, Padgett suggests that graduate students be 
allowed to contract for the service on an hourly basis for each semester 
rather than a daily or weekly fee. She added that many graduate stu­
dents are paying very high rates for the service of untrained, unli­
censed friends or neighbors. 
Senator Brown conmented that she was dubious about the feasibility of 
entering into a contract which established rates the providers could 
charge. 
Senator Calhoun moved the adoption of a resolution supporting, in prin­
ciple, the recoIIDnendations of the committee (Attachment B). The motion 
was seconded. 
Senator Birrenkott, noting the analogy of parking cars and parking 
children, said he would like to see a needs study. Birrenkott offered a 
friendly amendment to the original resolution to support the "recom­
mendations, not necessarily a center." The change was accepted. 
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Senator Mullins reported that the joint Clemson-Clemson University 
Corrunittee was discussing this issue. He questioned whether they had 
reached the point of making a reconnnendation and stated that he would 
like their response before making a decision. 
Senator Derr supported the concern with corrununity response but added 
that many of the users would not necessarily be Clemson residents. They 
might bring their children to campus from any of the surrotmding 
corrununities. 
Senator Hedden moved to table the motion tmtil information from other 
sources, such as the Clemson-Clemson University Connnittee, is available. 
The motion was seconded and passed 17-8. The proposal was referred back 
to the Welfare Connnittee. 
V. ELECTIONS 
President Dyck presented the ballot (Attachment C) and asked for further 
nominations from the floor. The motion was made, seconded, and passed 
to close the nominations for each position. President Dyck offered each 
candidate the opporttmity to speak. 
Senators Birrenkott and Reichenbach acknowledged their support for the 
opposition candidate. 
Senator Hedden stated his belief that the next two years would prove to 
be both exciting and challenging. If the faculty does not initiate 
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change then the administration will. But the opporttn1ity exists for 
faculty, particularly Faculty Senate, to be a vital participant in the 
process. Hedden spoke of his willingness to serve on the Senate in any 
capacity. 
Senator Nowaczyk spoke briefly of his backgrotn1d, he has been at Clemson 
10 years and has served on the Senate for 2 years. During this time he 
has developed a ''healthy respect" for the work of the Senate. Nowaczyk 
pointed to the critical task of looking at the role of Faculty Senate, 
detennining the future roles, and considering the perceptions of both 
administration and faculty. He noted the importance of promoting a 
sense of continuity and comfort in dealing with the administration, 
especially as many of the issues will be very sensitive. 
The ballots were cast, cotn1ted, and President Dyck annotn1ced the elec­
tion of Senator Reichenbach as secretary and Senator Nowaczyk as Vice­
President/President Elect for 1987-1988. 
VI. CCU1ITIEE REPORTS 
A. Policy: Senator Linvill read the report (Attachment D). Senator 
Nowaczyk asked if any of the signatures on the course approval fonn 
signified approval. Linvill replied that they simply represent 
review. 
B. Research: Senator Birrenkott said that there was no report, the 
Conmittee is awaiting the C.U.R.F. policies and procedures for 
discussion. 
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C. Scholastic Policy: Senator Nowaczyk presented the report 
(Attachment E). 
D. Welfare Committee: Senator Calhotn1 gave the report (Attachment F). 
E. Ad Hoc Committees 
Governance Structure: Senator Mullins said they had the final 
meeting on March 9. The report is to be available at the next 
Senate meeting. 
MacDonald Scholarship: No report . 
Grievance procedures: See Item IX.A. 
F. UNIVERSITY CCM<1ISSIONS AND CCM,fITIEES 
Commission on Graduate Studies: Senator Hedden reported that 
no action was taken on any of the agenda items. The form used for 
filing an individual's graduate curriculmn plan, GS2, will be 
retained. The issue of a requirement related to nmnbers of 600 -
800 level courses was not on the agenda. Hedden did conunent that a 
student can take all of the courses they wish, the GS2 is a listing 
of courses required for the degree and the requirements refer only 
to courses listed on the GS2. 
Corranission on Undergraduate Studies: Senator Nowaczyk reported 
that the Commission is acting rapidly on several issues, one of 
these is in reference to withdrawal from the University or re­
questing a change of grade. Nowaczyk requested that Faculty Senate 
give the authority to the Committee to reconmend, for the Senate, a 
time limitation on withdrawal from the University or requesting 
change of grades. At the present time no time limit is stated in 
the policy, requests have been received to make these changes 
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several years after the occurrence. Authority to reconnnend a time 
limit was granted by assent. 
Nowaczyk reported that the President's Cotmcil had approved 
the Resolutions originating from Senate concerning the Admissions 
Exceptions Colllllittee, the Appeals Connnittee, and review and 
approval of the achnission grade point average for each College, 
with the amenchnents proposed by the Senate Advisory Committee. 
President Dyck noted the importance of these changes. As a 
result of these changes the faculty is now asstmting its responsi­
bility for admissions and continuing enrollment. 
Scholarship and Awards: Senator Calhotm reported that the 
connnittee has completed approval of the scholarship awards to 
entering students, according to the listing prepared. 
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment: Senator LaTorre spoke 
of the importance of new members being oriented to their task, 
especially in view of the changes in responsibility. She suggested 
that Faculty Senators discuss this with new representatives of 
their College. 
Parking and Traffic: Senator Tesolowski attended the meeting 
in place of Senator Derr. He reported that all reconunendations 
have been tabled tmtil July 1 or later. Vice-President Larson is 
developing a new connnittee to develop a comprehensive parking plan. 
A narrowly defeated motion at this meeting proposed that parking 
spaces in the Calhotm Court area be auctioned or raffled. I 
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President Dyck recognized Robert Franklin, who represented the 
Student Senate. Student Senate passed two resolutions on March 9, 
1987. One of these requests 3 members of Student Senate and 3 
members of Faculty Senate meet to propose solutions to the parking 
problem. The second resolution proposes that there be no innnediate 
change in parking but that everyone be assessed a $35 fee. This 
fee would be used to pay for a transportation system from peri­
pheral lots. The appropriate resolution will be sent to President 
Dyck for action. 
Senator Nowaczyk questioned why Vice-President Larson is 
forming a new corrnnittee rather than using Parking and Traffic. 
President Dyck observed that this was the first he has heard of 
this new connnittee. 
Fine Arts: Senator Brannock said the Corrnnittee has recom­
mended that the University pursue acquisition of the sculpture 
entitled "Tilted Arc." 
Senator Mullins reported that the Vice-President Larson will 
investigate inviting the artist to come to Clemson and recoJIDllend a 
site for the sculpture. 
VII. PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
President Dyck coJIDllented on several items from the President's Report 
and Update Report (attachment G). The Ad Hoc corrnnittee related to the 
fields of study to be awarded MacDonald Scholarships (Item 1) is ex­
pected to report to the Senate during the August meeting. 
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Vice-President Larson is making progress with financial studies of sites 
proposed for the Continuing Education facility (Item 3). Decision on 
this matter is tabled lllltil further information is available. 
An Ad Hoc Committee will be appointed to develop a proposal and budget 
for the symposilllll (Item 4). Faculty Senate will sponsor this event 
within the University's Centennial Celebration. Senators should con­
sider reconunendations for speakers so this can be an outstanding event. 
Anderson IM) (Item 5) will !mow by April 15 if their bid to provide 
I services is accepted. Faculty need to watch the time frame closely if 
they wish to join this IMJ. 
President Dyck has reconnnended to President Lennon that the debate 
related to Faculty Senate Resolution 82-2-1 (Item 7) be limited to 
groups directly involved. 
Budget reductions (Item 9) have been University wide. Academic llllits 
have suffered less, proportionally, than have other llllits. 
Particular attention was drawn to the end-of-the-Senate-Year Celebration 
(update Item 1). This will be held in Kresge Hall at Camp Hope. 
VIII. OLD BUSINESS 
I 
A. Resolution on Parking: Senator Bryan moved the adoption of the 
Resolution (Attachment H). Seconded. Senator Bryan said it was 
important that we say at this point that faculty are opposed to a 
salary reduction for all employees. 
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Senator Kosinski commented that he was pleased with Dr. 
Clark's report. He moved to table this resolution tn1til Senate, or 
its designee, develop a new plan. Tile motion failed for lack of a 
second. 
Senator Birrenkott expressed concern that this resolution 
might be interpreted as an tn1willingness to cooperate with the 
Student Senate. 
Bryan stated the resolution would strengthen the hand of the 
I connnittee. 
Senator Derr offered a friendly amendment to strike the word 
"minor" from the resolution. Bryan concurred, saying that the 
problem was not minor to someone trying to park but that in all of 
the University problems it was a minor problem. Tile resolution, FS 
87-3-1, passed. 
B. Senator Daniels reported that details on the selection process for 
I 
I teaching awards have been worked out. Tile ntmlber of possible 
awards is being investigated. Use of the budget is being clari­
fied, the award would be non-taxable if service, such as a report, 
was provided. If the award was used as salary supplement it would 
be taxable and fringe benefits would also be deducted. Equipment 
purchased through the award and retained by the individual would 
also be viewed as income. 
IX. NEW BUSINESS 
A. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee to study grievance procedures 
(Attachment I). Senator Linvill suggested that this report be 
widely shared. Input is needed by early April. In particular 
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Linvill noted the need to clarify "fair" and "tmfair", the nature 
of "evidence", and whether violations of Academic Freedom be con­
sidered tmder procedure I or II. 
Senator Mullins requested data on use of the grievance proce­
dure. Senator Snelsire connnented that the CotmSelors report about 
half of the people they see proceed to grievance procedures. 
I President Dyck noted that the process is essentially legal­
istic. There is no provision for attempting to resolve issues. 
Senator Snelsire added that a large problem exists. If 
procedures are followed but are blatantly unfair or procedures are 
I not followed but it is recognized that the person should not be 
tenured, the grievance procedure does not work. 
B. Resolution on the Leathennan Bill (Attachment J). Senator Calhotm 
moved, for the Welfare Connnittee, adoption of this Resolution. The 
motion was seconded. Tiie resolution, 87-3-2, passed. 
c. Senator Calhotm, for the Welfare Connnittee, asked pennission of 
Senator Morris not to introduce a resolution related to personnel 
cuts. Senator Morris withdrew his resolution but asked for further 
infonnation on budget cuts. Morris also asked at what point and in 
what areas would "faculty be drawn into the debate?" President 
I Dyck af finned the need for this information. 
D. OTIIBR 
I 
Senator Heusinkveld suggested that President Dyck be charged 




Senator Mullins suggested that Dr. Clark be asked to draft a 
parking policy proposal. President Dyck suggested that Dr. Clark's 
comments be circulated in a SENATE SPECIAL. President Dyck was 
I charged with appointing a committee to recommend a parking policy. 
I 
x. ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 6:05 p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
I 
MaryAnn B. Reichenbach 
Acting Secretary 
Senators absent: Jenny, Polk, Drews, Leap, Baron (Sparks attended), 







Child Care Committee 
RECOMMENDATIONS TO PRESIDENT MAX LENNON 
The Child Care Committee proposes that the Universit y call for 
open bids from private, established child care operators to 
provide child care services sought by Clemson University faculty, 
staff and students. The advantages to the Universit y of 
contracting with a private company include: 
--Eliminating charges of unfair competition since all interested 
parties will have an equal chance to bid; 
--Eliminating expense to the University; 
--Eliminating future expenditures to the State and Universit y 
since Children ' s Center staff members will not be State employees. 
--Limiting the University's liability for the children 's safety 
in transportation or on the premises. 
Additionally, the Committee recommends bid specifications to be 
written to ensure that providers will · adhere to the high 
standards that would be expected of a facility affiliated with 
Clemson University. The Committee proposes the following 
approaches, listed in order of preference: 
6eec~~£Q 1: That the Universit y lease nonrestricted campus 
property on which the Children's Center would be built by the 
outside provider or lease an e xisting building to be renovated b y 
the outside provider. This arrangement gives the Uni versity the 
greatest fle x ibility in . having a Center designed to fit employ ee 
and student needs. Other ad vantages of this approach are that 
the Center would be built at no cost to the Uni v ers ity , y et 
designed primaril y with Clemson's needs in mind. Employees a nd 
students will be guaranteed priority in enrollment . The on­
campus location would be convenient, facilitate greater direct 
involvement of the University community in the Center ' s 
operations, create greater opportunities for interact i on with 
academic programs, and create easier access to the Nursing Center 
for first aid and other health needs. Such a partnership with 
the Nursing Center could lead to a contract to provide care for 
sic k children in the Children's Center sick bay. A "sick bay" 
concept is a very unique service for parents who could leav e 
children who are moderately i l l with noncommunicable ailments for 
periods of time during the work day, yet be assured that their 




Question: WHY SHOULD CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BE CONCERNED ABOUT CHILD 
CARE? 
Answer: Clemson University has made a commitment to increase 
enrollments in its graduate programs. 
1. In a national survey of today's students, 43 percent are 25 
or older. 
2. Between 1970 and . 1982, the number of women aged 25-29 
enrolling in college went up 249 percent. 
3. Between 1970 and 1982, the number of women aged 30-34 
enro 11 i ng in college went up 314 percent. 
4. Two out of three college students over the age of 34 are 
women. 
Answer: Clemson Uni versity' s workforce is made up of men and 
women who hav e families and associated responsibilities. 
1. One famil y in si x is headed b y a single, di vorced or widowed 
woman. 
2. Less than 33 percent of families have the traditional 
"father works, mother stays at home" situation. 
3. Of mothers with children under 3, 45 percent hav e jobs. 
4. Of mothers with children under 50 percent have jobs.1 ' 
Answer: Problems with child care are the most significant 
predictors of absenteeism and unproductive time at work. 
In a national survey , 77 percent women and 73 percent men 
took time away from work to attend to child care 
responsibilities. 
Answer: Child care is likel y to be the fringe benefit of the 
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Resolution in support of recommendations of the Committee on Child Care 
WHEREAS, a child care center is a necessity for the children of many 
faculty, staff, and students; 
WHEREAS, a committee appointed by President Lennon has, after extensive 
study, recommended the establishment of such a center; 
RESOLVED : The Faculty Senate wishes to indicate to the administration 
its support the recommendations made by the Committee on Child Care 
for the establishment of a program provided that it can be shown 
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Report ot the Pol1c~ Committee - March 10, 1987 
The Poli cy Committee met on February 25. A traf t of 
th e position descr iption fo r V1 ce-?rovosts to be incl u ded in 
the Faculty Manual was discussed . This draft needed ~ore 
work and was referred back to the subcomm i ttee . 
A d iscussion of the role of t he "course a pproval te r m" 
brought out t he intended role of these forms. Curricul um 
design 1s tne prope r role of facu l ty. Course appr oval f orms 
are used to indicate routing a n d review of course ma~2r1al 
as it goes thr ough the pro cess . Signatures on these forms 
represent review of the proposed course and not a~pr o va l . 
According to information received by the committee, t hese 
forms are now be i ng revised ta indicate review and not 
a.pprov"i i . 
The issue of granting sabattical leave ~o facu l t y wha 
have not been in tenure trac~ positions for the r e qu1reo 
time but have had the required a mount of service t o the 
Uni vers i ty was discussed. I t was felt by the Committee that 
granting of Sabattic~l leave 1s a n administrative decis ion 
in addition to oeing a n earned privilege . Propose d Faculty 
Manual c hanges were discussed, howe ver, no 5ugges t ions a r e 
brought forward at t h is ti me. FurthEr discussion within the 
committee is needed. 
An issue was brough t ta o ur attention from the Li brary. 
It appear s that faculty may be e valuating fellow facult~ 
me111bers in areas other than promotion and tenure. Thi s is 
not in accordanc e wit h procedures can~ained 1n the Facu ltw 
M.;,.nual. Ti,15 issue needs f u r· t her discussion an d 1npu. t f r o'T• 
th e adm i n1strat•on. 
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ATTACHMENT E 
REPORT OF THE SCHOLASTIC POLICY COMMITTEE 
MARCH 10, 1987 
The Scholastic Policy Committee met on February 24th. The 
first item of business dealt with a Student Senate Resolution 
asking that Clemson University discourage standardized 
multiple-choice testing . Mr. W. McGill, chair of the Student 
Senate committee on academic affairs, met with the committee 
to explain the resolution and answer questions . After some 
deliberation, the committee asked Mr. McGil l to provide us 
with additional information. 
A second item of business was an interim report by the 
subcommittee investigating the scheduling of common exams 
during finals week. Senator Bryan reported that the 
subcommittee had met with Mr. David Fleming and was planning 
a meeting with Mr. Phil Lyles. 
The committee also provided feedback on possible forms for 
reporting a student's academic record for advising . The 
committee felt that a form listing the requirements a student 
has met and requirements still to be met would be helpful. 
The chair will forward that information to the appropriate 
subcommittee of the Commission on Undergraduate Studies . 
Lastly, the topic of student advising was discussed. The 
committee felt that it should be an area of study for the 
next Faculty Senate year . 
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ATTACHMENT F 
TO: Larry Dyck, President, Faculty Senate 
FROM : Richard J. Calhoun, Chairman, Welfare Committee 
RE : Meeting of March 3 
DATE : March 10, 1987 
The Welfare Committee had its monthly meeting on March 3. We discussed 
· the report and the recommendations of the Child Care Committee. A 
resolution will be offered under new business. We discussed next the 
support at USC and on the part of the administration here for the 
Leatherman Bill on optional retirement, in its revised form, as an aid 
to faculty recruitment. We have also a resolution to offer on this 
bill. We discussed the statistics on faculty salaries compiled by 
Harold Albert and the administration's response. We noted that any 
optimism in this response was based on 1985-6 comparison and decided to 
study 1986-7 information as soon as it is available. We recommend 







1. The University Administration has accepted both the 
recommendations and instructions associated with Faculty 
Senate Resolution 87-2-3, entitled, Resolution on MacDonald 
Scholarships. The resolution required the creation of and§~ 
bQ£ committee to determine the field or fields of study that 
meet the spirit of the MacDonald bequest and that qualify to 
receive scholarships and/or fellowships for the next fi ve 
years. The ~Q. b.Q.£. committee is cc,mpi-ised of George Polk ,. 
chair, Glenn Birrenkott, Cecil Huey, Ron Nowaczyk, and George 
Haselton. 
2. The Athletic Cc,uncil met February 18. The~~ !]Qf; committee 
reviewing the Council's organization received and discussed 
many of the Faculty Senate's comments. A revi•2d draft should 
be available for discussion at the April meeting nf the 
Faculty Senate. 
3. The Facilities Planning Committee met February 18. Heari ngs 
associated with the location of the Continuing Education and 
Conference Center were postponed until April. Prepare the 
appropriate faculty to participate in the discussion. In 
other business, the Planning Board subcommittee was charged 
with the review of the major renovation proposal for 
Johnstone. 
4. The opportunity to participate in a symposium with the Board 
of Trustees appears feasible. Details are not full y 
developed, but are focused within the University's Centennial 
Celebration. 
5. Good News! Our efforts to have Pickens county transferred 
from Health Service Area 2 to Health Service Area 1 have been 
successful. Thus, University employees may elect to change 
medical insurance plans and may now access a !Q£~! HMO plan. 
Changes will be formalized during a "mini" enrollment , 
scheduled for May 1-31. Keep your colleagues informed of this 
benefit change. 
6. The Deans are currently working on a revision of research 
priorities in an effort to incorporate many of the features of 
the Research Investment Act into the CHE's Initiatives for 
Excellence in Higher Education, entitled "The Cutting Edge ." 
The Research Committee will be reviewing details of this plan 
and shall keep us informed. 
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/ 656-2456 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
continued, page 2 
7. The Faculty Senate ' s Resolution 87-2-1, entitled, Review of 
Artistic and Creative Endeavors has been sent to Pres i dent 
Lennon. Discussions have occurred within the Cabinet on 
the proper scope and character for the debate that now should 
occur. No decision has been reached. 
8. The Faculty Senate's Resolution 87-2-4, Resolution on the 
University's Snow Plan, was f orwarded to Vice-President Larson 
along with comments regarding the snow remova l priorities. 
His office has noted the merits of the p rop o sal and h as 
indicated a willingness to incorporate the suggestions into 
the inclemen t · weather plan now being prepared. 
9. The budget reductions for FY 1986-87 have been revised again . 
However, this time the outloo k is a bit more optimistic. 
Predictions of revenue shortfalls that imposed the 1 .5% 
budgetary cut after the first of the year hav e been 
reevaluat ed. The latest evaluation decreases the cut to a 
0.8% budget reduction. More impor tantly, it remov es the 
necessity for a employee furlough plan. 
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END ATTACHMENT G 
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1. The Faculty Senate will hold its Annual End-of-the-Senate-Year 
Celebration on April 7, 1987, following next month's Senate 
meeting. Invite your spouse or guest to come and meet "those 
people" who have made you "late for dinner" on so many 
Tuesdays. The evening of casual dinning and gala festivity 
will be . held at the Outdoor Lab (Camp Hope). More information 
II will follc~·,. 
2. Dr. Gary Ransdell, Clemson University's new Vice-President for 
Institutional Advancement, is now on campus. Prior to 
arriving at Clemson Dr. Ransdell was Director of Alumni 
Relations and Executive Director of the Alumni Association at 
Southern Methodist University. 
3. Di-. Glenn Birrenkc,tt is to chair a "blue 1- ibbon" ~f! hQ£ 
committee of the Faculty Senate. The committee is to review 
and update a 1979-80 Faculty Senate report, entitled, 
University Research and Research Funding. The committee is 
charged with obtaining broad faculty input in order to 
identify problem areas and to make recommendations that will 
assist the faculty and the University in improving their 
research productivity and competitive posture within the 
regional, national and international arena. 
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/656-2-456 
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ATTACHMENT H 
FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION ON PARKING 
(FS 87-3-1) 
WHEREAS, there exists a problem of inadequate parking spaces on the 
University campus, and 
WHEREAS, this problem is not severe enough to demand extreme solutions, 
and 
WHEREAS, any fee charged to employees without a compensating pay raise 
reduces their disposable income, and 
WHEREAS, imposition of parking fees for employees amounts to a pay
reduction for faculty and staff, and 
WHEREAS, the possibility of pay raises in the coming fiscal year to 
offset this pay reduction is slight, and 
WHEREAS, there are easier, simpler ways to solve the University's
problem by better enforcement of existing parking regulations
including the impoundment of illegally parked vehicles and the 
increase of parking fines to levels consistent with nearby 
municipalities; THEREFORE BE IT 
RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate condemns any action to impose parking
fees on employees of Clemson University without a specific,
special pay raise to compensate for this fee imposition. 
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ATTACHMENT I . 
D R A F T 
REPORT OF THE SENATE AD HOC COMMITTEE TO STUDY 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES AT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 









The grievance procedure now in place at Clemson University has 
been in effect since 1982. This procedure sets up one process to 
consider matters of discrimination and a second process to 
consider issues of "fairness" in promotion, tenure, and job 
security. An ad hoc committee was appointed in the Fall of 1986 
by the President of the Faculty Senate to study the current 
procedures and make recommendations for improvement. 
This committee identified several issues. It recommends several 
actions to correct these issues. 
• There is an inadaquate number of Grievance Procedure II Board 
Members to cover cases that sometimes accrue. Expansion of the 
Grievance Board to Seven (7) mecbers will allow the Chairman to 
act as a coordinator for the Board and to oversee all cases as 
they go through review. 
• Orientation sessions for new board members are necessary to 
aquaint them with Board functions. Sessions emphasizing the role 
of participants and the orderly searching out of information 
should be conducted by experienced board members in conjunction 
with administrative personnel. 
• There is confusion about materials to be included in a 
Grievance Procedure II Petition. A policy sheet and petition 
outline should be developed for use in GP-II cases. 
• Although the Faculty Manual contains several statements about 
"unfair" issues grievable under the GP-II procedure, a re-writing 
of several sections of the Faculty Manual is necessary to clarify 
the issue of "fairness" and the Board's role in determining 
"fairness". 
* Determining the difference between grievable and non-grievable 
GP-II petitions continues to be a problem. The Faculty Manual 
contains sufficient definitions and guidelines for screening of 
these petitions. The Board should adopt broad guidelines for 
reviewing grievances since this is the proper forum in which to 
air complaints against University procedures and the University's 
decision making process. 
• A determination of a prima facie GP-I case can only be made 
after the hearing, not beforehand. 
• Academic freedom as mentioned under GP-I procedures is limited 
to cases of termination or dismissal. Academic freedom plays a 
significant role in the life of a mature university. Addition of 
academic freedom to a list of issues that includes questions of 
salary, promotion and tenure, etc. addressed by GP-I is more than 
appropriate. 
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• The issue of how promotion, tenure, and reappointment files are 
processed should be taken up by either the Senate Policy Com 
mittee or the Commission on Faculty Affairs. A clarification 
and modification of the processing procedures can potentially 
reduce the number of grievance petitions. 
• The timeline for processing grievance petitions needs modifi 
cation. The time between receipt of a grievance petition and the 
initial meeting of ·the GP-II Board should be shortened from 
thirty (30) to fifteen (15) calendar days. References to 
"calendar days" in the current procedure should be changed to 
"work days". Time for responses by the Provost and President 
should be increased from the current ten (10) to thirty (30) 
days. The Board's decision should be rendered within ten (10) 
working days after the final meeting at which statements are 
taken from witnesses, the petitioner or the respondents. 
• GP-II reviews are best conducted prior to GP-I hearings. 
Issues put forth in GP-I petitions are many times resolved 
through the less formal GP-II process. 
• Appeals to the President in GP-I cases are appropriate since 
final decisions in such cases must be made at the highest level 
when necessary. Appeals to GP-II decisions can turn into 
emotional rather than objective appeals. Guidelines including 
who can appeal, notification that an appeal has been filed and 
the form to recieve information related to the case should be 
established for Presidential appeals. 
• Confidentiality on the part of all parties involved in the 
grievance procedure must be observed. Breaking the trust of 
confidentiality only hurts the process and adds nothing to the 
atmosphere surrounding the case. 
• There is an inadaquate number of Grievance Counselors. Both 
sides in a grievance petition often need assistance. The number 
of Grievance Counselors should be increased to five (5) selected 
from five (5) different colleges. These Counselors should be 
selected from among the tenured Associate and Full Professorial 
ranks. 
• Each party to a grievance often needs the assistance of counsel 
of their choice. This counsel may be an academic advisor, fellow 
faculty member, or legal counsel. The role of the counsel, how 
ever, should be solely advisory with no active access to floor 
discussion. 
INTRODUCTION 
The grievance procedure now in place at Clemson University has 
been in effect since 1982. This procedure consists of two 
separate processes, one that considers matters of discrimination 
as defined by the State (Grievance Procedure GP-I) and a second 
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process that considers issues of "fairness" in promotion, tenure, 
and job security (Grievance Procedure GP-II). As a result of 
experience during the past five years, some dissatisfaction with 
the procedures and their implementation has surfaced. 
An ad hoc committee was appointed in the fall of 1986 by the 
President of the Faculty Senate to study current procedures and 
make recommendations for improvement. This committee was chaired 
by Dale E. Linvill (Agriculture), Chairman of the Senate Policy 
Committee. Members of the committee were Clarence Hood (Agri 
culture), Jeuel LaTorre (Sciences), Robert Snelsire (Engineering), 
Margery Sly (Library), Holley Ulbrich (Commerce and Industry) and 
Stephen Wainscott (Liberal Arts). 
As part of the review process, input was sought from former 
Grievance Board chairmen, from department beads, and from deans 
of the various colleges. Communications from the Provost's 
office were received and interested faculty also provided 
information used in our discussions. A meeting with the Provost 
at the begining of our work brought out many points needing 
further study. 
The following paragraphs set forth both our findings and our 
suggestions for improvements to the grievance procedure in use at 
Clemson University. 
Issue: Selection of Grievance Procedure II Board Members 
The Grievance Board can be easily overtaxed by large numbers of 
petitions that sometimes accrue especially during the summer 
months. An enlarged Board would make it possible to conduct 
simultaneous reviews without putting a heavy workload onto any 
one Board member. An enlarged Board will both expedite reviews 
and reduce time commitments of any one member. 
We suggest that the Board be increased to seven (7) members 
elected from the different colleges. All persons elected should 
be Senators at the time of their election, and at least one 
member must be a continuing Senator. All terms of Board members 
will be for two (2) years. 
Elections to the Board will be initially conducted so that 
staggered terms are established. We suggest that elections for 
Board members be held in January and that terms be arranged to 
elect three (3) persons during one Senate year and four (4) 
during the next Senate year. The Senate Advisory Committee will 
select one of the Grievance Board members to act as chairman. 
Increasing the Board to seven (7) members will allow appointment 
of a chair whose major responsibilities will be coordination, 
record keeping, and seeing to the orderly and timely progression 
of petitions through the grievance process. 
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The changes we suggest - a January election, staggered terms, 
selection of an overall chair with coordination responsibilities 
- insure continuity between Boards by having experienced people 
always available for election. Members of the Senate will have 
had the opportunity to work together for several months prior to 
this election. In addition, it makes possible the election of 
outgoing Senators to the Grievance Board reducing pressure on 
active Senate members while taking advantage of experience and 
knowledge of faculty with Senate experience. 
Issue: Training of Grievance Boards 
One of the biggest problems associated with serving on a Griev 
ance Board is lack of experience with formal review procedures. 
There is a need for training both the new Grievance Board members 
and the Senate Advisory Committee prior to taking part in their 
first case. 
We suggest that orientation sessions for new Grievance Board and 
Advisory committee members be conducted by experienced Board 
members, perhaps past Chairmen of Boards, together with the 
Grievance Counselors and the University Legal Counsel. Mock 
cases should be prepared to acquaint new members with fact 
finding procedures before they sit on their first hearing. These 
sessions will emphasize the role of participants and the orderly 
searching out of information necessary to decide a case. 
The outgoing chairman of the Grievance Board will be responsible 
for orientation of new Grievance Board members. The President of 
the Faculty Senate will be responsible for orientation of new 
Advisory Committee members to their responsibilities in the 
grievance procedures. 
Since GP-I procedures are delegated to Clemson by the Legisla 
ture, the GP-I rules are established by the state. Frequent 
changes in state law makes it mandatory that counselors as well 
as Grievance Board members be trained in the latest version of 
the law. University Legal Counsel must participate in this 
training to assure that relevant changes in the law are 
adequately covered. 
Issue: Materials Required for Inclusion in a Grievance Procedure 
II Petition 
There have been instances in which grievance reviews were held 
and the issue was found to be not grievable. If additional 
information had been submitted in the grievance filing procedure, 
the right of further access to the grievance procedure could have 
been determined prior to holding these reviews. 
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We suggest that a policy sheet and petition outline be developed 
for use in GP-II cases. This document will amplify statements in 
the Faculty Manual. It will contain a list of information that 
must be included when a GP-II grievance is filed. It will also 
include a section listing types of information sought during 
reviews as a guide to the Petitioner. This policy sheet and 
petition outline can be developed by past grievance chairmen in 
conjunction with the Provost and University Legal Counsel. 
Preparation of such materials will be very valuable to the 
Grievance Counselors and to the Advisory Committee. This 
material will be a major part of the training materials used with 
new Board members. 
Issue: Determining the Definition of "Unfair" 
There is a perception that Grievance Procedure II lacks a good 
definition of "unfair" as it applies to matters of judging 
professional competence. Section II:32, paragraph 2, clearly 
states that "normally not grievable (are) ••. complaints arising 
out of •.• judgments and discretionary powers by faculty and 
administrators." Thus, only the "fairness" of such decisions and 
not the decision itself or the improper rendering of a decision 
is subject to a grievance review. 
A Grievance Board can only render a decision about an improper or 
unfair procedure. They cannot substitute their judgment for that 
of faculty committees or administrators. They can only recommend 
a reassessment of a decision if they find that the decision was 
rendered unfairly. 
We feel that although the Faculty Manual contains the above cited 
statements, some clarification in these sections is necessary. A 
re-writing or inclusion of suggested text will clarify the issue 
of "fairness" and the Board's role in determining "fairness." 
Issue: Screening of Non-grievable GP-II Complaints 
Section II:32 paragraph 2 clearly states that "normally not 
grievable (are) ... complaints arising out of •.. judgments and 
discretionary powers by faculty and administrators." This would 
include " •.. recommendations concerning nonrenewal of contract 
and denial of promotion or tenure ... " The section also includes 
a reference to "minor complaints" but does not specify the nature 
of such complaints. 
Some vagness in language is necessary when diferentiating between 
grievable and non-grievable issues. We feel that within broad 
guidelines the Board should review grievances. This is the 
proper forum in which to air complaints against University 
procedures and the University's decision making process. Thus, 
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it appears to us that the Faculty Manual contains sufficient 
guidelines for screening of complaints to be heard under the GP­
II procedure. 
Issue: Apparent "Prima Facie" GP-I Cases 
There have been instances in which GP-I hearings were conducted 
only to find that evidence presented did not establish the facts 
necessary for a GP-I hearing. No matter how poorly documentation 
accompanying a GP-I petition may appear, the hearing body cannot 
conclude solely on the basis of the petition that there is no 
prima facie case. The petitioner must have the opportunity to 
present the case to a hearing body. After hearing the 
petitioner's testimony, and all evidence presented in their 
behalf, the hearing body can conclude that there is not a case 
and terminate the proceedings. 
In essence this action says that if all of the petitioner's 
evidence is uncontested and everything that the petitioner says 
is true, the further collection of testimony would not warrant a 
decision favorable to the petitioner. A determination of a prima 
facie case can only be made after the hearing, not beforehand. 
Issue: Treatment of Academic Freedom as a GP-I petition 
Academic freedom as a grievable issue is mentioned under GP-I 
procedures. The issue, however, is limited to cases of 
termination or dismissal. In view of the significant role that 
academic freedom has played and continues to play in the life of 
a mature university, we suggest that addition of academic freedom 
to the list of issues addressed by GP-I is more than appropriate. 
GP-I is distinguished from GP-II not by the type of relief sought 
or the specific act precipitating the grievance (denial of tenure 
or promotion, etc.) but rather by the underlying cause. There 
are two such causes in a GP-I; discrimination against a protected 
minority (age, nationality, religion, sex, etc.) and violation of 
academic freedom. 
If both these causes are sufficiently grave to warrant a GP-I 
rather than a GP-II petition, then it seems logical that both 
causes should support a GP-I petition in cases of salary, tenure, 
promotion and work assignment as well as in cases of termination. 
Yet under the current wording of GP-I, protected minorities may 
file on the basis of any of these issues while academic freedom 
cases are not addressed unless termination is involved. 
We recognize that there are more limitations on our flexibility 
with the GP-I than the GP-II. We suggest that the University 
request a ruling from legal counsel on the advisabiliity of 
including academic freedom as an issue in cases other than 
termination. 
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Issue: Change in Review Process of Promotion and Tenure 
Decisions 
Many grievance claims are filed as the result of promotion and 
tenure procedures. A few changes in the way personnel files 
associated with the promotion and tenure process are reviewed can 
potentially reduce grievance petitions. 
Clemson needs a procedure which provides candidates who have 
failed to receive positive recommendations for reappointment, 
tenure, or promotion the opportunity to review such recom 
mendations. This opportunity must be available at each step 
in the review process. Evaluators at each step in the process 
must be aware of potential grievable complaints. 
Such an appeal process will be simple to implement. At each step 
of the way from the peer review committee report through the 
report of the Provost, the faculty member will have an opportu 
nity to review their recommendations. Further information 
clarifying issues raised may then be added to the file if the 
faculty member deems it necessary. The opportunity to add a 
"disclaimer" or additional information to a negative review can 
be very helpful in further review of the file. 
We suggest that the issue of how promotion, tenure, and re 
appointment files are processed be taken up by either the 
Senate Policy Committee or the Commission on Faculty Affairs. 
These bodies should consider procedures simliar to those 
suggested by Professor R. F. Larson in a letter to this committee. 
Improvements in the way faculty personnel files are handled can 
potentially reduce the number of grievance petitions filed. 
Issue: Timeline for Processing Grievance Petitions 
Everyone involved in a grievance petition is looking for speedy 
decisions. The timeline as it is currently defined in the 
Faculty Manual needs to be refined and improved. In addition, it 
must be impressed upon Grievance Board chairmen that a timeline 
is designed for everyone's benefit. 
We suggest that the time between receipt of a grievance petition 
and the initial meeting of the GP-II Board be shortened from 
thirty (30) to fifteen (15) calendar days. The initial meeting 
of the Board will be for the sole purpose of determining whether 
the matter is grievable. If the matter is determined grievable, 
a Hearing Board consisting of three (3) persons will be assigned 
and a time set to initiate the review. The review must commence 
no later than thirty (30) calendar days after the initial 
meeting. 
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We suggest that many of the references to "calendar days" in the 
current procedure be changed to "work days." Specific places in 
the Faculty Manual where this change will improve overall 
operation of the grievance process will need to be determined in 
conjunction with the Provost. This change will be minimal yet 
allow more time for preparation of necessary documents, Board 
meetings and formulation of decisions. 
We also suggest that the time for responses by the Provost and 
President be increased from the current ten (10) to thirty (30) 
days. This will allow more time for review of especially lengt hy 
documents compiled as part of the review process. 
Orderly and timely resolution of hearings is very necessary in 
order to forestall potential legal problems. The Faculty Manual 
currently states that the final report of the Grievance Board's 
findings must be completed"··· no later than ten calendar days 
after the Board's final meeting on the matter ••• ". This has been 
interpreted as being the final meeting at which the petition is 
discussed. We suggest that this policy be changed to have the 
Board's decision rendered within ten (10) working days after the 
final meeting at which statements are taken from witnesses, the 
petitioner or the respondents. 
Issue: Order of conducting GP-I and GP-II hearings. 
The order in which petitions are considered is in need of change. 
Current policy allows concurrent filing of GP-I and GP-II 
petitions. When this occurs, the GP-I petition takes precedence 
and hearings for the GP-I petition are conducted prior to 
conducting reviews for the GP-II petition. 
From information received by this committee, we conclude that GP­
II reviews are best conducted prior to the GP-I hearing. Issues 
put forth in GP-I petitions are many times resolved through the 
less formal GP-II process. Thus, the added costs and delays 
inherent in GP-I hearings can be avoided. We note, however, that 
the legality of delaying the GP-I petition will need to be 
determined prior to implementing this change. 
Issue: Appeals to the President 
Appeals to the President in GP-I oases are entirely appropriate. 
GP-I petitions involve not only Faculty Manual issues but also 
issues of State and Federal law. Final decisions in such oases 
must be made at the highest level when necessary. 
Appeals to the President of GP-II decisions are another matter. 
The Faculty Manual states only that the appeal must be made in 
writing. It contains no guidelines on the process or procedures 
to be followed by the President in reviewing the case. Appeals 
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of GP-II decisions can turn into emotional rather than objective 
appeals if strict procedures are not followed. 
We suggest that guidelines be established for Presidential 
appeals. These guidelines must state who can initiate an appeal 
to the President - petitioner, respondent(s), Hearing Board 
member(s). They should include provisions for notifying all 
parties involved - petitioner, respondent(s) and Hearing Board. 
They should also include the form in which the President is to 
recieve information, written and/or verbal, and from whom this 
information is to be received. 
Issue: Confidentiality of Petitions 
The issue of confidentiality was brought to our attention from 
many sources. We know of instances in which cases and issues 
surrounding a case were discussed in open meetings. We heard of 
rumors that Grievance Board members were talking about cases. 
There have been instances in which Board members have been 
approached and told of many issues connected with a case. 
In our work, however, we have uncovered no instances in which 
Grievance Board members or Counselors have talked to anyone 
except other Board members or Counselors as the case may be. Up 
to this time and to the best of our knowledge, information about 
cases that has flown through the rumor mill did not originate 
with the Board or the Grievance Counselors. 
We find no problems with members of the Board consulting with one 
another on procedures and issues. Counselors also must have this 
ability in order to assure that similar cases are handled 
similiarly. It often takes consultation with a fellow Board 
member or Counselor to solidify ideas and support conclusions. 
We urge confidentiality on the part of all parties involved in the 
grievance procedure. Breaking the trust of confidentiality only 
hurts the process and adds nothing to the atmosphere surrounding 
the case. 
Issue: Counselors for Faculty and Administrators 
Counselors add to the operation of Clemson's grievance procedures 
by applying knowledge gained through working on prior cases. 
Their experience helps them inform all parties in a grievance 
about the types of information needed in a grievance petition and 
what to expect when reviews and hearings are conducted. Current 
Grievance Counselors act as the "institutional memory" available 
to faculty as they prepare their case. 
Faculty Grievance Counselors ~ave been approached by adminis 
trators asking for help in pending cases. Some administrators 
have requested help on behalf of faculty whom they support while 
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other administrators have asked for assistance in petitions to 
which they were a party. Although help was given when asked, 
this is not in the charge given to the current group of 
counselors. 
It is our opinion that Grievance Counselors need to be available 
for consultation with all parties involved in a hearing. Coun 
selors functioning in this expanded capacity would be acting 
much as they are in their current role as counselors available to 
faculty. 
At the present time there are three (3) counselors selected to 
work with faculty. This number does not contain adaquate 
representation from all colleges. Occasions have arisen and 
will continue to arise when a counselor is asked to advise 
someone within their own college. 
We suggest that the number of Grievance Counselors be increased 
to five (5) selected from five (5) different colleges. These 
counselors will be selected from among the tenured Associate and 
Full Professorial ranks. By increasing the number of counselors, 
the pool will be large enough for consultation with all parties 
involved in a petition. 
Issue: Role of Lawyers, Counselors and Other Advisors 
The grievance proceeding is designed to facilitate gathering of 
information. It should be conducted to minimize the trauma 
individuals experience when involved in such matters. Many 
lawyers either fail to understand the role of the Advisory 
Committee and Hearing Board in a grievance proceeding or refuse 
to accept their fact gathering mission. When lawyers are 
permitted to respond to the facts of a case, to directly present 
information, and to conduct a "cross-examination", the atmosphere 
of a courtroom trial can inadvertantly be established. 
Presentations in recent hearings and summary statements by legal 
counsel have added to both the length of hearings and to the 
length and cost of transcripts. Past Advisory Committee members 
reported that in some cases the active participation of legal 
counsel may have been detrimental to the grievant's case. The 
establishment of a "courtroom atmosphere" and the courtroom 
approach to conducting a hearing must be avoided. 
We recommend that each party to a grievance be permitted to have 
the assistance of counsel of their choice. This counsel may be 
an academic advisor, fellow faculty member, or legal counsel. 
The role of the counsel, however, will be solely advisory with no 
active access to floor discussion. 
NOTE: We will be adding a section here denoting places in the 





WHEREAS, the Faculty Senate supports the Leatherman bill (Senate Bill 
171) in its present form with the recommendation that the 
option be opened to more faculty as soon as it is feasible; 
therefore be it 
RESOLVED, that the Facul ty Senate reconmends that the administration go 
on record as taking a public position seeking better retire­
ment benefits for existing faculty at Clemson University. 
